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This thesis divides neatly into four collections of results.
In the first (Part II), we provide existence and uniqueness results along with several properties
for a class of McKean-Vlasov Equations having random coefficients and drifts of superlinear
growth. We show a Freidlin-Wentzell-type Large Deviations Principles (LDP) in the Hölder
topology for the solution process of McKean-Vlasov Equations using techniques that directly
address the presence of the law in the coefficients. Our methods avoid using decoupling tricks or
particle system approximations.
Secondly (Part III), we close an unexpected gap in the literature concerning the Malliavin
and Parametric Differentiability of Stochastic Differential Equations with drifts of super linear
growth and with random coefficients. We establish Stochastic Gâteaux Differentiability and Ray
Absolute Continuity and take limits in probability rather than mean square or almost surely,
bypassing the potentially non-integrable error terms from the unbounded drift.
As an application, we recover representations linking both derivatives as well as a Bismut-
Elworthy-Li formula.
Thirdly (Part IV), we prove a representation for the support of McKean-Vlasov Equations.
To do so, we construct functional quantizations for the law of Brownian motion as a measure
over the (non-reflexive) Banach space of Hölder continuous paths. By solving optimal Karhunen
Loève expansions and exploiting the compact embedding of Gaussian measures, we obtain a
sequence of deterministic finite supported measures that converge to the law of a Brownian
motion with explicit rate. We show the approximation sequence is near optimal with very
favourable integrability properties and prove these approximations remain true when the paths
are enhanced to rough paths. These results are of independent interest.
The functional quantization results then yield a novel way to build deterministic, finite
supported measures that approximate the law of the McKean-Vlasov Equation driven by the
Brownian motion which crucially avoid the use of random empirical distributions. These are
then used to solve an approximate skeleton process that characterises the support of the McKean-
Vlasov Equation.
We give explicit rates of convergence for the deterministic finite supported measures in rough
path Hölder metrics and determine the size of the particle system required to accurately estimate
the law of McKean-Vlasov equations with respect to the Hölder norm.
Finally (Part V), we study the Small Ball Probabilities of Gaussian rough paths. While many
works on rough paths study the Large Deviations Principles for stochastic processes driven by
Gaussian rough paths, it is a noticeable gap in the literature that Small Ball Probabilities have
not been extended to the rough path framework.
LDPs provide macroscopic information about a measure for establishing Integrability type
properties. Small Ball Probabilities provide microscopic information and are used to establish a
locally accurate approximation for a random variable. Given the compactness of a Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert space ball, its Metric Entropy provides invaluable information on how to approxi-
mate the law of a Gaussian rough path. As an application, we are able to find upper and lower





"When you are a Bear of Very Little Brain, and you Think of Things, you find sometimes that a
Thing which seemed very Thingish inside you is quite different when it gets out into the open and
has other people looking at it.” - Winnie the Pooh.
In Part II, we study a class of McKean-Vlasov Equations with a one-sided Lipschitz condition
for the drift term. McKean-Vlasov Equations model the motion of a particle travelling as part of
a cloud of interacting particles. The solution represents the path of the single particle, while the
solution law represents the motion of all particles. The one-sided Lipschitz condition means that
a particle has multiple stable positions, but if it deviates too far from these then we expect it to
be drawn back towards them.
We study the irregularity of these equations. We show that when the driving noise is very
small, we expect the solutions to act similarly to the skeleton process of the McKean-Vlasov
Equation, a deterministic Ordinary Differential Equation that is not dependent on the law of the
McKean-Vlasov.
To prove our results, we compute the probability that the McKean-Vlasov Equation is far
from the skeleton process given that the noise remains in a “sausage” centred around a smooth
path. Our contributions include accounting for the way in which the law of the McKean-Vlasov
Equation acts in these small noise limits, the generality of the assumptions we consider and the
ways in which our methods avoid the use of particle systems to approximate the law.
To conclude, we observe that the LDP we have proved implies that a particular scaling
phenomena of Brownian motion is also true for McKean-Vlasov equations under the right
conditions.
In Part III, we wish to study how much a stochastic process will change when we perturb the
solution in different ways. Chapter 9 focuses on the way in which a change in the driving noise
affects the solution. The results that we prove are not unexpected, but the most commonly used
argument for proving these results fails in an unexpected way. Specifically, we obtain error terms
that are non-integrable. Our contribution is the use of a new method that allows us to navigate
around these failings of integrability.
Our framework is that of a drift term that satisfies a one-sided Lipschitz condition and random
coefficients. The one-sided Lipschitz condition ensures that if the process deviates too far from
an attractor, the drift term will push it backwards deterministically. However, the randomness of
the coefficients means that the process might deviate far from this attractor at any time. This
interaction makes the processes highly unstable. Our results are much more general than those
found in standard references such as [Nua06]. We also take care to establish examples that
demonstrate the strengths and limitations of our method.
Chapter 10 studies the ways in which a change in the initial condition (both as a fixed
constant and as a random variable) affects the solution. The results of both chapters are then
combined to prove a Bismut-Elworthy-Li formula for our framework in Chapter 11. This is a
standard result in financial mathematics for computing the sensitivities of financial options.
Our conclusion is that having random coefficients makes the Bismut-Elworthy-Li formula more
involved and previously standard and verifiable assumptions need to be revised.
In Part IV, our goal is to find a set that contains all the paths that we would consider it
reasonable for a solution of a McKean-Vlasov Equation to take. This set should be analytic (not
probabilistic) and dependent only on H, the drift term b and diffusion term σ. The set H is the
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Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space of the driving noise and contains “all of the information” that
we need to understand the driving noise.
There is a classical understanding of this problem. However, this solution fails to be meaning-
ful because in order to understand any one path in the support, one needs to know the law of
the McKean-Vlasov Equation. It should not be necessary that this extra piece of information is
included, and yet there is no easy way to do without it.
Our solution is to extract extra information from the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space H
(knowing that the driving noise is Gaussian rather than just a measure with support H) to
construct a deterministic, finite support measure that approximates the law of the Brownian
motion. This is an original approach to the problem and we compare it to the more classical
probabilistic method of sampling an empirical distribution. The assembly of this sequence of
functional quantizations is explored in Chapter 12.
These finite support measures are used to solve a deterministic system of interacting equations.
We use these to obtain a sequence of measures that converge to the law of the McKean-Vlasov
Equation. We verify continuity and integrability conditions in Chapter 13 to ensure the new
objects that we are assembling are meaningful. Finally, in Chapter 14 we state and prove our
expression. In particular, the skeleton process we use to express the support is different from the
skeleton process we use to prove the Large Deviations Principle in Chapter 7.
Since their conception by Terry Lyons in [Lyo98] rough paths have become a widely used
tool for solving systems of equations being driven by highly oscillating paths. A rough path is an
algebraic object that encodes all of the information needed to give a rich theory of integration.
This includes more than just the increments of the path, but also the iterated integrals of the path
with respect to itself. With this extra information included, it is natural that the focus of attention
has been on their macroscopic properties as it is necessary to verify that this information does
not render the rough path non-integrable.
Our contribution in Part V is to study the microscopic properties of Gaussian rough paths.
Specifically, we compute the asymptotic rate of convergence of the probability that a Gaussian
rough path remains in a ball of radius ε.
In Chapter 15, we re-prove several well known (and less well known) results in a new and
more general framework. In Chapter 16 we find an expression for the shape of the enhanced
Gaussian around 0. Our proof involves developing ideas for the rough path setting and exploiting
the compactness properties of Gaussian measures that translate to enhanced Gaussian processes.
Finally, in Chapter 17 we provide some applications to motivate the results of the previous
two chapters. In particular, we demonstrate that the compactness properties of the Gaussian
measure are translated to the enhanced Gaussian measure, even though the enhancement is not




The following is a list of standard notation that we use throughout this theses:
• N = {1, 2, · · · }, the set of natural numbers and N0 = N ∪ {0}
• Z and R the set of integers and real numbers respectively. R+ = [0,∞).
• bxc the largest integer less than or equal to x ∈ R.
• 1A denotes the usual indicator function over some set A.
• ej the unit vector of Rd in the jth component.
• [0, T ] a compact, connected, positive lebesgue measure subset of R.
• C([0, T ];Rd) the space of continuous functions f : [0, T ]→ Rd paired with the supremum
norm ‖f‖∞ = supt∈[0,T ] |ft|.
• Cα([0, T ];Rd) the space of α-Hölder continuous functions taking values on Rd paired with
the Hölder norm ‖f‖α = sups,t∈[0,T ]
|ft−fs|
|t−s|α .
Cα,0([0, T ];Rd) the closure of Cβ([0, T ];Rd) with respect to ‖ · ‖α where β > α.
• Let Ω̃ = C([0, T ];Rd′) be the canonical d′-dimensional Wiener space and let W be the
Wiener process with law P̃. Let (F̃t)t∈[0,T ] be the standard augmentation of the filtration
generated by the Brownian motion. Then we have the probability space (Ω̃, F̃ , (F̃t)t∈[0,T ], P̃).
Additionally, let ([0, 1],B([0, 1]),P) be a probability space with the Lebesgue measure P.
Our probability space is structured as follows:
1. The sample space will be Ω = [0, 1]× Ω̃,
2. The σ-algebra over this space will be F = σ(B([0, 1]) × F̃) with filtration Ft =
σ(B([0, 1])× F̃t),
3. The probability measure will be the product measure P = P× P̃.
• For p ≥ 1, let Lp(Ω,F ,P;Rd) be the space of random variables over the probability space
(Ω,F ,P) with state space Rd and finite p moments.





X : [0, T ]× Ω→ Rd.
• H be the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space, sometimes referred to as the Cameron Martin
space of an associated Gaussian process (often but not exclusively Brownian motion).
• fn . gn ⇐⇒ lim supn→∞
fn
gn
≤ C and fn & gn ⇐⇒ lim infn→∞ fngn ≥ C for sequences
(fn)n∈N and (gn)n∈N.
When fn . gn and fn & gn, we say fn ≈ gn. In contrast fn ∼ gn ⇐⇒ limn→∞ fngn = 1.
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This thesis is the compilation of two published papers ([dRST19] and [IdRS19]) and two
preprints ([CRS19] and [Sal20]). Thus, it naturally divides into four parts:
Part II has three main results. Firstly, in Chapter 6 we prove sharp existence and uniqueness
result for McKean-Vlasov Equations with a one-sided Lipschitz drift term and random drift
and diffusion terms. In Chapter 7 we prove Large Deviations Principle for McKean-Vlasov
Equations and apply this in Chapter 8 to obtain a Functional Iterated Logarithm law for a class
of McKean-Vlasov Equations.
While writing [dRST19], we believed that it would be an easy extension of existing results
to prove Malliavin differentiability of the McKean-Vlasov Equations considered. This turned
out to be more challenging that we expected due to the gap in the literature surrounding
differentiability of SDEs with a one-sided Lipschitz drift term. This was the inspiration for writing
[IdRS19]. Part II proves Malliavin Differentiability in 9 and Parametric Differentiability in 10 for
a wide class of stochastic differential equation. Applications are discussed in 11.
Additionally, while writing [dRST19] we believed it would be a standard application of
the LDP results to obtain a support theorem for McKean-Vlasov Equations. This is the case for
classical SDEs, but the presence of the law in the skeleton process complicates matters. Thus
the goal of Part IV is to prove a Support theorem for McKean-Vlasov Equations. To do this, we
solve a quantization for the driving Gaussian noise in Chapter 12. Properties of particle systems
driven by quantizations and their integrability is discussed and proved in Chapter 13 and finally
the representation of the support is proved in Chapter 14.
Part V takes a slightly different approach. The project started while researching the scope
of [CRS19] and establishing the difference between quantization of Gaussian measures over
Banach spaces and enhanced Gaussian measures over the collection of rough paths. The goal is
to study the rate of convergence of empirical distributions of enhanced Gaussian white noises to
the true enhanced Gaussian measure. To do this, we demonstrate several Gaussian correlation
inequalities in Chapter 15. These are applied to compute the small ball probabilities of Gaussian
rough paths in Chapter 16. Finally, these are applied in Chapter 17 to compute the strong rate of





This thesis primarily focuses on the study of McKean-Vlasov Equations (MVEs). McKean-Vlasov
Equations are Stochastic Differential Equations where the coefficients of the equation are
dependent on the law of the solution. Typically, they are denoted
dXt = b(t,Xt,LXt )dt+ σ(t,Xt,LXt )dWt, X0 = θ (1.0.1)
where LXt is the pushforward measure of the solution LXt = P ◦ (Xt)−1 and (Ω,F ,P) is a
probability space containing a Gaussian white noise that will typically be Brownian motion.
These equations were first studied by [McK66] in the context of statistical physics and developing























where i ∈ {1, ..., N}, each W i is an independent Gaussian noise and θi are independent,
identically distributed random variables independent of the Brownian motions. Thus each
particle in this “cloud of particles” is dependent on the position of any other particle but as N
becomes large the equations are increasingly determined by the distribution of the cloud of
particles rather than the position of any one particle. As N becomes large, Equations of the form
(1.0.2) become computationally challenging to solve due to the cost of simulating large numbers
of independent white noises. However, the motion of a single equation within the system of
interacting equations can be approximated by (1.0.1) as N →∞ using the well known results










Generally, such results are referred to as Propagation of chaos and imply that the dynamics
of Equation (1.0.2) can be approximated by (1.0.1) when N is large. However, the study of
Equation (1.0.1) is also of independent interest
Since their conception, McKean-Vlasov Equations have proved a powerful tool for modelling
in a wide variety of fields. Applications are numerous and vary from opinion dynamics [HK02],
the dynamics of granular materials [BCCP98,BGG13,CGM08], molecular and fluid dynamics
[Pop01], interacting agents in economics or social networks [CDL13], mathematical biology
[KS71, BCM07], Galactic dynamics [BT11], droplet growth[CS19], Plasma Physics [Bit13],
interacting neurons [DIRT15] and deep learning neural networks [HKR19]. See [CD17a,CD17b]
and references therein for a detailed exploration of the applications of McKean-Vlasov Equations.
3
1.1 The space of measures
For E a complete, separable metric space with Borel σ-algebra B, let Pr(E) be the set of all
Borel measures over (E,B) which have finite rth moments.
Definition 1.1.1. Let r ≥ 1. Let µ, ν ∈ Pr(E). We define the Wasserstein r-distance W(r)E,d :











where γ is a joint distribution over E×E which has marginals µ and ν. When the space the measure
is defined on is clear, we write W(r)d where d is the metric over E.
The problem of finding a measure γ ∈ P2(E × E) that minimises (1.1.1) is sometimes
referred to as the Kantorovich problem and γ is called the transport plan of µ and ν. The choice
of r = 2 is common throughout literature. However, we will also be interested in the case r = 1.
Sometimes referred to as the Kantorovich–Rubinstein metric, the Wasserstein distance induces
the topology of weak convergence of measure as well as convergence in moments of order up to
and including r. The Wasserstein distance is a metric, but the metric does not induce a norm
as it is homogeneous but not translation invariant. The space P2(E) is complete and separable
with respect to the Wasserstein metric (see [Bol08]).
It is important to define the Wasserstein distance for a generic complete separable metric
space because later on we will be interchanging between measures on Rd and C([0, T ];Rd). In
order to distinguish between measures on Rd and C([0, T ];Rd), we denote µ ∈ P2(C([0, T ];Rd))







For an in-depth treatment of Optimal transport, we refer the reader to [Vil09] or [CD17a,
Chapter 5].
1.1.1 Examples of measure dependencies
Given complete, separable metric spaces E and F and a function f : P2(E)→ F , it is natural to
ask what forms f might take.
Example 1.1.2 (Scalar interactions). Let φ : E → Rd be a Lipschitz function, let F : Rd×Rd → R
and let µ ∈ P1(E). Let








We call f a mean-field interaction of scalar type.
Example 1.1.3 (Interactions of order 1 and beyond). Let F : Rd×Rd → R be a Lipschitz function





We call f a mean-field interaction of order 1. Observe that for µ, ν ∈ P1(E)







∣∣∣ ≤ L · ∫
Rd×Rd
|y − z|γ(dy, dz)
where γ has marginals µ and ν. Minimising over the choice of γ, we get
|f(x, µ)− f(x, ν)| ≤ L ·W(1)Rd (µ, ν).
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F (x, y1, ..., yn)µ(dy1)...µ(dyn)
is a mean-field interaction of order n.
1.2 Existence and Uniqueness
We start with a slight generalization of the existence and uniqueness result under Lipschitz
conditions in [Car16, Theorem 1.7]. Let W be a d′-dimensional Brownian motion and let














where Y0 ∈ Lp(F0;Rd;P) and LYt denotes the Law of Yt.












and Lipschitz in the sense that ∃L > 0 such that for almost all (t, ω) ∈ [0, T ]× Ω, ∀x, x′ ∈ Rd and
∀µ, µ′ ∈ P2(Rd) we have that
|b(t, ω, x, µ)− b(t, ω, x′, µ′)|+ |σ(t, ω, x, µ)− σ(t, ω, x′, µ′)|
≤ L
(
|x− x′|+ W(2)(µ, µ′)
)
.
Suppose further that Y0 ∈ L2(Ω,F0,P;Rd) is a square integrable random variable which is
independent of the Brownian motion. Then there exists a unique solution for Y ∈ S2([0, T ];Rd) to
the McKean-Vlasov Equation (1.2.1) and LY0 ∈ P2(Rd) where LYt is the probability distribution of
the random variable Yt.
Proof. For b(·, 0, δ0) satisfying E[
∫ T
0
|b(t, ω, 0, δ0)|2dt] < ∞ the result is known e.g. [Car16,
Theorem 1.7]. A close inspection of that proof shows that this condition is not sharp. In particular,
the result holds with the slightly weaker integrability condition found in the statement of the
theorem we present here. The verification is straightforward and we do not carry it out.
Historically, the existence problem for (1.2.1) has been investigated by two different methods.
The first one consists in the application of a fixed point theorem on the space of measures, see
[McK67], or on a collection of permissible drifts, see [BRTV98, CGM08, HIP08]. The other
method consists of proving the law of the associated particle system converges to the solution of
a non-linear Martingale problem, see for example [Mél96,BJT11,FJ+17] .
More recently, Zvonkin’s transformation tools were extended to the mean-field setting
in [dR20] to allow for drift terms that are only Hölder continous in the spacial and measure
dependencies provided the diffusion term is non-degenerate. Similarly, [MV16] was able to prove
Existence and Uniqueness assuming that the drift has linear growth in the spacial dependency
and is bounded in the measure dependency, and a non-degeneracy of the diffusion. These ideas
were later extended in [HŠS18] to prove a weak existence for McKean-Vlasov Equations with
unbounded coefficients that satisfy a Lyapunov condition. Further results on existence and
uniqueness can be found in [Car16,CD17a,CD17b]. We highlight [Sch87] for a discussion on
counterexamples on uniqueness of solutions.
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1.3 Our contributions
In Chapter 6, we prove an existence and uniqueness result for McKean-Vlasov Equations with a
drift terms satisfying a one-sided Lipschitz in the spacial variable (see Theorem 6.1.2). Further,
the coefficients are random and dependent on time, and both drift and diffusion terms are
Lipschitz in the measure variables. We prove our results by dealing with the presence of the laws
in the coefficients directly and avoiding arguments on empirical measures or approximation/-
convergence of measures.
Our method for proving existence and uniqueness uses stopping time arguments, but critically
it is not the McKean-Vlasov Equation that is stopped but an SDE with an approximation of the
law substituted into the coefficients. This is an important detail because stopped McKean-Vlasov
Equations are not themselves McKean-Vlasov: the law of the solution is not the same as the law
in the coefficients. Further, we provide sharp integrability conditions for the (t, ω) dependency
in the drift and diffusion terms in Assumption 6.1.1.
Finally, in Section 6.2 we demonstrate the regularity in time of these processes. In particular,
we observe that the addition of measure dependency does not complicate the regularity as it is
generally smoother than the contributions from the noise.
6
Chapter 2
Large Deviations Principle and
Applications
The goal of a Large Deviations Principle (LDP) is to find asymptotic upper and lower bounds
for the probability of a rare event. The problem was first studied by Cramér and Lundberg
to quantify the vulnerability of insurers to insolvency and was later developed for stochastic
differential equations in [Var66]. For this chapter, we briefly outline the basic ideas for Large
Deviations Principles, but for a more detailed exploration of the field see [DE97] and [DZ10].
The large deviations principle characterises the limiting behaviour of a family of probability
measures (Lε)ε>0) over (E,B), where E is a topological space and B is the Borel σ-algebra,
using a rate function I.
Definition 2.0.1. A rate function I is a lower semicontinous mapping I : E → [0,∞] such that
∀a > 0, the level sets {φ : I(φ) < a} are closed. A rate function is called a good rate function if
∀a > 0 the level sets are compact.
Given a Borel set A, we characterise the limiting behaviour of the sequence of measures in
terms of the rate function restricted to the interior and exterior of A.
Definition 2.0.2. The collection of measures (Lε)ε>0 satisfies a Large Deviations Principle with
rate function I if and only if for any Borel set A, we have
− inf
φ∈Ao















With regard to stochastic processes such as McKean-Vlasov Equations, we endeavour to estab-
lish a deterministic path around which the diffusion is concentrated with high probability. The
consequence of this is that we can think of the McKean-Vlasov Equation as a small probabilistic
perturbation of an Ordinary Differential Equation.





εdWt, X0 = x0, (2.0.1)
where x0 ∈ Rd, b : Rd → Rd is Lipschitz and W is a d′-dimensional Brownian motion. We pair
this stochastic differential equation with the operator from the Cameron Martin space H to the
deterministic ODE
dΦ[h]t = b(Φ[h]t)dt, Φ[h]0 = x0. (2.0.2)
Let Lε = P◦(Xε)−1 be the law of Equation (2.0.1) over the Banach space of continuous functions
equipped with the supremum norm ‖ · ‖∞.


















‖φ̇t − b(φt)‖2dt ⇐⇒ φ is absolutely continuous,
∞ otherwise.
2.1 Recent LDP results for McKean-Vlasov Equations
The LDP results we present are with respect to the vanishing noise as in Freidlin-Wentzell



















in general dimensions, assuming superlinear growth of the drift but imposing coercivity in their
monotonicity condition and a constant diffusion term. In particular, they show that the family of
laws (νε)ε satisfies a large deviations principle on C([0, T ];Rd) equipped with the uniform norm






∥∥∥φ̇(t) +∇xV (φ(t)) +∇xF (φ(t)− ϕ(t))∥∥∥2
∞
dt ,
when φ is absolutely continuous such that φ(0) = X0 and I(φ) := +∞ otherwise (ϕ as in
(2.1.2)).
A common way in which Large Deviation Principles are used to study McKean-Vlasov Equa-
tions is via Propagation of Chaos and the so called “Sanov’s theorem”. First introduced in [San61],
these type of results explore the rate of convergence of the empirical measure to the true law of
the McKean-Vlasov Equation. While it is true that these are similar to a Freidlin Wentzell type
result in that they study the convergence in probability of random distributions over the space
of continuous paths, they are distinct and of independent interest from the Freidlin-Wentzell
results we study in this work.
The sutdy of Sanov-type results is a huge field of research and we highlight only a small
number of relevant works [BDF12,DPdH96,DG87,DFMS18] and the references within.
2.2 Our Contributions

















However, unlike [HIP08], we assume a Lipschitz σ coefficient (not a constant one) and we do
not impose any coercivity condition (strict negativity of the monotonicity constant).
We draw inspiration from [BAL94]. Studying standard SDEs, the authors find a way to
transfer LDP results from a coarse topology to a finer one; in their case, from supremum norms
to Hölder norms. Their method, explained later, relies on establishing the following inequality:




‖Xxε − Φx(h)‖α ≥ ρ, ‖
√








for classical SDE’s where Φx(h) is the so-called skeleton map (an ODE) associated with XXε .
This can be thought of as establishing that the probability of X having a high variation in the
‖ · ‖α-norm given that the input signal (from the Brownian motion) is small in ‖ · ‖∞-norm is
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exponentially small. For this, they assume boundedness and Lipschitz properties of the drift and
diffusion coefficients of the SDE Xε dependent only on the spatial variables. We provide results
in the same vein but for the general class of McKean-Vlasov Equations with drifts of polynomial
growth (see Assumption 7.2.1). Their conditions are stronger than our conditions so our results
extend existing results in classical SDE literature.
In [dRST19], we additionally prove Large Deviations Principle results for McKean-Vlasov
Equations of the form (2.2.1) with respect to the supremum. These results are not included in
this thesis as they were collaborative results with Dr. Tugaut but are key to our methods for
proving Proposition 7.2.3.
Our results on LDPs are of general interest and can be applied to the Monte-Carlo simulation
of McKean-Vlasov Equations in the spirit of [GR08] as a way to find the optimal Importance
Sampling measure, see [dRST18]. Applications of our results also include Chapter 8 and




Malliavin calculus, or Stochastic calculus of variations, is a collection of tools first developed by
Paul Malliavin in the 1970’s to study the densities of stochastic processes. It relies on the powerful
structures of Gaussian measures and the ways in which these underpin the theory of stochastic
processes today. In this chapter, we provide a short introduction to Gaussian measures and
Malliavin calculus. For an overview of Gaussian analysis and probability theory on Banach spaces,
see [LT13,Bog98]. For detailed references on Malliavin calculus, see [Nua06,DNØkP09,DP06].
3.1 Motivation and background
Let E be a Banach space and let B be the cylinder σ-algebra, the smallest σ-algebra such that
every element of the dual space E∗ is measurable. When E is separable, B is known to be
equivalent to the Borel σ-algebra. We say that L is a Gaussian measure on (E,B) if ∀f ∈ E∗
the pushforward of the measure L by the linear map f is normally distributed. Thus for each
Gaussian measure on (E,B), we have a symmetric Bilinear form R : E∗ × E∗ → R defined
by R(f1, f2) :=
∫
E
f1(x) · f2(x)dL(x) which we call the covariance operator. Associated to the





Thus f(S[g]) = R(f, g). The Kernel is a positive, self adjoint operator so has a spectral represen-
tation
i : E∗ → L2(E,L;R), i∗ : L2(E,L;R)→ E, i∗i = S
where i canonically embeds the linear functionals into the space of square-integrable functionals
over E with respect to the measure L. The Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) of the








The support of the Gaussian meaure L over (E,B) is the closure of H is the topology of E. When
H is not dense in E, we call L degenerate.
Let E be a separable Banach space, let H be a separable Hilbert space and let i∗ : H → E be
an injective continuous linear map with dense image that radonifies the canonical cylinder set
measure. Then we say (E,H, i∗) is an abstract Wiener space.
Let E be a separable Banach space. A mapping f : E → R is called a Polynomial functional
of E if ∃n ∈ N,∃g1, ..., gn ∈ E∗ and ∃f̃ : Rn → R such that
f(x) = f̃(g1(x), ..., gn(x)).
The set of all polynomial functionals of E is denoted P(E). Similarly, for separable Banach spaces
E1 andE2 a mapping F : E1 → E2 is called aE2 polynomial ofE1 if ∃m ∈ N, ∃f1, ..., fm ∈ P(E1)
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The set of all E2 valued polynomial functionals of E1 is denoted P(E1, E2).
It is well known that the space P(E1, E2) is dense in the space Lp(E1,B,L;E2), see for
example [Sug85].
For F ∈ P(E1, E2), we define the derivative of F , denoted DF , to be the E2 ⊗ H valued






∂xkfj(g1(x), ..., gn(x))ej ⊗ (gk ◦ i∗).
The operator D is closable, and we define the Sobolev space D1,p(E2) to be closure of P(E1, E2)












3.2 Overview of the methodology
It is important to note that the solution of an SDE is not continuous with respect to ω ∈ Ω. As
the SDE exists in a probability space with the filtration generated by an d′-dimensional Brownian
motion, ω can be interpreted to mean the path of an individual Brownian motion plus any
extra information about what happens when t = 0. However, it will be shown that the random
variables are continuous, and indeed differentiable, when perturbed with respect to a path out
of the Cameron Martin space. Hence for this section we take h ∈ H, the Cameron Martin space
of a d′-dimensional Brownian motion.
We start by introducing the concepts of Ray absolute continuity and Stochastic Gâteaux
Differentiability and the results yielding Malliavin differentiability under those properties.
Let E be a separable Banach space. Let L(H, E) be the space of all bounded linear operators
V : H → E.
Definition 3.2.1 (Ray Absolutely Continuous map). A measurable map f : Ω→ E is said to be
Ray Absolutely Continuous if ∀h ∈ H, ∃ a measurable mapping f̃h : Ω→ E such that
f̃h(ω) = f(ω) P-a.e.
and that ∀ω ∈ Ω,
t 7→ f̃h(ω + th) is absolutely continuous on any compact subset of R.
Definition 3.2.2 (Stochastically Gâteaux differentiable). A measurable mapping f : Ω→ E is said
to be Stochastically Gâteaux differentiable if there exists a measurable mapping F : Ω→ L(H, E)
such that ∀h ∈ H,
f(ω + εh)− f(ω)
ε
P−→ F (ω)[h] as ε→ 0.
Malliavin differentiability follows from [Sug85, Theorem 3.1] which was later improved
upon by [MPR17, Theorem 4.1]. We recall both results next.
Theorem 3.2.3 ([Sug85]). Let p > 1. The space D1,p(E) is equivalent to the space of all random
variables f : Ω→ E such that f ∈ Lp(Ω;E) is Ray Absolutely Continuous, Stochastically Gâteaux
differentiable and the Stochastic Gâteaux derivative F : Ω→ L(H, E) is F ∈ Lp(Ω;L(H, E)).
Remark 3.2.4. We know from standard references such as [ÜZ00] that the map t 7→ f̃h(ω + th) is
continuous as a map from [0, 1]→ L0(Ω). The point of proving the stronger absolute continuity is
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to find a representation of the form
f̃h(ω + εh)− f̃h(ω) =
∫ ε
0
F (ω + rh)[h]dr,
where the object F (ω) is a candidate for the Malliavin Derivative. Proving Stochastic Gâteaux
Differentiability is then verifying that this object is a bounded linear operator and allows one to
extend from Gâteaux to Fréchet. Thus a random variable which is Ray Absolutely Continuous but
not Stochastic Gâteaux Differentiable has a Malliavin Directional Derivative in all directions, but
there is a sequence of elements hn ∈ H such that F (ω)[hn]→∞.
By contrast, if one has Stochastic Gâteaux Differentiability but not Ray Absolute Continuity, then
one can prove existence of the Malliavin Derivative but which is not in L1(Ω) e.g. E[‖F (ω)‖L(H,E)] =
∞.
3.3 Recent works
The following definition was first introduced in [MPR17].
Definition 3.3.1 (Strong Stochastically Gâteaux differentiable). Let p > 1. A random variable
f ∈ Lp(Ω;E) is said to be Strong Stochastically Gâteaux differentiable if there exists a measurable








Theorem 3.3.2 ([MPR17]). Let p > 1. The space D1,p(E) is equivalent to the space of all random
variables f ∈ Lp(Ω;E) that are Strong Stochastically Gâteaux differentiable and have measurable
mapping F ∈ Lp(Ω;L(H, E)).
The merit of [Sug85] is that it allows one to prove Malliavin differentiability by first estab-
lishing existence of a Gâteaux derivative and then extending to the full Frechét derivative. The
convergence of the Gâteaux derivative in probability is a very weak condition that is much easier
to prove than full Malliavin differentiability.
[MPR17] extends this result to the stronger Strong Stochastic Gâteaux Differentiability
condition and removed the Ray Absolute Continuity condition.
Both of these methods have their merits. While studying different examples of processes with
monotone growth, we became interested in the particular example where the drift term has
polynomial growth of order q but only finite moments up to p < q − 2. In this case, one cannot
in general find a dominating function for the error terms coming from the drift of the SDE while
trying to prove Stochastic Gâteaux Differentiability. It therefore became necessary to prove only
a convergence in probability statement.
The question of Malliavin differentiability of stochastic processes with coefficients that
are themselves dependent on the Gaussian noise is somewhat technical and has often been
avoided in previous works. In principle, one would expect an additional assumption of Malliavin
differentiability of the coefficients plus a joint continuity condition with spacial variables. One
work that does address the Malliavin Differentiability of Lévy driven Backwards Stochastic
Differential Equations, [GS16], includes adequate regularity conditions for the coefficients to
ensure the solution process is Malliavin differentiable.
3.4 Our Contributions
We work with the class of Stochastic Differential Equations (SDEs) with drifts satisfying a super-
linear growth (locally Lipschitz) and a monotonicity condition (also called one-sided Lipschitz
condition); further, the coefficients are assumed to be random. This class of SDEs appears
ubiquitously in mathematics and engineering, for example, the stochastic Ginzburg-Landau
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equation in the theory of superconductivity; Stochastic Verhulst equation; Feller diffusion with
logistic growth; Protein Kinetics and others, see [HJK11] and references.
There is a wealth of results on differentiability and properties of SDEs in general. However,
it is surprising that the landscape is (to the best of our knowledge) sparse with respect to the
superlinear growth setting apart from [TZ15] which we discuss below. Additionally, in [RS17]
the authors discuss stochastic flows in rough path sense for a class related to ours but only up
to linear growth; and using analytical tools, [Cer01, Chapter 1] and [Zha16] require ellipticity
and deterministic maps to obtain some results in the same vein as ours. Our arguments are fully
probabilistic.
To establish Malliavin differentiability for an SDE with solution X and with monotone drifts,
the most natural path to follow is to try to apply [Nua06, Lemma 1.2.3] by employing a truncation
procedure. This yields a sequence Xn of SDEs with Lipschitz coefficients converging to X. Under
said Lipschitz conditions the family Xn is Malliavin differentiable under suitable differentiability
assumptions, with derivative DXn, and one is able to appeal to [Nua06, Lemma 1.2.3] to





The truncation procedure, even smoothed out, destroys the monotonicity and, in the multi-
dimensional case, it is notoriously difficult to establish the aforementioned uniform bound.
To the best of our knowledge this question was studied only in [TZ15]. The authors employ a
truncation procedure in order to use [Nua06, Lemma 1.2.3]. Unfortunately their [TZ15, Lemma
4.1] is incorrect. The constant Ml presented in their equation (4.1) depends on the truncation
level n in a non-uniformly bounded way; the reader is invited to inspect the 2nd line of page
879. This lemma, which we were not able to fix, is used subsequently to establish the main result
in [TZ15].
We prove Malliavin Differentiability through a less well-known method developed by Sugita
[Sug85] which uses the concepts of Ray Absolute Continuity and Stochastic Gâteaux Differentia-
bility see also the posterior developments by [MPR17, IMPR16]. This approach is detailed in
Section 3.2 above. The merit of this method is that the limit for the Stochastic Gâteaux derivative
is a convergence in probability statement rather than a convergence in mean square statement.
Put simply, this allows us to avoid cases such as the “Witches Hat” function where errors are
non-integrable but converge to zero almost surely.
We study the case where the coefficients of the SDE are random. We follow the ideas of
[GS16] and present two different sets of conditions which allow for Malliavin Differentiability.
One set of conditions is sharp but somewhat difficult to use in practice. The other is much easier
to verify but not sharp. We also provide examples discussing the scope and limitations of our
approach.
In this setting the drift term is not bounded and, conditional on the coefficients’ integrability,
the solution may not be sufficiently integrable - see Remark 9.1.3 and the examples in Section
9.3.3. This means that the error terms appearing in the proofs of differentiability will not
be assumed to be sufficiently integrable. We negotiate this obstacle by proving everything in
convergence in probability and ensuring that adequate conditions are met so that results can be




The support of a measure is the smallest closed set of full measure. Thus the Support theorem
for the law of an SDE characterises the set of admissible paths that the SDE can take with
respect to a particular choice of topology. The first work studying the support of a stochastic
process was [SV72] where the law of an SDE is characterised in terms of the supremum norm
and the authors goal was to establish a Strong Maximum principle for a class of Elliptic Partial
Differential Equations. This was later extended to a wide class of processes in [GP90]. Later, a
support theorem with respect to the Hölder norm was established in [BAGL94], and for a much
wider class of norms in [GNSS95]. These works laid the groundwork for the later publication
[LQZ02] which studies the support of the solution law of a rough differential equation driven by
a Gaussian white noise. In [FLS06] it is shown that the continuity of the Itô-Lyons map means
that the proof of a support theorem can be reduced to establishing a characterisation of the
support of the driving noise in an adequately rich topology.
Support theorem results have been key in some other applications, for example, a support
theorem for SDEs with jump noise was crucial in showing Exponential Ergodicity in [Kul09].
One of the conditions the authors require is Topological Irreducibility, that for any two points,
there is a path of the jump process that passes between them in finite time. This can be verified
by finding an expression for the support of the law. Support theorems are also central in the
establishment of Stochastic Invariance principle. A stochastic process is said to be invariant of
a closed set D ⊆ Rd if the solution starts and remains on the set D P-almost surely ∀t ∈ [0, T ].
This problem was first studied in [ADP90]. More recently, Stochastic Invariance has been studied
in [Zab00], [BQRT10] and [FTT14]. In general, support theorems continue to draw attention
from a wide range of academics, see [CF18], [CK19] and [HS19]. Lastly, a motivation to study
support theorem results for McKean-Vlasov Equations is the recent link between this class of
equations, deep learning (or rich learning) and ergodicity, see [HKR19].
4.1 Classical Support Theorm
The following useful method for proving a classical support theorem can be found in [MSS94].
Theorem 4.1.1. Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space containing a Brownian motion and let E be
a separable Banach space. Let H be the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of Brownian motion. Let
X : Ω→ E be a random variable and let Φ : H → E be a measurable map.





‖X(·)− Φ(Hn(·))‖E > ε
]
= 0. (4.1.1)
Then supp(LX) ⊂ Φ(H)
E
.
2. Suppose there exists a sequence of measure transforms Thn such that P ◦ Thn is absolutely
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If both (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) are satisfied, then Φ(H)
E
= supp(LX) and Φ is called the skeleton
process of the random variable X, see [CFN97].
Equation (4.1.1) is sometimes referred to as the Wong Zakai implication due to its similarity
with the Wong Zakai theorem. Equation (4.1.2) is sometimes referred to as the Cameron Martin
implication because the proof involves exploiting the absolute continuity of Cameron Martin
transforms on Wiener space.
4.2 Our Contributions
Proving a support theorem for McKean-Vlasov Equations is more challenging than verifying
Equations (4.1.1) and (4.1.2). The knowledgeable reader will realise that for McKean-Vlasov
Equations, the skeleton process is itself dependent on the law of the solution of the McKean-
Vlasov Equation so the law must be known exogenously in order to solve any skeleton process
path.
This is in contrast to the skeleton process used in [dRST19] where the measure dependency
is replaced by a Dirac following the skeleton process driven by a constant 0 noise.
To prove the support of McKean-Vlasov Equation we develop a novel method by considering
the sequences of pairs (Hn,Ln)n∈N and (Thn ,Ln)n∈N where (Ln)n∈N is a sequence of measures
that converge to the law of the McKean-Vlasov Equation. However, for each n ∈ N, the skeleton
process Φ(h,Ln) driven by Ln and a reproducing kernel Hilbert space path h are not necessarily
contained in the support even though they are a good approximation of a path that is contained







Φ(h,Lm) : h ∈ H
}α−Höl
.
By solving the system of interacting rough differential equations driven by a Hölder quan-
tization of the Brownian motion and exploiting the continuity properties of rough differential
equations, we obtain a deterministic, finite support measure that approximates the law of the
McKean-Vlasov Equation without having to solve the law explicitly. One could equivalently
obtain the solution law by solving the non-linear Fokker Planck equation, but a novelty of this
work is the obtention of the law without having to resort to PDE methods. We initiate our study
by developing our results entirely within the framework established in [CL15].
The key advantage of this deterministic construction over the use of Empirical distribution
used in McKean-Vlasov numerics is that we avoid all difficulties with characterising the support
(a deterministic set) from random samples. For instance, the almost-sure rate of convergence for
an Empirical distribution may, for a particular sample, be too poor to be of any effective use.
It is also worth emphasising that the rate of convergence that we obtain in Theorem 12.2.8
is, at face value, much slower than other well known methods for sampling a measure. The
reason for this is we approximate in pathspace rather than for any fixed choice of time. Thus our
quantization encodes both information about the path of a Brownian motion and the Hölder
regularity.
In this thesis, we prove two support theorems, see Theorem 14.2.4 and Theorem 14.3.6. The
first is for McKean-Vlasov Equations where the initial condition is deterministic while the second
is a extension of this result for McKean-Vlasov Equations with random initial condition. The





Small Ball Probabilites, sometimes referred to as Small Deviations Principles, study the asymptotic
behavour of the measure of a ball of radius ε→ 0. Given a measure L on a metric space (E, d)





x ∈ E : d(x, x0) < ε
}])
ε→ 0.






x ∈ E : d(x, x0) > a
}])
a→∞.
Large Deviations Principles have proved to be a powerful tool for quantifying the tails of Gaussian
probability distributions that have been sucessfully explored and documented in recent years,
see for example [Bog98,LT13] and references therein. Similar results have been extended to a
wide class of probability distributions, see for example [Var84,DZ10]. However, the complexity
of Small Ball Probabilities has meant there has been a generally slower growth in the literature.
This is not to detract from their usefulness: there are many insightful and practical applications
of Small Ball Probabilities to known problems, in particular the study of Compact operators,
computation of Hausdorff dimension and the rate of convergence of Empirical and Quantized
distributions.











∼ 2 · ε
d
Γ(d+ 1) · 2d/2
ε→ 0.
Therefore an application of l’Hôpital’s rule yields




x ∈ Rd : |x|2 < ε
}])
∼ d · log(ε−1) ε→ 0.
Alternatively, using a different norm we have
L
[{


















x ∈ Rd : |x|∞ < ε
}])
∼ d · log(ε−1) ε→ 0.
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5.1 Previous results for Small Ball Probabilities
Small ball probabilities encode the shape of the cumulative distribution function for a norm
around 0. For a self-contained introduction to the theory of small ball probabilities and Gaussian
inequalities, see [LS01].
Small ball probabilities for a Brownian motion with respect to the Hölder norm were first
studied in [BR92]. Using the Cielsielski representation of Brownian motion, the authors are able
to exploit the orthogonality of the Schauder wavelets in the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space to
represent the probability as a product of probabilities of 1 dimensional normal random variables.
Standard analytic estimations of the Gauss error function provide an upper and lower bound for


























1−2α as ε→ 0.
Later, the same results were extended to a large class of Gaussian processes under different
assumptions for the covariance and different choices of Banach space norms, see for example
[KL93b,KLS95,Sto96] and others.
In [DM14], the author studies some small ball probabilities for Levy Area of Brownian motion
by treating it as a time-changed Brownian motion. However, there are no works studying small
ball probabilities for Gaussian rough paths.
However, small ball probabilities have been used study the integrability of rough paths. In
[CHLT15], while studying properties of the densities of rough differential equations driven by
Gaussian rough paths the authors need to establish integrabilitity properties of the modulus of
Hölder roughness for the driving noise. These are solved by computing its small ball probabilities
which correspond to the tail distribution of one over the modulus of Hölder roughness.
The Metric Entropy of a set is a way of measuring the “Compactness” of a compact set. For a
neat introduction to the study of Entropy and some of its applications, see [CS90] and [ET96].
The link between Small Ball Probabilities for Gaussian measures on Banach spaces is explored
in [KL93a] and later extended in [LL99] to encompass the truncation of Gaussian measures.
The same ideas to link the small ball probabilities and metric entropies for Stable processes are
studied in [LL04,Aur07,ALL09]. Small ball probability results for Integrated Brownian motion,
see [GHT03], were used to compute the metric entropy of k-monotone functions in [Gao08].
The link between the entropy of the convex hull of a set and the associated Gaussian measure is
explored in [Gao04,Kle13]. For a recent survey on Gaussian measures and metric entropy, see
[KL17].
There is a natural link between the Metric Entropy of the unit ball of the Reproducing Kernel
Hilbert space of a Gaussian measure and the Quantization problem. Using the Large Deviations
of the Gaussian measure, one can easily find a ball (in the RKHS) with measure 1 − ε where
0 < ε  1. Given the ε entropy of this set, the centres of the minimal cover represent a very
reasonable “guess” for an optimal quantization since the Gaussian measure conditioned on the
closure of this set is “close” to uniform. For more details, see [GLP03,DFMS03]. Sharp estimates
for Kolmogorov numbers, an equivalent measure to Metric Entropy, are demonstrated in [LP04].
More recently, Small Ball Probabilities have been applied to Baysian inference and machine
learning, see for example [vdVvZ07,vdVvZ11,AILVZ08] and [WSS01].
5.2 Gaussian Correlation Inequalities
A key step in the proof of many small ball probability results is the use of a correlation inequality
to lower or upper bound a probability of the intersection of many sets by a product of the
probabilities of each set. Thus a challenging probability computation can be simplified by
optimising over the choice of correlation strategically.
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The Gaussian Correlation Inequality states that for any two symmetric convex sets A and B
in a separable Banach space and for any centred Gaussian measure L on E,
L[A ∩B] ≥ L[A]L[B].
The first work which considers a special case of this result was conjectured in [DS55], while the
first formal statement was made in [GEO+72].
While the inequality remained unproven until recently, prominent works proving special
examples and weaker statements include [Kha67, Šid68] (who independently proved the so
called Šidák’s Lemma), [Pit77] and [Li99]. The conjecture was proved in 2014 by Thomas
Royen in a relatively uncirculated ArXiv submission [Roy14] and did not come to wider scientific
attention for another three years in [LaM17].
Put simply, the idea is to minimise a probability for a collection of normally distributed
random variables by varying the correlation. Applications of these inequalities are wide ranging
and vital to the theory of Baysian inference.
5.3 Our Contributions
In order to extend the theory of Gaussian measures on Banach spaces to the framework of rough
paths, we need to rephrase several well known Gaussian inequalities and prove several new
correlation inequalites. This is done in Chapter 15. While technical, these results are stronger
than we require and represent an extension of the theory of Correlation Inequalities to elements
of the Wiener Itô chaos expansion.
The main contribution of Part V is the computation of Small Ball Probabilites for Gaussian
rough paths with the rough path Hölder metric. These results are solved in Chapter 16. We
remark that the discretisation of the Hölder norm in Lemma 16.1.1 was unknown to the author
and may be of independent interest for future works on rough paths.
Finally, Chapter 17 demonstrates some applications of Theorem 16.0.1 following known
methods that are adapted to the rough path setting. Of particular interest are Theorems 17.2.1










The results of this Chapter can be found published in [dRST19, Section 3]. The first Lemma is a
simple computation which we evaluate for the benefit of the reader.





Proof. Consider a random variable with law δ0. We have X : Ω → E with P[X ∈ A] = δ0(A)
for any A ⊂ E. The σ-algebra generated by X is just {Ω,∅}. Let µ ∈ P2[E] be the law
of a random variable Y : Ω → E which generates a σ-algebra that X will be measurable
with respect to. For any B ∈ σ(Y ), we have that P[Ω ∩ B] = P[B] = 1P[B] = P[Ω]P[B] and
P[B ∩∅] = P[∅] = 0 = P[B]P[∅]. Hence σ(X) and σ(Y ) are independent. Therefore we have
that the joint density function of X and Y is just µ(dy)δ0(dx) and the conclusion follows.
6.1 Existence and Uniqueness
We start by extended previous results for Existence and Uniqueness of solutions of McKean-Vlasov
Equations to the locally Lipschitz case. We work with general monotonicity assumptions without
imposing coercivity restrictions. We also sharpen the integrability assumptions and leave it to
the reader to verify that the proof in [Car16] can be sharpened.
Assumption 6.1.1. Let p ≥ 2. The progressively measurable maps b : [0, T ]×Ω×Rd×P2(Rd)→ Rd
and σ : [0, T ]× Ω× Rd × P2(Rd)→ Rd×d
′
satisfy that ∃L > 0 such that:
1. Y0 ∈ Lp(F0;Rd;P) be independent of the Brownian motion.









∣∣∣σ(t, 0, δ0)∣∣∣2dt)p2 ] <∞,
3. σ is Lipschitz: ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ∀x, x′ ∈ Rd and ∀µ, µ′ ∈ P2(Rd) we have
|σ(t, x, µ)− σ(t, x′, µ′)| ≤ L
(
|x− x′|+ W(2)(µ, µ′)
)
,
4. b satisfies the monotone growth condition in x and is Lipschitz in µ: ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ∀x, x′ ∈ Rd
and ∀µ, µ′ ∈ P2(Rd) we have that
〈x− x′, b(t, x, µ)− b(t, x′, µ)〉Rd ≤ L|x− y|2
and |b(t, x, µ)− b(t, x, µ′)| ≤ LW(2)(µ, µ′),
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5. b is Locally Lipschitz with Polynomial Growth in x: ∃q ∈ N such that q > 1 and ∀t ∈ [0, T ],
∀µ ∈ P2(Rd), ∀x, x′ ∈ Rd we have
|b(t, x, µ)− b(t, x′, µ)| ≤ L(1 + |x|q−1 + |x′|q−1)|x− x′|.
Theorem 6.1.2. Let p ≥ 2. Suppose the drift and diffusion coefficients b, σ and initial distribution

























Proof. Consider the operator
Ξ : P2(C([0, T ],Rd))→ P2(C([0, T ],Rd)),
where Ξ(µ) = LY µ denotes the law of the SDE’s solution Y µ with dynamics
dY µt = b(t, Y
µ
t , µt)dt+ σ(t, Y
µ
t , µt)dWt, Y
µ
0 = Y0.
We start by showing that given some µ, a solution to the above SDE exists. Let µ ∈ P2(C([0, T ],Rd)).
Define
b̂µ(t, x) = b(t, x, µt), σ̂

































+ 2p−1LpT p ·W (2)(µ, δ0)p <∞.
Also we have that b̂µ(t, x) is locally Lipschitz, satisfies a monotone growth condition and σ̂µ(t, x)
has Lipschitz growth in its spacial variables. Therefore, by the methods in [Mao08, Theorem
3.6], we have that a unique solution exists in Sp([0, T ]). Since p ≥ 2, we can conclude that
LY µ ∈ P2(C([0, T ],Rd)).


























∣∣∣σ(s, Y µs , µs)− σ(s, Y νs , νs)∣∣∣2ds]. (6.1.3)
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∣∣∣(Y µs − Y νs )T(σ(s, Y µs , µs)− σ(s, Y νs , νs))∣∣∣2ds) 12 ]
≤2E
[
‖Y µ − Y ν‖∞
(∫ T
0

































Combining (6.1.1), (6.1.2) and (6.1.3) gives that
E
[
‖Y µ − Y ν‖2∞
]
3











Applying Grönwall to this yields a control to the initial inequality
W(2)(Ξ(µ),Ξ(ν))2 ≤E
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where K = 11L2e(24L

























Choosing j large enough ensures that Ξj is a contraction operator. Therefore, Ξ has a unique
fixed point. Hence we conclude that the Picard sequence of random processes Y 0t = Y0 and
dY nt = b
(











converges in S2 and the limit solves the McKean-Vlasov Equation (1.2.1). From this we conclude
that a unique solution exists.
Step 2: Moment calculations. Recall the dynamics of Y from (1.2.1). By Itô’s formula we have
|Yt|p =|Y0|p + p
∫ t
0
|Ys|p−2〈Ys, b(s, Ys,LYs )〉ds+ p
∫ t
0



















































∣∣∣Y Ts σ(s, Ys,LYs )∣∣∣2ds]. (6.1.7)
















|Ys|p−2〈Ys, b(s, 0, δ0)〉ds
]
. (6.1.10)







ds. Using the Lipschitz








































where n ∈ N which will be chosen later.







































∣∣∣σ(s, 0, δ0)∣∣∣2ds]. (6.1.12)
















+ 2 · 3
p







∣∣∣σ(s, 0, δ0)∣∣∣2ds)p2 ].
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Thirdly, we have
























































∣∣∣σ(s, 0, δ0)∣∣∣2ds)p2 ].



























where the constants C̃1, C̃2 and C̃3 are dependent only on p and L. Applying Grönwall’s lemma



















6.2 Continuity in time behavior
We next give results describing time-continuity for the process and its law in the appropriate
topologies. We use the standard notation that Ys,t = Yt − Ys.
Proposition 6.2.1. Let Y be the solution of (1.2.1) satisfying Assumption 6.1.1 where q ∈ N is











∣∣∣σ(t, 0, δ0)∣∣∣nq2 ] <∞.






[∣∣∣Ys,t∣∣∣n] 1n . |t− s| 12 .
Proof. The proposition’s conditions mean that by the arguments in the proof of Theorem 6.1.2



















































. |t− s| 12 ,




. |t− s|p. The results now follow
by applying Kolmogorov’s Continuity criterion in a standard fashion.
Corollary 6.2.2. Let Y be the solution of (1.2.1) under Assumption 6.1.1 and suppose additionally










Then there is a modification of Y , Ỹ , which is sample-continuous, almost surely equal to Y and
α-Hölder continuous for α < 1/2.
Proof. Under these stronger conditions we have ∀n ∈ N that E[ |Ys,t|n] . |t− s|n/2. Therefore,
we apply the Kolmogorov Continuity Criterion from [Øks03, Theorem 2.2.3] and conclude.
The final result concerns C1-regularity (in time) of the expected value of maps of the
McKean-Vlasov Equation.
Proposition 6.2.3 (Regularity in time). Let φ ∈ C1,2([0, T ] × Rd) and suppose that φ, its first
derivative, ∇xφ(·, ·), and Hessian, H[φ](·, ·), have polynomial growth such that for some r > 0 and





∣∣, ∣∣∇xφ(t, y)∣∣, ∣∣H[φ](t, y)∣∣} ≤ K(1 + |y|r).
Suppose that Y is the solution to (1.2.1) under Assumptions 6.1.1 with p := max{r + q, 2r + 2} (q
is the polynomial growth of b) and hence Y ∈ Sp.
Then t 7→ E[φ(t, Y (t))] ∈ C1 and

















(t, Yt) · σ(t, Yt,LYt )
)]
.
Proof. Use Itô’s formula on φ(t, Yt), integrate over [0, t] and take expectations. By the integrabili-
ty/growth assumptions on b and σ, we have Y ∈ Sp and in particular Y ∈ S2r+2. Combining with




∇φ(s, Ys)σ(s, Ys,LYs ))dWs is a square-integrable martingale and hence it vanishes
under the expectation.
In the previous results we have shown continuity in time of Y and LY in the appropriate
metrics. This, combined with the continuity of b and σ in their variables plus the integrability
results, allows to apply Fubini and swap expectations and integrals. Lastly, using the continu-
ity/integrability properties of the involved terms again (notice that here one requires Y ∈ Sr+q),
one can compute the time derivative of t 7→ E[φ(t, Yt)] via the Leibniz differentiation rule for
integrals. This yields the lemma’s formula.
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Chapter 7
Large Deviations Principle in the
Hölder Topology
In this chapter, we investigate the family of d-dimensional McKean-Vlasov Equations indexed by


















We derive a Freidlin-Wentzell Large Deviations Principle for equations of the form (7.0.1)
with respect to the Hölder-norm. Throughout we make use of several known sources: [DZ10],
[HIP08] and [BAL94]. Aside from the LDP results, contributions of this Chapter also include the
techniques needed to deal directly with the law of the solution process inside the coefficients
while avoiding measure arguments; time dependency of the coefficients is included.
The main body of work of this Chapter is proving Proposition 7.2.3 (see below). It is then a
well known result of Large Deviations theory that this allows one to transfer an LDP result from
a coarse topology to a finer one (see Theorem 7.2.2). For completeness, we additionally include
a proof of Theorem 7.2.2.
The results of this Chapter can be found published in [dRST19, Section 4].
7.1 Auxilliary Results
In order to prove Proposition 7.2.3, we demonstrate some technical Lemmas that are inspired by
the methods of [BAL94].
Lemma 7.1.1. Let (Wt)t∈[0,T ] be a d′-dimensional Brownian motion. There exists a constant







≥ u, ‖K‖∞ ≤ 1
]





Proof of Lemma 7.1.1. Let ‖K‖∞ ≤ 1. In the case where K is deterministic, the stochastic
integral of K is clearly normally distributed and the result is clear. For K not deterministic, we
do not know the distribution of the stochastic integral.
Using the equivalent definition of Hölder norms in terms of a Schauder expansion (see
26
































∣∣∣ ∫ T0 Hpm(s)KsdWs∣∣∣)]
exp(λu)
where the supremum can come outside the expectation by Beppo Levi Theorem since the random














Yt is a martingale, since Hpm and K are bounded, with Y0 = 0 so E[Yt] = 0. By the Itô Isometry,
the second moment of Yt is














2p < t <
mT
2p
1 mT2p ≤ t ≤ 1
Therefore, by induction on n we see
E[Y 2nt ] ≤
















2p ≤ t ≤ T
.




















2p ≤ t ≤ T
,
and by induction on n again we see that
E[|Yt|2n+1] ≤














2p ≤ t ≤ T
Hence E[|Yt|2n] ≤ (C1 ∨ 1) (2n)!n!2n and E[|Yt|
2n+1] ≤ (C1 ∨ 1)n!2n. The upper bounds for these
moments are the same as the moments of a Half normal distribution with variance 1 up to a
multiplicative constant. Therefore, we can upper bound the moment generating function of the
random variable |Y1| using the moment generating function of a half normal random variable. If











































by choosing λ to minimize the equation since the choice of λ was arbitrary (λ = u).
The following results are of their own independent interest and can be found in [BAL94,
Lemme 1 p.196] with token proofs. We provide a full proof for the benefit of the reader.
Lemma 7.1.2 ([BAL94]). Let (Wt)t∈[0,T ] be a d′-dimensional Brownian motion. Then, there exists
a constant C > 0 which is independent of m such that ∀u, v > 0
P
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Proof of Lemma 7.1.2. Consider a Brownian motion W satisfying the constraint ‖W‖∞ ≤ v. We
use methods from [HIPP14] to represent the α-Hölder norm in terms of a supremum of Fourier












∣∣∣ ≤√ 2pT 4v.
If we also restrict that ‖W‖α = supp,m |Wpm|2p(α−1/2) ≥ u and search for values of p and m
which do not yield a contradiction. Observe that we require u ≥ 4v2αp. If we consider a p where
this was not true, we would have that Wpm < u. The supremum of all Wpm is still be greater
than u, but this value of p could be removed from the collection over which the supremum
is taken over without affecting the measure of the event. Let p0 be the least such relevant p,
defined as p0 := inf {p ∈ N; 2αp ≥ u/(4v)}. Then for an arbitrary choice of λ > 0, we have
P
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where for the last line we choose λ = u2p(1−2α) to minimize the expression (since λ is arbitrary).







and substituting this in yields the final result.
7.2 The main result
Recall the stochastic process (7.0.1). We introduce the so-called skeleton operator Φ for the









The operator Φ for each h ∈ H outputs the unique solution to the above ODE.
















so Φ(h) ∈ C 12 ([0, T ];Rd). We are now able to state the two main results of this section:
Assumption 7.2.1. Let ε > 0. Let b, bε : [0, T ]×Rd×P2(Rd)→ Rd, σ, σε : [0, T ]×Rd×P2(Rd)→
Rd×d′ (deterministic maps) and x ∈ Rd.
As ε ↘ 0, let the maps bε converge uniformly to b and σε converge uniformly to σ. Let b and
σ satisfy Assumption 6.1.1 with the additional restrictions that there exists M > 0 such that σ is
bounded by M and that there exists β ∈ (0, 1] such that for any s, s′ ∈ [0, 1], for any y ∈ Rd and





|σ (s, y, µ)− σ(s′, y, µ)| ≤ L|s− s′|β , |b (s, y, µ)− b(s′, y, µ)| ≤ L|s− s′|β .
We additionally assume that bε and σε have adequate conditions to ensure the existence and
uniqueness of a solution to the McKean-Vlasov Equation.
Theorem 7.2.2. Let α ∈ (0, 1/2). Let A be a Borel set of the space of Rd-valued continuous paths






















where Å and Ā are the interior and closure of the set A with respect to the topology generated by
the Hölder norm.
In order to prove the Theorem 7.2.2 we first prove the following asymptotic result:
Proposition 7.2.3. Let h ∈ H. Take ∀R, ρ > 0, ∃δ, ν > 0 such that ∀0 < ε < ν,
P
[
‖Xε − Φ(h)‖α ≥ ρ, ‖
√








Intuitively, Proposition 7.2.3 quantifies the probability of a highly varying process in ‖ · ‖α
when the equation’s input signal is small in ‖ · ‖∞.
7.3 Proof of Proposition 7.2.3
Proof of Proposition 7.2.3. Let t ∈ [0, T ]. Fix R, ρ > 0. In order to progress with a Local Lipschitz
condition, we first need to consider the function Φ(h) (recall (7.2.1)) for h ∈ H. This is a
continuous solution of an ODE on the compact interval [0, T ]. Therefore, it is bounded and we
can say that ∃N > 0 such that ‖Φ(h)‖∞ < N .
We condition on the event that the process Xε remains in the ball of radius N and we see
P
[
‖Xε − Φ(h)‖α ≥ ρ, ‖
√




‖Xε − Φ(h)‖α ≥ ρ, ‖
√
































, with Xε,l0 = x.
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s )dWs‖α ≥ ρ, ‖
√
































































|b(s, y, µ)− bε(s, y, µ)| , |σ(s, y, µ)− σε(s, y, µ)|
}
.
By uniform convergence of bε to b and σε to σ, we have that limε→0 ηε = 0. We choose ε small








































Secondly, consider the term (7.3.3). We take ε small enough so that ηε < 1. Applying Itô’s
formula to |Xxε (t)|2 gives


























































In the same way, we can additionally prove E[ ‖Xxε ‖2q∞] <∞. Let j = btlc. We can rewrite our



























































































. In the same way we also have that
































































∣∣∣+K2 1 + ‖Xε‖q∞
l
.

















































where K3 = K1 +K2(1 +Nq) + 1.


















































































). This process is
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constant over the interval ( jl ,
j+1


















































































where we applied Lemma 7.1.2 and chose δ such that ρRα4MlCα ≥ δ
1−2α.
























Step 2. The Hölder norm of the whole process when h = 0. We have

































Equation (7.3.6) is the term in (7.3.5) that we desire. Equation (7.3.7) is bounded above by ηε.
We only consider the cases when ‖Xε‖∞, ‖Φ(0)‖∞ < N since we know that Φ(0)t remains in
this ball and we conditioned on Xεt remaining in the same ball. This means that by the Locally
Lipschitz condition, we can say that b(t, x, µ) is Lipschitz in the spacial variable with constant





























≤LN‖Xε − Φ(0)‖∞,t + LN
∫ t
0









































t )− b(t,Φ(0)t, δΦ(0)t)
)
dt,
and Itô’s formula for f(x) = |x|2 with Xε0 − Φ(0)0 = 0 gives








































































Refining, we then obtain E
[
‖Xxε − Φx(0)‖2∞
]1/2 ≤ K(ηε ∨ ε1/2)eK . We have shown that this
expectation is of order ε1/2. Now we consider ‖Xxε − Φx(0)‖∞. Since the supremum norm can
be made to appear inside the integrals, we have













LN‖Xε − Φ(0)‖∞,rdr + LtE[‖Xε − Φ(0)‖2∞]1/2,
and by using Grönwall, we get










































































Thus for any choice of ρ we see that
P
[

















K4 ≥ ρ, ‖Xε‖∞ < N
]
.
and by choosing ε small enough such that ηε ∨
√
ε < ρ2K4 we get
P
[
‖Xε − Φ(0)‖α ≥ ρ, ‖
√

























since in Equation (7.3.5) the choice of ρ is arbitrary.
Step 3. The case when h 6= 0. For the final step, we use the same method as in [BAL94] to
extend the results to Wiener processes with drift. Using a Girsanov transformation we have that
there is a measure P̃ absolutely continuous to the standard probability measure P.
Note that the law of the stochastic process is not changed by perturbing the path of the
Brownian motion by some element of the Cameron Martin space. When solving a McKean-Vlasov
equation (unlike classical SDEs), one has to fix the law of the probability space in order to define
LX = P ◦X−1. Hence the law is not changed when one considers a different driving noise for
the SDE. This is most obvious in expression (7.2.1) where the delta distribution follows the path
of the skeleton with input h = 0.









































where W̃ = W − h/
√
ε, P̃ is the measure where W̃ is a Brownian motion and P ◦ [Xεt ]−1 = LX
ε
t
















‖Xε − Φ(h)‖α ≥ ρ, ‖
√














7.4 Proof of Theorem 7.2.2
We are now in position to prove our main result, Theorem 7.2.2.
Proof of Theorem 7.2.2. Proving the upper bound. First consider the case where 0 /∈ A and A is
closed in the Hölder Topology. Then there exists an r such that I(A) > r > 0. Let us consider
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the ball in the Cameron-Martin space H{






Recall that if h ∈ H then h ∈ C1/2([0, T ];Rd′) and is bounded and, moreover, that ‖h‖∞ ≤
‖h‖ 1
2−Höl
≤ ‖h‖H. Therefore we can apply Arzelà-Ascoli Theorem [DS88] to get that this set is
compact. Hence we can find a finite open cover of this set and we can restrict the radius of the
open balls. We write {








B∞(hi, ηhi) = U.
These balls are in the uniform topology and the elements hi are all have ‖h‖H <
√
2r. By this
property, Φ(hi) /∈ A. If it were, ‖h‖2H > 2I(A). The set A is closed in the Hölder topology so Ac
is open in the Hölder topology. Therefore, there exists a ρhi such that in the Hölder topology
Bα(Φ(hi), ρhi) is in A
c, and therefore does not intersect with A. Hence when Xε ∈ A, we can
say that ‖Xε − Φ(hi)‖α ≥ ρhi . Finally, we can estimate
P[Xε ∈ A] = P[Xε ∈ A,
√
εW /∈ U ] + P[Xε ∈ A,
√
εW ∈ U ]
≤ P[
√
εW /∈ U ] + P[Xε ∈ A,
√
εW ∈ U ]
≤ P[
√





‖Xε − Φ(hi)‖α ≥ ρhi , ‖
√












where for the last line we apply Proposition 7.2.3, with ηhi and ε chosen sufficiently small for
the given ρhi . The ηhi are dependent on our choice of open cover for the compact set, so we can
make them as small as required. We already have a LDP for a Wiener process on the uniform































where r was chosen arbitrarily so that r < I(A) where A is closed. We optimize for our choice










which is the upper inequality for the Theorem.
Proving the lower bound. Now consider A to be an open set in the Hölder topology and let










‖Xε − Φ(h)‖α ≥ ρ, ‖
√










Xε ∈ A] ≥P
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‖Xε − Φ(h)‖α ≥ ρ, ‖
√















Applying the LDP for the Brownian motion (see [DZ10, Theorem 5.2.23] ) and using that
‖h‖2H











































































The limit goes to 0 for any choice of h ∈ H. Finally, as h was arbitrarily chosen in A, we take the










This completes the proof of the Theorem.
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Chapter 8
Functional Iterated Logarithm Law
In this Chapter, we apply Theorem 7.2.2 with a specific choice of rescaling with the goal of
observing the Functional Iterated Logarithm law. The results of this Chapter can be found
published in [dRST19, Section 5].
8.1 Strassen’s Law for Brownian motion
Strassen’s Law, or the Law of Iterated Logarithm describes the magnitude of the fluctuations
of a Brownian motion. It was first proved in [Str64]. Observe that for a Brownian Motion Wt,
we have that X(1)n (t) = Wnt/n→ 0 both in probability and almost surely as n→∞. However
X
(2)
n (t) = Wnt/
√
n is a Brownian Motion for any choice of n. Therefore, something is happening
between n and
√
n which is turning a stochastic process into a deterministic constant in the limit











In this section we are interested in studying whether stochastic processes have a similar type of
property. We will consider the solution of the SDE run over a large time interval of order n and
rescaled to order
√
n log(log(n)). Similar to the proof of Strassen’s Law, we will show that the
set of rescaled paths is relatively compact in the Hölder topology but that the set of limit points
of this set is uncountable which implies the failure of almost sure convergence.
In [Bal86], Baldi proves a Law of Iterated Logarithm for classical SDEs for the uniform
topology. This was then extended in [Edd00] and later [EN02] to other coarser pathspace
topologies. Standard LDP results easily give us convergence in probability. We calculate the set
of possible limit points of the scaled diffusions which for a classical SDE are{













We show below, that similarly for a McKean-Vlasov SDE these are{













We will follow the methods of [Bal86], [Edd00] and [EN02] to extend the LDP results to prove
an Iterated Logarithm Law for the class of McKean-Vlasov SDEs in Theorem 6.1.2. It seems
possible to use microscopic rescaling of the Brownian motion such as in [Gan93] to provide an
alternative proof of our result, however, we do not pursue this point.
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Remark 8.1.1 (Decoupling Argument). To the best of our knowledge, there are no results proving
a Strassen type law for SDEs with coefficients which can vary in time and we were unable to
establish any such results while working on this paper. The conditions that we require on the
measure dependency are similar to those of the spacial dependency and do not naturally translate
into conditions for time dependency. Therefore, proving that they are satisfied is much easier in the
McKean-Vlasov Equation setting when they are written as properties on the measure dependency
than for some general time dependent coefficient.
8.2 Functional Iterated Logarithm Law for McKean-Vlasov Equa-
tions
Firstly, we need to define in what sense we will be rescaling our McKean-Vlasov Equations.
Definition 8.2.1. Let α ∈ R+. A family of continuous bijections Γα : Rd → Rd is said to be a
System of Contractions centered at x if
1. Γα(x) = x for every α ∈ R+.
2. If α ≥ β then |Γα(y1)− Γα(y2)− Γα(z1) + Γα(z2)| ≤ |Γβ(y1)− Γβ(y2)− Γβ(z1) + Γβ(z2)|
for every y1, y2, z1, z2 ∈ Rd.
3. Γ1 is the identity and (Γα)−1 = Γα−1 .
4. For every compact set K ⊂ Cα([0, T ];Rd), f ∈ K and ε > 0, ∃δ > 0 such that |pq − 1| < δ
implies
‖Γp ◦ Γq(f)− f‖α <
√
ε, ∀ p, q ∈ R+.
The simplest example of such a system of contractions is Γα(y) = yα centered at x = 0.
Indeed this is the specific operator used when proving Strassen’s Law for Brownian motion. Also
note that we only really care about Γα for α > 1. It is clear that for α < 1, the operators Γα will
not be contraction operators.
Example 8.2.2. In fact, a linear contraction operator with a transformation will satisfy these
conditions. Consider for example Γα(y) =
(y−x)
α +x and naturally, Γα(x) = x. Similarly, for α ≥ β




+ x− y2 − x
α
− x− z1 − x
α
− x+ z2 − x
α
+ x
≤ y1 − y2 − z1 + z2
β
= Γβ(y1)− Γβ(y2)− Γβ(z1) + Γβ(z2)
Finally, for |pq − 1| < δ we have
‖Γp ◦ Γq(f)− f‖α = sup
s,t∈[0,1]

















These conditions are slightly stronger than those of [Bal86] and are used in [EN02]. Condition
2. in Definition 8.2.1 needs to be strengthened to allow it to be applied to Hölder norms rather
than just supremum norms. Observe that by choosing y2 = z2 = x, one gets
|Γα(y1)− Γα(z1)| ≤ |Γβ(y1)− Γβ(z1)|.
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This stronger condition still allows for the example of linear contractions up to a transformation.




Let b : Rd × P2(Rd)→ Rd and σ : Rd × P2(Rd)→ Rd×d
′
be progressively measurable functions
such that there is a unique solution to
dYt = b(Yt,LYt )dt+ σ(Yt,LYt )dWt, Y0 = x ∈ Rd.
Definition 8.2.3. Let u > 3. Let σ̂u : Rd × P2(Rd)→ Rd×d
′
and b̂u : Rd × P2(Rd)→ Rd be such
that








Γφ(u)−1(y), µ ◦ Γφ(u)
)








































Assumption 8.2.4. Throughout we assume that Γu is twice differentiable for all u > 3 and that
∀y ∈ Rd, ∀µ ∈ P2(Rd) we have for some σ̂ : Rd × P2(Rd)→ Rd×d
′
and b̂ : Rd × P2(Rd)→ Rd
lim
u→∞
σ̂u(y, µ) = σ̂(y, µ) and lim
u→∞
b̂u(y, µ) = b̂(y, µ),
where σ̂ and b̂ satisfy Assumption 6.1.1 with the addition that σ̂ is bounded by constant M .






and recall that since Y0 = x and Γu(x) = x, by assumption Zu0 = x. We use Itô’s formula on Z
u
t
by assuming twice differentiability of Γφ(u)(·).












































































t ) ◦ Γφ(u)
)
dWkut.
Next, using that Wut = Wut√u is a Brownian motion, we can rewrite all of this as the SDE with


















Under Assumption 8.2.4 and using Theorem 7.2.2 we get









logP(Zu ∈ A) ≤ −I(Ā) (8.2.1)
for every Borel set A induced by the α-Hölder topology with α < 1/2. Recall the definition of
the rate function I(A) := inf
{










We can now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 8.2.5. With probability 1, the set of paths {Zu;u > 3} is relatively compact on the








We first prove some technical Lemmas.
Lemma 8.3.1. ∀c > 1 and ∀ε > 0 there exists a positive integer j0(ω) almost surely finite such
that ∀j > j0
dα(Zcj ,K) <
√
ε, where dα(x,A) = inf
{
‖x− y‖α : y ∈ A
}
.
Proof. Start by considering the set of α-Hölder continuous paths Cε := {g; dα(g,K) ≥
√
ε}. By
definition we have that I(Cε) > 1, so there exists a real number δ > 0 such that I(Cε) > 1 + δ.

























Lemma 8.3.2. ∀ε > 0 ∃cε > 1 such that for 1 < c < cε there exists an almost surely finite integer
j0(ω) such that ∀j > j0, Aj,c ≤
√
ε.
Proof. For notational convenience define, for c > 1 and for every positive integer j, the quantity
Aj,c = sup
cj−1≤u≤cj
‖Zu − Γφ(u) ◦ Γφ(cj)−1(Zcj )‖α.
Start by observing that the set K is relatively compact in the α-topology, so it is bounded.















ε, ‖Zcj‖α < C
]
<∞.
Considering one of these sets, we see
{Aj,c >
√
















Using Definition 8.2.1, for u ∈ [cj−1, cj+1]
|Γφ(u)(Y (ut))− Γφ(u)(Y (cjt))− Γφ(u)(Y (us) + Γφ(u)(Y (cjs))|














∣∣∣Γφ(cj−1)(Y (cjvt))− Γφ(cj−1)(Y (cjt))


































2 of the identity operator using
properties from Definition 8.2.1. Therefore
{Ac,j >
√














, ‖Zcj‖α ≤ C
}
⊆ {Zcj ∈ Bε},
where the set Bε is given by
Bε =
{











, ‖g‖α ≤ C
}
,














for at least some choice of v ∈ [ 1c , 1] and t, s ∈ [0, 1].
We know that a solution to the ODE Φ(h) exists uniquely and has finite supremum. Therefore
we can easily conclude that there exists constants M1 and M2 such that∣∣∣ ∫ t
s
dΦ(h)r
∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣ ∫ t
s















(∣∣∣t− s ∨ (tv)∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣s ∧ (tv)− (sv)∣∣∣)
M1
(∣∣∣t− s ∨ (tv)∣∣∣ 12 + ∣∣∣s ∧ (tv)− (sv)∣∣∣ 12) .



















so for c small enough we have ‖h‖H ≥ 1 + δ for any choice of δ > 0.





∣∣∣t(1− st )∣∣∣α −M2(∣∣∣t(1− st )∣∣∣(1 + v))
2M1












and taking c > 1 small enough as before gives ‖h‖H ≥ 1 + 2δ.
Therefore, using Equation (8.2.1) we can get
P[Zcj ∈ Bε] ≤ exp
(










and the conclusion of the proof is straightforward by Borel Cantelli.
8.4 Proof of Theorem 8.2.5
We are now able to prove the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 8.2.5. The proof is divided into two parts:
Step 1. Relative Compactness. For any c > 1, there will exist j ∈ N such that cj−1 < u < cj
dα(Zu,K) ≤ dα(Zcj ,K) (8.4.1)
+ ‖Γφ(u) ◦ Γφ(cj)−1(Zcj )− Zcj )‖α + ‖Zu − Γφ(u) ◦ Γφ(cj)−1(Zcj )‖α, (8.4.2)
where j is chosen so that cj−1 ≤ u ≤ cj .
Lemma 8.3.1 with j large enough ensures that (8.4.1) is bounded by
√
ε
3 . From Lemma 8.3.1,









for j large enough. Choosing 1 < c small enough, we can use the forth part of Definition 8.2.1 to
get that the 1st term in (8.4.2) is less than
√
ε




Therefore, we conclude that the set {Zu : u > 3} is relatively compact (and hence we have
convergence in probability).
Step 2. The set of limit points. Let Φ(h) ∈ K so that ‖h‖
2
H


















Using Proposition 7.2.3, we have that for j large enough and α small enough that
P[Ej ]− P[Fj ] = P
[














= 1, see [Str64]. Therefore
∑
j P[Ej ] = ∞.
However, by Equation (8.4.3) we also have∑
j
(


















the latter following from Borel-Cantelli.
Finally since (cj)j∈N is just a subsequence of (m)m∈N, the result can be extended to the
conclusion.
8.5 Examples
Following similar examples to those studied in [Bal86], consider the following Mean-field Levy
areas:









































, h1, h2 ∈ H, ‖h1‖2H + ‖h‖2H ≤ 1
}
.
Typically for stochastic differential equations, we would expect that in the low probability
event that we get a large jump that ensures the driving noise does not converge almost surely,
the drift term will magnify this effect either by pushing the process towards infinity or 0. Thus
we would only expect to observe a meaningful Functional Iterated Logarithm law for stochastic
processes where the drift term acts in the same way around 0 as it does around infinity. This can







In this chapter, we close an unexpected gap in the literature concerning the Malliavin and
Parametric differentiability of stochastic differential equations with drifts that satisfy a superlinear
growth condition. We discovered this as part of a project investigating first-order calculus for
McKean Vlasov Equations and emphasise that the extension to the mean-field setting is not the
real challenge of this material. Conventional methods for proving Malliavin differentiability for
SDEs fail in the case where the drift is not Lipschitz as one ends up dealing with potentially
non-integrable error terms. The main advantage of the tools that we use in this Chapter, namely
Stochastic Gâteaux Differentiability and Ray Absolute continuity, is that we are able to avoid these
potentially non-integrable terms and establish the relevant limits with sharp conditions.
The results of this Chapter can be found published in [IdRS19, Section 2 and 3].
9.1 Introduction
We present the first two classes of SDEs that we will be working with throughout Part III.
9.1.1 Lipschitz and Locally Lipschitz coefficients
Let (t, ω, θ) ∈ [0, T ]× Ω× L0(F0;P;Rd).
In this paper, we prove differentiability properties of the SDE















driven by a d′-dimensional Brownian motion W .
Assumption 9.1.1. Let p ≥ 2. Let θ : Ω→ Rd, b : [0, T ]×Ω×Rd → Rd and σ : [0, T ]×Ω×Rd →
Rd×d′ be progressively measurable maps and L > 0 such that:
• θ ∈ Lp(F0;Rd;P).














• ∃L such that for almost all (s, ω) ∈ [0, T ]× Ω and ∀x, y ∈ Rd we have〈
x− y, b(s, ω, x)− b(s, ω, y)
〉
Rd ≤ L|x− y|
2 and |σ(s, ω, x)− σ(s, ω, y)| ≤ L|x− y|.
• For x, y ∈ Rd such that |x|, |y| < N , ∃LN > 0 such that
|b(s, ω, x)− b(s, ω, y)| ≤ LN |x− y|,
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for almost all (s, ω) ∈ [0, T ]× Ω.
The next result extends results found in the literature to the case of random coefficients.
Existence and uniqueness of a solution follow the methods of [Mao08, Theorem 2.3.6]; the case
of random coefficients is not addressed there but the general methodology is applicable in the
same way with only more care being taken when proving integrability.
Theorem 9.1.2. Let p ≥ 2. Suppose Assumption 9.1.1 is satisfied. Then there exists a unique



















∣∣∣σ(s, ω, 0)∣∣∣2ds)p2 ]).
Moreover, the map t 7→ Xθt (ω) is P-a.s. continuous.
Finally, the solution of the SDE is Stochastically Stable in the sense that for ∀ξ, θ ∈ Lp(F0;Rd;P),










Remark 9.1.3 (Issues with integrability and Fubini - Sharp conditions). The integrability condi-
tions of Assumption 9.1.1 are designed to be sharp. However, they yield processes which can have
some problematic properties.
It is very important to note that we cannot (in general) swap the order of integration at this point!
This is a key point in our manuscript. We are not able to assume that the drift term is sufficiently
integrable (given (9.1.2)) and hence the error terms appearing in the proofs of differentiability
below will not be assumed to be integrable.
To emphasize our point consider the following monotone drift function b(t, ω, x) = x− x5 and





∣∣2] <∞, E[∣∣ ∫ t′
0
|σ(t, ω, 0)|2dt
∣∣ 52 ] =∞.
These satisfy the conditions of Assumption 9.1.1 for p = 4 but not for p = 5. We can then argue as
follows: for t ∈ [t′, T ]





















9.1.2 On SDEs with Linear Coefficients
Let (t, ω, θ) ∈ [0, T ]× Ω× L0(F0;P;Rd) and take an SDE of the form



















Xs(ω) + σ(s, ω)
]
dWs, (9.1.3)
driven by a d′-dimensional Brownian motion W . The derivatives of SDEs of the form (9.1.1) will
satisfy linear SDEs of the form (9.1.3).
Assumption 9.1.4. Let p ≥ 1. Let B : [0, T ] × Ω → Rd×d, Σ : [0, T ] × Ω → R(d×d′)×d, b :
[0, T ]× Ω→ Rd and σ : [0, T ]× Ω→ Rd×d′ be progressively measurable maps such that:
• θ ∈ Lp(F0;Rd;P).
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• B, b, Σ and σ are integrable in the sense that ∃L ≥ 0 such that ∀x ∈ Rd

















One advantage of SDEs of the form (9.1.3) is that they have an explicit solution unlike
SDEs of the form (9.1.1) where a solution exists but cannot be explicitly stated. Linear SDEs do
have Lipschitz coefficients, but their Lipschitz constants are not uniform over (t, ω) ∈ [0, T ]× Ω.
Therefore, we cannot apply Theorem 9.1.2.
Notice that for Assumption 9.1.4, we do not make any requirement on B being pos-




B(t, ω)dt)x = −∞ with positive probability.
Theorem 9.1.5. Let p ≥ 1. Suppose Assumption 9.1.4 is satisfied. Then there exists a unique




















where Ψ : [0, T ]× Ω→ Rd×d can be written as









































Moreover, the map t 7→ Xt(ω) is P-a.s. continuous.











Proof. An existence and uniqueness proof is found in [IdRS19].
9.2 A Grönwall inequality
To the best of our knowledge the next result is new and of independent interest. While unsur-
prising, this is key to the methods of this paper.
Proposition 9.2.1 (Grönwall Inequality for the Topology of Convergence in Probability). Let
n ∈ N, An : [0, T ]× Ω→ R be a sequence of adapted stochastic processes such that ‖An‖∞
P−→ 0 as






















dWs, t ∈ [0, T ]
where f, g : R → R are Monotone growth and Lipschitz respectively (see 3rd bullet point of
Assumption 9.1.1) and f(0) = g(0) = 0.
Then ‖Un‖∞
P−→ 0 as n→∞.
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Notice that since we do not have finite second moments of ‖An‖∞, the result cannot be
proved using a mean square type argument.


















= 0 for any choice of η > 0 by assumption. Define
the sequence of stopping times τn = inf{t′ > 0 : |Ant′ | > η}, n ∈ N.
Firstly, we show that limn→∞ τn ≥ T almost surely. Suppose this was not the case. Then
∃Ω′ ⊂ Ω with P(Ω′) > 0 and ∀ω ∈ Ω′ ∃nk(ω) an increasing subsequence of integers such that
τnk(ω) < T for all k ∈ N. Then ∀ω ∈ Ω′, ‖Ank‖∞(ω) > η for all k ∈ N. But that implies that for
any k ∈ N we have





The latter contradicts the assumption that ‖Ank‖∞ converges to 0 in probability. So any such set
Ω′ must have measure 0 and we conclude limn→∞ τn > T almost surely.
The SDE for Unt is well defined for t ∈ [0, τn]. Outside of this interval, An may not be
integrable so we may not be able construct a solution. However ∀ω ∈ Ω such that ‖An‖∞(ω) ≤ η
we have that τn(ω) > T . Therefore
P
[








because the process Un· and the stopped process U
n
·∧τn are P-almost surely equal when one
restricts to the event where ‖An‖∞ ≤ η.
As we know that the solution Unt∧τn will exist and make sense, it serves to introduce this






















Now we consider the SDE for Unt∧τn . The stopping time prevents the term A
n
t∧τn from getting any
larger that η and ensures that the stochastic integral is a local martingale. Appealing to Theorem
























This concludes the proof.
9.3 Malliavin Differentiability of SDEs with monotone coeffi-
cients
In this section we prove two Malliavin differentiability result for SDEs in the class given by
Assumption 9.1.1. We use a less known method using the concepts of ray absolute continuity and
stochastic gâteaux differentiability initiated by [Sug85] and later developed by [MPR17, IMPR16].
For SDEs of the form (9.1.1), the proof of existence and uniqueness of a solution involves a
sequence of random variables which converge almost surely to the solution rather than in mean
square. Indeed this sequence of random variables does not converge in mean square, unlike in
the proof of Existence and Uniqueness for SDEs with Lipschitz coefficients. This means that the
classical method from [Nua06, Lemma 1.2.3] cannot be applied; recall further our observation
on the role that Proposition 9.2.1 will play here.
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9.3.1 Main results and their assumptions
We state the main assumptions and results with the proofs postponed for later sections.
Assumption 9.3.1. Let b : [0, T ] × Ω × Rd → Rd and σ : [0, T ] × Ω × Rd → Rd×d′ satisfy
Assumption 9.1.1 for some p > 2. Further, suppose
(i) For almost all (t, ω) ∈ [0, T ] × Ω the functions σ(t, ω, ·) and b(t, ω, ·) have spatial partial
derivatives in all directions.




∣∣∣∇xσ(t, ω + εh, x)∣∣∣2dt and (ε, x) 7→ ∫ T
0
∣∣∣∇xb(t, ω + εh, x)∣∣∣2dt,
are jointly continuous (where convergence in L0 means convergence in probability).
(iii) ∃U : [0, T ]2 × Ω → Rd×d′ and V : [0, T ]2 × Ω → R(d×d′)×d′ which satisfy that for s > r










∣∣∣V (s, r, ω)∣∣∣2dsdr)p2 ] <∞.



















V (s, r, ω)ḣ(s)ds
∣∣∣2dr]→ 0.
In the above condition neither b or σ are assumed to be in D1,2, they are only assumed to be
Malliavin differentiable over the sub-manifold on which X (solution to (9.1.1)) takes values on.
After our main results we give examples of SDE illustrating the scope of our assumptions.
The convergence conditions on U and V in Assumption 9.3.1(iii) and (iv) could equivalently
been stated in terms of a ray absolute continuity and stochastic gâteaux differentiability criterion
instead of strong stochastic gâteaux differentiability.
Theorem 9.3.2 (Malliavin Differentiability of Monotone SDEs). Let p > 2. Let Assumption 9.3.1
hold and denote by X the unique solution of the SDE (9.1.1) in Sp.
Then X is Malliavin differentiable, i.e. X ∈ D1,p(Sp) and there exist adapted processes U and
V such that the Malliavin derivative satisfies for 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T
DsXt(ω) =σ(s, ω,Xs(ω)) +
∫ t
s
U(s, r, ω)dr +
∫ t
s








and otherwise DsXt = 0 for s > t.
The proof of Theorem 9.3.2 can be found in Section 9.4.
Remark 9.3.3 (Notation). At the simplest level, we have X is Rd-valued and W is Rd′ -valued.

















where i is an integer between 1 and d.
The Malliavin Derivative DsXt is therefore a Rd×d
′

































for i an integer between 1 and d and k an integer between 1 and d′.
Remark 9.3.4 (Mollification and non-differentiability of b and σ). Using classic mollification
arguments the assumptions of Theorem 9.3.2 concerning the behaviour of x 7→ b(·, ·, x) and
x 7→ σ(·, ·, x) can be further weakened. Namely, σ can be assumed to be uniformly Lipschitz as
opposed to continuously differentiable and b can be assumed to have left- and right-derivatives not
necessarily equal to each other at every point.
Under these conditions, a canonical mollification argument allows to re-obtain Theorem 9.3.2
where in (9.3.1) one replaces ∇xb and ∇xσ by two processes corresponding to their generalized
derivatives.
If b and σ are assumed deterministic then one immediately obtains the familiar result.
Corollary 9.3.5 (Deterministic coefficients case). Suppose that b : [0, T ] × Rd → Rd and σ :
[0, T ] × Rd → Rd×d′ satisfy Assumption 9.1.1. Further, suppose that x 7→ b(·, x) and x 7→ σ(·, x)
are continuously differentiable in their spatial variables (uniformly in t).
Then X is Malliavin differentiable and DsXt = 0 for T ≥ s > t ≥ 0 while for 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T








9.3.2 Stronger but more tangible assumptions
Assumption 9.3.1 is sharp for our construction, nonetheless, it can be slightly strengthened to
Assumption 9.3.6 which is much easier to verify.
Assumption 9.3.6. Let b : [0, T ] × Ω × Rd → Rd and σ : [0, T ] × Ω × Rd → Rd×d′ satisfy
Assumption 9.1.1 for p > 2. Further, suppose Assumption 9.3.1 (i) and (ii) hold and
(iii’) b and σ are Malliavin differentiable in the sense that











(iv’) The Malliavin derivatives of b and σ are progressively measurable and Lipschitz in their spacial
variables i.e. ∃L > 0 constant such that ∀(s, t) ∈ [0, T ]2 and x, y ∈ Rd, P-almost surely
|Dsb(t, ω, x)−Dsb(t, ω, y)| ≤ L|x− y|,
|Dsσ(t, ω, x)−Dsσ(t, ω, y)| ≤ L|x− y|.
The second main result of the section is the following theorem.
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Theorem 9.3.7. Let p > 2. Let Assumption 9.1.1 hold and denote by X the unique solution of the
SDE (9.1.1) in Sp. Let b and σ satisfy Assumption 9.3.6. Then the conclusion of Theorem 9.3.2 still



































The proof can be found in Section 9.5. We point out that the mollification Remark 9.3.4
applies to this result as well.
It is a well documented fact, see [Nua06, Theorem 2.2.1], that if one has a SDE with
deterministic and Lipschitz drift and diffusion coefficients then the Malliavin derivative is the
solution of a homogeneous linear SDE. Both the SDE and the Malliavin Derivative have finite
moments of all orders. Therefore the solution of the SDE exists in D1,∞.
We study the case where the coefficients are random. SDEs of this kind do not always have
finite moments of all orders, and the same will apply for the Malliavin derivative. In fact, the
integrability of the derivative comes directly from the integrability of the Malliavin derivatives of
b and σ.
9.3.3 Examples
In this section, we discuss some interesting examples which emphasize the scope and sharpness
of the assumptions made.
Example 9.3.8 (Concerning the continuity of s 7→ DsX·). Previous works on Malliavin calculus,
see for example [Nua06], treat the solution of this SDE as being continuous in s. While this is true
for those examples studied, it is not true in the general case that we study here. We only have that it
is square integrable; this example shows that it is not necessary for the derivative to be continuous in
s. Take g ∈ L2([0, T ]) be a deterministic discontinuous function (a step function would be adequate)
and assume the one dimensional setting. Consider σ of the form
σ(t, ω, x) = x+
∫ t
0
gsdWs and b(t, ω, x) = 0.









































Note that, as expected, X is a continuous process.
The process V , which represents the Malliavin derivative of σ, is




V (s, r, ω)dWr = gsWs,t.
Clearly, the latter map is not continuous in s. The Malliavin derivative of X solves
DsXt = Xs +
∫ s
0


























Since g is assumed not to be continuous, this will also not be continuous in s.
We present a case where the coefficients are not Malliavin differentiable in general but are
only differentiable on the set where the solution X takes its values. In other words, Assumption
9.3.1 is satisfied but Assumption 9.3.6 is not.
Example 9.3.9 (Malliavin Differentiable on the right manifold). Let d = m = 1 for simplicity.
Let b(t, ω, x) = −x and
σ(t, ω(t), x) =
{
(x− 1)2(x+ 1)2 , x ∈ [−1, 1]
φ(x) · f(ωt) , |x| > 1
,
where φ ∈ C∞, φ(x) = 0 for |x| ≤ 1 and φ(x) = 1 for |x| ≥ 2. The function f is any function
f : R→ R which is bounded, continuous but not differentiable and ω is the path of the Brownian
motion.
An example of such a function f could be
f(x) =
{
W ′(x) , x ∈ [−1, 1]
−2 , |x| > 1
,
whereW ′(x) is the Weierstrass function. The Weierstrass function is continuous but not differentiable
anywhere and satisfies W ′(−1) = W ′(1) = −2. The latter implies that f is continuous. Hence
f(ω(t)) will not be Malliavin differentiable but ε 7→ f(ω(t) + εh(t)) will be continuous.
The derivative of σ will satisfy
∂xσ(t, ω, x) =

4x(x− 1)(x+ 1) , x ∈ [−1, 1]
φ′(x) · f(ω(t)) , 1 < x < 2
0 , |x| > 2
,
so since f is bounded, we conclude that σ is Lipschitz ∀ω ∈ Ω and differentiable.
When the initial conditions determine that the process starts inside the interval [−1, 1], this is
a so-called Wright-Fisher process (see [MSS12]) and the solution will remain within the interval
[−1, 1] with probability 1. This is important because the non-Malliavin Differentiability only affects
the system when the process exits the [−1, 1] interval. The conditions of Assumption 9.3.1 are
satisfied but σ(·, x) is not Malliavin differentiable for all x ∈ Rd.
Remark 9.3.10 (The square-integrability case). In [MPR17], it is proved that one does not require
the ray absolute continuity condition if one can prove a Strong Stochastic Gâteaux Differentiability
condition, see Theorem 3.3.2 and Equation (3.3.1). However, in [IMPR16], the authors provide a
random variable Z ∈ D1,2 which is not strong stochastic gâteaux differentiable in the sense that
E
[∣∣∣Z(ω + εh)− Z(ω)
ε
−DhZ
∣∣∣2]9 0, as ε→ 0.
It is however true that for all values q ∈ [1, 2)
E
[∣∣∣Z(ω + εh)− Z(ω)
ε
−DhZ
∣∣∣q]→ 0, as ε→ 0.
In our framework, it is necessary to study the square of increments of the process due to the nature of
the monotonicity property. Therefore we require that our SDE has finite moment of order p for some
p > 2. However, in light of the example provided in [IMPR16], we believe (but do not show) that
that there exists a case where the solution to an SDE of the form (9.1.1) which has finite moments
of order up to p = 2 which is Malliavin Differentiable. Stochastic gâteaux differentiability would
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follow as before, but it was unclear to us how one would prove ray absolute continuity of such a
process.
Remark 9.3.11 (The spatial Lipschitz condition for the Malliavin Derivatives of b and σ). In
Assumption 9.3.6 (iv’) we assume that Db and Dσ are Lipschitz in the spacial variable. We chose






















However, this condition is by no means necessary. One could consider the case where Db is locally
Lipschitz in space and satisfies a linear growth condition and equivalently prove Theorem 9.3.7.
However, the proof is more involved as it involves a careful interplay using Hölder’s inequality
between the maximal integrability of X, Db, Dσ and several other stochastic terms.
9.4 Proofs of Theorem 9.3.2
In what follows, the choice of θ (the initial condition in (9.1.1)) does not affect the Malliavin
derivative because θ is F0-measurable, see Lemma A.2.2. Further, if Y is Ft-adapted then
DsY = 0 for any t < s.
9.4.1 Existence and Uniqueness of the Malliavin derivative DsXt
We start by establishing that (9.3.1) has a unique solution where X solves (9.1.1). At this point,
nothing is said about the solution of (9.3.1) being the Malliavin derivative to X solution of
(9.1.1), showing it is the subsequent step.
Theorem 9.4.1. Let p > 2. For (s, t) ∈ [0, T ]2, let X be the solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under
Assumption 9.3.1. Let (Ms(t)) be defined by the matrix of L2([0, T ])-valued SDEs
Ms(t)(ω) =σ(s, ω,Xs(ω)) +
∫ t
s
U(s, r, ω)dr +
∫ t
s








for s < t and Ms(t) = 0 for s > t.













Observe that Equation (9.4.1) is linear in M , so the sharpness of the integrability is deter-
mined by the integrability of U , V and σ (given the assumed behavior of ∇xb and ∇xσ). In the
trivial case where U = V = 0 and σ = 1 then M has finite moments of all orders.
Proof of Theorem 9.4.1. For brevity, t ∈ [0, T ] and we omit the explicit ω dependency throughout.
Equation (9.4.1) is an infinite dimensional SDE. We see this when we think of the Malliavin
Derivative as being an L2([0, T ]) valued stochastic process. Therefore, we need to extend results
from Section 9.1 to infinite dimensional spaces. Let en be an orthonormal basis of the space
L2([0, T ];Rd′). This is a separable Hilbert space, so without loss of generality we can say the
orthonormal basis is countably infinite. Let Vn be the linear span of the set {e1, ..., en}. Let
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Pn : L




〈f, ek〉L2([0,T ];Rd′ )ek(t).
Then it is clear that limn→∞ ‖Pn[f ] − f‖L2([0,T ];Rd′ ) = 0. For k ∈ N, consider the sequence of


























These equations are of the same form as (9.1.3), hence a unique solution exists for each k by
Theorem 9.1.5. Also, observe that the fundamental matrix Ψ will be the same for each choice of









































































Next define for 0 ≤ s, t ≤ T , n ∈ N the process M(n),s(t) =
∑n
k=1Mk(t) ⊗ ek(s)1[0,t)(s).
This process makes sense as the projection space is finite dimensional so we can rewrite it in a







































































































































































































































∣∣∣(Pn − Pm)[V (·, r)](i,j,k)(s) + 〈∇xσ(i,j)(r,Xr),M (·,k)(n),s(r)−M (·,k)(m),s(r)∣∣∣2dr.
Denote Ns(t) = M(n),s(t)−M(m),s(t) and (Pn − Pm) = Q for brevity. Integrating over s and
since every term is positive, we can change the order of integration to obtain∫ t
0












































∣∣∣Q[V (·, r)](i,j,k)(s) + 〈∇xσ(i,j)(r,Xr), N (·,k)s (r)〉∣∣∣2dsdr.














































































































We take a supremum over t ∈ [0, T ] then expectations to show that E[‖N‖2∞] can be made








































Now we deal with (9.4.7) using Hölder inequality, the norm (9.4.2), then dominate via the
















































































































































∣∣∣〈∇xσ(i,j)(r,Xr), N (·,k)s (r)〉∣∣∣ds]2dr) 12 ]. (9.4.10)





























































































∣∣∣〈∇xσ(i,j)(r,Xr), N (·,k)s (r)〉∣∣∣ds)2dr]. (9.4.12)
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we are able to apply the Dominated Convergence Theorem to swap the order of limits and
integrals. Taking a limit as m,n go to infinity lets us conclude that the sequence M(n) is Cauchy
in Sp(L2([0, T ];Rd×d′)). This is a Banach space, so a limit must exist which we denote by M ′,



























































































In order to move the limit inside the different integrals, we use the Dominated Convergence
Theorem again.
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Therefore by a duality argument














which is the same SDE as (9.4.1).
Next we prove uniqueness. Suppose that there are two solutions to the SDE (9.4.1), M and
M ′. Denote M −M ′ = Ñ . Then Ñ will satisfy the linear SDE
dÑs(t) = ∇xb(t,Xt)Ñs(t)dt+∇xσ(t,Xt)Ñs(t)dWt, Ñs(s) = 0.
Let g ∈ L2([0, T ];Rd′) be chosen arbitrarily. Define Ñg(t) =
∫ t
0
Ñs(t)gsds. Clearly, this linear
SDE will almost surely be equal to 0 independently of the choice of g. Hence Ñ must also be
equal to 0. So M = M ′ and we have proved uniqueness.
9.4.2 Ray Absolute Continuity of X




/ε‖2∞ has a bound uniform in ε. This
relies on having finite pth moments of the random variable ‖X‖∞ for p > 2. If we only have
finite second moments, this would not be true in general.





converges in mean square as ε↘ 0, see Remark 9.3.10 and [IMPR16] for in-depth discussion.
If we were dealing with the sharp case where the solution of the SDE exists in S2, it would
be unreasonable to expect the Malliavin Derivatives of b and σ to satisfy Assumption 9.3.1(iv),
which is necessary for the following Proposition. The power p must be greater that 2, as opposed
to 1, because the monotonicity condition lends itself to studying the moments of the SDE for
moments of greater than or equal to 2 but is a hindrance for the moments of order less than 2
(computations may involve local times).
Lemma 9.4.2. Suppose a measurable map f : Ω→ E is Stochastically Gâteaux Differentiable and




[∣∣∣f(ω + εh)− f(ω)
ε
∣∣∣1+δ] <∞. (9.4.13)
Then f is Malliavin Differentiable (and so f is ray absolutely continuous).
Proof. Condition (9.4.13) yields the collection of random variables
(
(f(ω + εh)− f(ω))/ε
)
ε≤1
to be uniformly integrable. Stochastic gâteaux differentiability means that this collection of
random variables converges in probability to a limit. Since δ > 0, we conclude that the sequence
of random variables converges in mean, or equivalently we have strong stochastic gâteaux differ-
entiability. Theorem 3.3.2 shows this is equivalent to Malliavin Differentiability and Theorem
3.2.3 implies we must have ray absolute continuity.







= O(1) as ε→ 0. (9.4.14)
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After we have proved stochastic gâteaux differentiability (see Theorem 9.4.4), Lemma 9.4.2
and Equation (9.4.14) will imply ray absolute continuity.




















































V (s, t, ω)ḣsds
∣∣∣2dt] ≤ O(1).































σ(s, ω + εh,Xs(ω + εh))− σ(s, ω,Xs(ω))
)
dWs.
Using Itô’s formula for f(x) = |x|2 we have∣∣∣P εt (ω)∣∣∣2 = 2∫ t
0
〈






































































We take a supremum over t then expectations. Let n be an integer that we will choose later. By
using a combination of Young’s Inequality, Cauchy-Schwartz Inequality, Burkholder-Davis-Gundy





































































































































































∣∣∣σ(s, ω + εh,Xs(ω))− σ(s, ω,Xs(ω))
ε
∣∣∣2ds],































= O(1) as ε → 0. Grönwall’s inequality yields that E[ ‖P ε‖2∞] = O(1) as
ε→ 0.
9.4.3 Stochastic Gateaux Differentiability of X
Next we prove the convergence in probability statement of Definition 3.2.2.
Theorem 9.4.4. Let X be solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under Assumption 9.3.1 and let h ∈ H. Then









Hence X satisfies Definition 3.2.2, i.e. is Stochastically Gâteaux differentiable.
Proof. Let t ∈ [0, T ]. To make the proof more readable we introduce several shorthand notations









and Y εt (ω) := P
ε
t (ω)−Mht (ω). The proof’s goal is to show that ‖Y ε· (ω)‖∞
P−→ 0 as ε↘ 0.
Methodologically, we write out the SDE for Y εt (ω) = P
ε
t (ω)−Mht (ω) which we then break
into a sequence of terms that are manipulated individually to yield an final inequality amenable
to our Grönwall type result for Convergence in Probability of Proposition 9.2.1.
Firstly, we have
P εt (ω) =
∫ t
0
















This would mean we can decompose the SDE for Y ε = P ε −Mh as
Y εt (ω) = P
ε






































∇xb(s, ω + εh,Ξs)dξ −∇xb(s, ω,Xs(ω))
]






∇xσ(s, ω + εh,Ξs)dξ −∇xσ(s, ω,Xs(ω))
]




∇xb(s, ω,Xs(ω))Y εs (ω)ds+
∫ t
0
∇xσ(s, ω,Xs(ω))Y εs (ω)dWs,
where Ξ· = X·(ω) + ξ[X·(ω + εh)−X·(ω)].
Then we take sup over t ∈ [0, T ]. Notice that we will not use an Itô type formula on the SDE,
but proving convergence for each of the individual terms.




























hence this random variable converges to zero in mean square as ε→ 0.



































V (r, s, ω)ḣrdr
∣∣∣2ds) 12 ]→ 0.
For equation (9.4.27), we are not able to use mean convergence arguments because the terms
∇xb(s, ω, x) have polynomial growth in x and we will not necessarily have enough finite moments
to ensure that this term can be dominated. We already have limε→0 E[‖X(ω+εh)−X(ω)‖∞] = 0,
so clearly we also have convergence in probability. Also by Proposition A.2.4, we have∫ T
0
∣∣∣∇xb(s, ω + εh,Xs(ω + εh))−∇xb(s, ω,Xs(ω))∣∣∣ds P−→ 0.
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∇xb(s, ω + εh,Ξs)dξ −∇xb(s, ω,Xs(ω))
∣∣∣ds P−→ 0, as ε→ 0.
Since we also have finite moments of ‖X(ω + εh)−X(ω)‖∞/ε by Proposition 9.4.3, we can
conclude that (9.4.27) converges to zero in probability.
For (9.4.28) we know that σ is Lipschitz so we have ∇xσ is bounded. Hence, we will not
have the same integrability issues as with (9.4.27). Therefore, we use convergence in mean. By









∇xσ(s, ω + εh,Ξs)dξ −∇xσ(s, ω,Xs(ω))
)







∇xσ(s, ω + εh,Ξs)dξ −∇xσ(s, ω,Xs(ω))






∇xσ(s, ω + εh,Ξs)dξ −∇xσ(s, ω,Xs(ω))










∇xσ(s, ω + εh,Ξs)dξ −∇xσ(s, ω,Xs(ω))
∣∣∣2ds] 12 .
In the same way as earlier, by continuity of ∇xσ from Assumption 9.3.1 and Proposition A.2.4




∇xσ(s, ω + εh,Ξs)dξ −∇xσ(s, ω,Xs(ω))
∣∣∣2ds P−→ 0.




∇xσ(s, ω + εh,Ξs)dξ −∇xσ(s, ω,Xs(ω))
∣∣∣2ds ≤ 4L2T,








∇xσ(s, ω + εh,Ξs)dξ −∇xσ(s, ω,Xs(ω))
∣∣∣2ds] 12 = 0.
Finally, the SDE for the process Y εt (ω) can be written in the convenient form




∇xb(s, ω,Xs(ω))Y εs (ω)ds+
∫ t
0
∇xσ(s, ω,Xs(ω))Y εs (ω)dWs,
where the sequence Aε is a sequence of random variables which converge to zero in probability.
By Proposition 9.2.1 the random variable ‖Y ε‖∞ converges in probability to zero as ε→ 0.
9.4.4 Strong Stochastic Gâteaux Differentiability
We come to the final result of this Section.











Hence X satisfies Equation (3.3.1), i.e. is Strong Stochastically Gâteaux differentiable.
Proof. By Theorem 9.4.4, we have convergence in Probability. Combining this with Proposition
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9.4.3 and Theorem 9.4.1, we have
E










Apply Lemma 9.4.2 to conclude.
Remark 9.4.6. Although convergence in probability may seem to be rather a weak result rela-
tive to the much stronger Almost sure convergence or convergence in mean square, it is actually
the case that we now have both. After all, we proved that the sequence of random variables(
X·(ω + εh)−X·(ω)
)
/ε have uniform finite p moments over ε and the limit DhX· has finite p
moments. Therefore, by standard probability theory we have mean square convergence.
9.4.5 Proof of the Malliavin differentiability result, Theorem 9.3.2
Proof of Theorem 9.3.2. The proof is straightforward and follows from Theorem 9.4.5 and Theo-
rem 3.3.2. Further, the Malliavin Derivative satisfies the SDE (9.3.1) which has a unique solution
as proved in Theorem 9.4.1.
9.5 Proofs of Theorem 9.3.7
In order to prove the Malliavin differentiability (Theorem 9.3.2) under the weakest possible
conditions, we only assumed enough properties to ensure convergence of the stochastic gâteaux
derivatives. However, the stochastic gâteaux differentiability conditions for b and σ do not require
that b and σ are Malliavin differentiable. These conditions need to be checked by the user on a
case-by-case basis. Under slightly stronger conditions, but much easier to verify, we present an
argument to establish integrability and convergence of b and σ to prove Theorem 9.3.2.
In [GS16], there is a discussion about how much continuity is required for the spacial
variable in the Malliavin Derivatives of b and σ in order to prove Malliavin Differentiability of
the solution X. The authors prove results similar to those in this paper using much weaker
continuity condition, but in doing so assume the integrability of the terms Dsb(t, ω,Xt) and
Dsσ(t, ω,Xt). In our manuscript, we were unable to ensure integrability of b and σ evaluated
at X without the Lipschitz (or otherwise tractable assumptions). Weaker continuity conditions
would have allowed for examples where b(t, ω,Xt(ω) and σ(t, ω,Xt(ω)) were not adequately
integrable. Therefore, for easy to check conditions, we work under Assumption 9.3.6 (iii’) and
(iv’) (see Remark 9.3.11).
For simplicity, we introduce Assumption 9.5.1 which contains all of the relevant properties of
Assumption 9.3.6 that we require for this section. The function f represents b or σ depending on
the choice of m.
Assumption 9.5.1. Let m ∈ {1, 2}. Suppose that f : [0, T ]× Ω× Rd → Rd such that
(i) ∀x ∈ Rd f(·, ·, x) ∈ D1,p(Lm([0, T ];Rd)).
(ii) f is Locally Lipschitz in the spacial variable i.e ∃LN > 0 such that ∀x, y ∈ Rd such that
|x|, |y| ≤ N and ∀t ∈ [0, T ],
|f(t, ω, x)− f(t, ω, y)| ≤ LN |x− y| P-almost surely.
(iii) Df are Lipschitz in their spatial variables i.e. ∃L > 0 constant such that ∀(s, t) ∈ [0, T ]2 and
∀x, y ∈ Rd,
|Dsf(t, ω, x)−Dsf(t, ω, y)| ≤ L|x− y| P-almost surely.
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9.5.1 Integrability and indistinguishability of the Malliavin Derivative
Lemma 9.5.2. Let m ∈ {1, 2} and p > 2. Let X be solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under Assumption
























































We have by Assumption 9.5.1 that for every x ∈ Rd the random field f(·, ·, x) is a Malliavin
differentiable process. However, it is not immediate that we have the same for f(·, ·, X·(·)). We
first prove an indistinguishability property for when we replace x by X·(ω).
Lemma 9.5.3. Let m ∈ {1, 2} and p > 2. Let X be solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under Assumption
9.1.1. Let f satisfy Assumption 9.5.1 and recall the directional derivative notation introduced
previously, DhF = 〈DF, h〉 for any choice of h ∈ H.
Then, for h ∈ H we have, (t, ω)-almost surely that
f
(









Dhf(t, ω + rh,Xt(ω))dr.
Proof. We have that ∀x ∈ Rd that ∃Cx ⊂ [0, T ] × Ω with E[
∫ T
0
1Cx(t, ω)dt] = 0, dependent on
the choice of x, for which ∀(t, ω) ∈ [0, T ]× Ω\Cx that
f(t, ω + εh, x)− f(t, ω, x) =
∫ ε
0
Dhf(t, ω + rh, x)dr. (9.5.1)
We wish to prove that we can choose a null set C which is independent of x outside of which the
equality holds. To do this, it suffices to prove almost sure continuity with respect to x of both the
left and right hand side of (9.5.1).
Almost sure continuity of the left hand side is immediate since f is locally Lipschitz. For
the right hand side, we use the Lipschitz properties of the Malliavin derivative. Let ri be an
enumeration of the rationals Qd. Then we have
⋃
i Cri is also a null set since it is the countable




and ∀x ∈ Qd equation (9.5.1) holds.
Then by the continuity of f and its Malliavin derivative we conclude that this also holds
∀x ∈ Rd.
9.5.2 Strong Stochastic Gâteaux Differentiability
We start by establishing ray absolute continuity.
Lemma 9.5.4. Let m ∈ {1, 2} and p > 2. Let X be solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under Assumption
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∣∣∣f(t, ω + εh,Xt(ω))− f(t, ω,Xt(ω))
ε
∣∣∣mdt) 2m] = O(1), as ε↘ 0.
Proof. Fix ε > 0. By Lemma 9.5.3, for almost all ω ∈ Ω we have that∫ T
0




Dhf(t, ω + rh,Xt(ω))dr
∣∣∣mdt.










































































































































with E(rḣ) denoting the stochastic exponential of rḣ as introduced in (A.2.1).
Lemma 9.5.5. Let m ∈ {1, 2} and p > 2. Let X be solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under Assumption

















)∣∣∣mdt > δ] = 0. (9.5.3)













‖X(ω + εh)−X(ω)‖∞ > δ
]
= 0,






∣∣∣Dhf(t, ω + εh,Xt(ω + εh))−Dhf(t, ω + εh,Xt(ω))∣∣∣mdt > δ] = 0. (9.5.5)






∣∣∣Dhf(t, ω + εh,Xt(ω))−Dhf(t, ω,Xt(ω))∣∣∣mdt > δ] = 0.

















)∣∣∣mdt > δ] = 0.
The next result establishes the strong stochastic gâteaux differentiability, see Definition 3.3.1.
Lemma 9.5.6. Let m ∈ {1, 2} and p > 2. Let X be solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under Assumption






∣∣∣f(t, ω + εh,Xt(ω))− f(t, ω,Xt(ω))
ε
−Dhf(t, ω,Xt(ω))
∣∣∣mdt) 1m ] = 0.
Proof. First, using Lemma 9.5.3, we have P-almost surely that∫ T
0

















By Lemma 9.5.5, both sides converge to 0 in probability (as ε→ 0).
Next, by Lemma 9.5.2 and Lemma 9.5.4, we have uniform L1 integrability of this collection
of random variables since they are bounded in L2. Convergence in probability and Uniform
Integrability imply convergence in mean.
9.5.3 Proof of Theorem 9.3.7
Proof of Theorem 9.3.7. The difference between Assumptions 9.3.1 and Assumptions 9.3.6 is
(iii’) and (iv’). Here we verify that b and σ satisfying Assumption 9.3.6 implies Assumptions
9.3.1.
Lemma 9.5.2 implies Assumptions 9.3.1 (iii) is satisfied. Lemma 9.5.6 implies Assumptions
9.3.1 (iv) is satisfied. In this case, the identification U, V with Db and Dσ respectively is
straightforward.This also means that the existence proof in Theorem 9.4.1 holds so a solution to




In this section, we study the differentiability properties of solutions of SDEs with respect to the
initial condition. For a detailed exploration of the subject of Stochastic flows, see [Kun90]. The
main contribution of this section is to prove similar results for SDEs with only locally Lipschitz
and monotone coefficients as opposed to previous results which rely on a Lipschitz condition.
Similar problems have been studied in [RS17], [Cer01, Chapter 1] and [Zha16].
The results of this Chapter can be found published in [IdRS19, Section 4].
10.1 Gâteaux and Frechét Differentiability of monotone SDEs
We start by recalling the concept of Gâteaux and Frechét Differentiability for abstract Banach
Spaces.
Definition 10.1.1 (Gâteaux and Frechét Differentiability). Let V and W be Banach spaces and
let U be an open subset of V . Let f : U → W . The map f is Gâteaux differentiable at x ∈ U in









exists. The limit is called the Gâteaux derivative in direction h.
The map f is said to be Frechét differentiable at x ∈ U if there exists a bounded linear operator






The linear operator A is called the Frechét derivative of f at x
Let Xθ be the solution of SDE (9.1.1). We next show that the map θ ∈ Lp(F0;Rd;P) 7→ Xθ ∈
Sp([0, T ]) is Frechét differentiable. As we will be differentiating with respect to θ for this section,
we emphasize the dependency on θ.
Assumption 10.1.2. Let b : [0, T ] × Ω × Rd → Rd and σ : [0, T ] × Ω × Rd → Rd×d′ satisfy
Assumption 9.1.1 for some p ≥ 2. Further, suppose
(i) For almost all (t, ω) ∈ [0, T ] × Ω we have the functions σ(t, ω, ·) and b(t, ω, ·) have partial
derivatives in all directions.








Theorem 10.1.3. Let p ≥ 2 and let 1 ≤ q < p. Let Xθ be the solution of SDE (9.1.1) under
Assumption 10.1.2 in Sq. Then the map θ → Xθ is Gâteaux Differentiable in direction h and the
derivative is equal to F [h] the solution of the SDE (10.1.1)
Further, the operator F : Lp(F0;Rd;P)→ Sq([0, T ]) is the Frechét derivative.
Remark 10.1.4. It is important to note that we were unable to prove Gâteaux Differentiability in
the Banach space Sp. Convergence in Sp would be equivalent to uniform integrability of the random




over all possible choices of h ∈ Lp(F0;Rd;P). Unlike in the case where the coefficients are Lipschitz,
see [CM18], this is not true.
The proof is given after several intermediary results. The first results relates to Gâteaux
differentiability and its properties, we address the Frechét differentiability afterwards. For the
proof once one has established Gâteaux differentiability, extending to Frechét differentiability is
remarkably easy. Gâteaux differentiability is the weaker condition and is usually considered the
easier property to prove.
10.1.1 Existence and Uniqueness for the candidate process
Theorem 10.1.5. Let p ≥ 2 and suppose Assumption 10.1.2 holds. Let Xθ be the solution to
















has a unique solution in Sp([0, T ];Rd).
Proof. This just follows from Theorem 9.1.5. We simply verify that Assumption 9.1.4 holds:






2. From the differentiability and the monotonicity property of b, we have that ∇xb is P-almost









L|z|2ds ≤ LT |z|2,






Unlike with the Malliavin Derivative, the SDE (10.1.1) is not a general linear stochastic
differential equation. As b and σ do not have dependency on θ, we do not have extra terms akin
to the Malliavin derivatives Db and Dσ. This means that, unlike the Malliavin Derivative, F has
finite moments of all orders provided the initial condition has adequate integrability.
Proposition 10.1.6. Let p ≥ 2. Suppose Assumption 10.1.2. Let Xθ be the solution to (9.1.1). The
operator F : Lp(F0;Rd;P)→ Sp([0, T ]) defined by h 7→ F [h] the solution of Equation (10.1.1), is
a bounded linear operator ‖F [h]‖Sp . ‖h‖Lp(F0;Rd;P).
Proof. Firstly, we show that F [0]· = 0d a.s. (0d is the Rd-vector of zeros). Since F [0] is the









∗We do not prove this fact; it is straightforward using inner products and the definition of derivative.
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and this SDE has a unique solution, we only need to show that F·[0] = 0d is a solution. Clearly
we have P-almost surely that∫ t
0
∇xb(s, ω,Xθs (ω)) · 0dds = 0 and
∫ t
0
∇xσ(s, ω,Xθs (ω)) · 0ddWs = 0,
so this is immediate.
Let λ ∈ R. Next we have
Ft[h1] + λFt[h2]
= h1 + λh2 +
∫ t
0











F [h1] + λF [h2]
)
t


















which is the same as the SDE for F [h1 + λh2]. Hence, by existence and uniqueness, the two must
be equal up to a null set.
For the boundedness, observe that ‖F [h]‖Sp . ‖h‖Lp(F0;Rd;P) from Theorem 10.1.5.
10.1.2 Differentiability of θ 7→ Xθ

















Theorem 10.1.7. Let p ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ q < p. Let h ∈ Lp(F0;Rd;P). Suppose we have Assumption
10.1.2, let Xθ be the solution of the SDE (9.1.1) and let F (t)[h] be the solution to the SDE (10.1.1).
Then we have





and therefore F [h] is the Gâteaux derivative of X.
Proof. Let t ∈ [0, T ]. Define Ξ = Xθ + ξ[Xθ+h −Xθ] and consider
Xθ+ht −Xθt − Ft[h]
‖h‖Lp
=





















































Arguing the same way as in Theorem 9.4.4, we show that Equation (10.1.2) and (10.1.3)
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converge to zero in probability as ‖h‖Lp → 0. Then we apply Proposition 9.2.1 to conclude that
‖Xθ+h −Xθ − F [h]‖∞
‖h‖Lp
P−→ 0.












= O(1) as ‖h‖Lp → 0.
Therefore, the random variable




10.1.3 Proof of the Frechét differentiability theorem
Proof of Theorem 10.1.3. In Proposition 10.1.6 we proved that F is a bounded linear operator
and in Theorem 10.1.7 we proved that it satisfies Definition 10.1.1.
10.2 Classical differentiability of SDEs
For this section, we will be studying the specific case where θ = x (a constant point in Rd) and
our perturbations are all in the constant function directions. Fix (t, ω) ∈ [0, T ]× Ω and consider
the map x ∈ Rd 7→ Xxt (ω). We will be proving that, with probability 1 and for Lebesgue almost
all t ∈ [0, T ], it is a diffeomorphism from Rd to Rd. For this section, h ∈ Rd will represent some
deterministic vector in euclidean space. We will be calculating the partial derivatives in direction
h ∈ Rd.
10.2.1 The Jacobian Matrix J
Firstly, we introduce the necessary Assumptions for the Jacobian to exist.
Assumption 10.2.1. Let b : [0, T ] × Ω × Rd → Rd and σ : [0, T ] × Ω × Rd → Rd×d′ satisfy
Assumption 9.1.1 for some p ≥ 2. Further, suppose that ∇xb : [0, T ] × Ω × Rd → Rd×d and
∇xσ : [0, T ]× Ω× Rd → Rd×d
′×d are progressively measurable and that
(i) For almost all (t, ω) ∈ [0, T ] × Ω we have the functions σ(t, ω, ·) and b(t, ω, ·) have partial
derivatives in all directions.




∣∣∣∇xσ(t, ω, x)∣∣∣2dt and x 7→ ∫ T
0
∣∣∣∇xb(t, ω, x)∣∣∣2dt,
are continuous (where convergence in L0 means convergence in probability).
(iii) For almost all (t, ω) ∈ [0, T ]× Ω we have
|∇xσ(t, ω, x)−∇xσ(t, ω, y)| ≤ L|x− y|.
(iv) For x, y ∈ Rd such that |x|, |y| < N and for almost all (s, ω) ∈ [0, T ]×Ω, ∃LN > 0 such that
|∇xb(s, ω, x)−∇xb(s, ω, y)| ≤ LN |x− y|.
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Definition 10.2.2. Let p ≥ 2. Let Xx be solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under Assumption 10.1.2 and
with initial condition Xx0 = x ∈ Rd. Let Id be the d-dimensional identity matrix and let t ∈ [0, T ].
For q ≥ 1 and let J ∈ Sq([0, T ];Rd×d) be the solution of the matrix valued SDE















Notice that Equation (10.2.1) is the same SDE as (9.1.4). This means the Jacobian has an
explicit solution which will be useful in Section 11 below.
Theorem 10.2.3. Let p ≥ 2. Let Xx be solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under Assumption 10.2.1 and
with initial condition x ∈ Rd. Then the SDE (10.2.1) has a unique solution in Sp and for any choice
of t ∈ [0, T ] the map x 7→ Xxt (ω) is differentiable P-almost surely. The derivative is almost surely
equal to the solution of the Jacobian Equation, SDE (10.2.1).
The proof of Theorem 10.2.3 follows from Proposition 10.2.4 and Theorem 10.2.5, see below.
10.2.2 Differentiability of Xx
In the previous section we proved almost sure continuity of ‖Xx+εh −Xx‖∞/ε, we need to
show that the limit as ε→ 0 is equal to the solution of the Jacobian SDE.
Proposition 10.2.4. Let p ≥ 2. Let Xx be solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under Assumption 10.2.1







can be extended to when ε = 0 and the extension is almost surely continuous.




. |x − y|p,
hence by the Kolmogorov Continuity Criterion we have that the map ε 7→ Xx+εh is almost
surely continuous. In fact, one can show α-Hölder continuity for α < 1 but not for when α = 1
(which would imply Lipschitz Continuity). Therefore, we additionally need to prove almost sure
continuity of the map ε 7→ (Xx+εh −Xx)/ε.






























and, introducing the auxiliary process Ξε := Xx + ξ[Xx+εh −Xx]
)
, we can write the explicit
solution of Kε (as it is the solution a geometric Brownian motion type SDE)
























where E is the Doléan-Dade operator introduced in (A.2.1), which for shorthand notation we











We now analyze the behaviour of differences of increments of (K ′)ε in ε parameter. Take
δ > 0, using the properties of the Doléan-Dade exponential, we have








































































































































Next, take a supremum over time then expectations. Using the methods that have already
been explored in detail for the proof of Theorem 9.4.1, we know that the terms from lines







dt which will be
accounted for with the Grönwall inequality.






















































































































The terms from (10.2.7) are treated in exactly the same way.












‖(K ′)ε − (K ′)δ‖p∞
]
. |ε− δ|p|h|p.
Hence by Kolmogorov Continuity Criterion, we have the map ε 7→ (K ′)εt (ω) is almost surely
continuous for any t ∈ [0, T ] P-almost surely.
Now, we return to Equation (10.2.2). Using the almost sure continuity of ε 7→ Xx+εht (ω) and

















is almost surely continuous. Hence ε 7→ Kεt (ω) is also almost surely continuous.
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Theorem 10.2.5. Let p ≥ 2. Let Xx be solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under Assumption 10.2.1 and
with initial condition x ∈ Rd. Then we have that ∀t ∈ [0, T ]
Xx+εht (ω)−Xxt (ω)
ε
→ h · Jt(ω) P-almost surely as ε→ 0.
Proof. Let t ∈ [0, T ]. First, we show convergence in probability of (Xx+εht −Xxt )/ε to h ·Jt using
Proposition 9.2.1. Convergence in probability will imply the existence of a subsequence which
converges almost sure. Finally, using Proposition 10.2.4 we know the limit will be almost surely
unique.










































where Ξε = Xx + ξ[Xx+εh −Xx(·)]. As with Theorem 9.4.4, we argue that the terms (10.2.9)






Thus there exists a sequence εn such that εn → 0 as n→∞ and an event C1 ⊂ Ω with P[C1] = 0









Finally, by Proposition 10.2.4 there exists an event C2 ⊂ Ω with P[C2] = 0 such that

















and P[C1 ∪ C2] = 0.
10.2.3 Invertibility of the Jacobian Matrix
Next, we wish to show that the Jacobian Matrix Jt is P-almost surely invertible for any choice
of t ∈ [0, T ]. Notice that due to the initial condition, we have that this is true for t = 0 since
J0 = Id.
To prove the Jacobian is invertible, we consider a matrix valued stochastic process and
observe that for any choice of t ∈ [0, T ], this process will take value equal to the left inverse of J .
This proof follows that of Nualart, [Nua06, Chapter 2.3; Equation 2.8].
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We introduce the SDE


















Proposition 10.2.6. Let p ≥ 2. Let Xx be solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under Assumption 10.1.2
and with initial condition x ∈ Rd. Then we have the following identity KtJt = Id for all t ∈ [0, T ]
P-a.s.
Proof. We deal here with matrix valued processes which cannot necessarily be assumed com-
mutative, this makes the analysis slightly more involved. Itô’s formula for matrices gives that
(KJ)0 = Id and




















Jtdt = 0dt+ 0dWt.
SDE (10.2.11) does not necessarily satisfy Assumption 9.1.4, the issue being that the term
−zT∇xb(t, ω,Xt)z is not bounded from above by a constant almost surely for any choice of
vector |z| = 1. However, an explicit solution to the SDE can be written out pathwise, even if it
does not have finite moments. This construction has the property that it is the left inverse of J .
Proposition 10.2.7. The determinant of the Matrix Jt, denoted Dt, is called the Stochastic Wron-























































Proof. The proof can be found in [Mao08, Theorem 3.2.2]. The proof involves applying Itô’s
formula to the determinant of Jt and establishing that it satisfies Equation (10.2.12). Then one
applies Itô’s formula to Equation (10.2.13) and verifies that this likewise satisfies (10.2.12).
Finally, by Theorem 9.1.5, the solution is unique.
The matrix ∇xb being lower semi-definite means that Tr(∇xb) is bounded from above, but
not necessarily from below. We can conclude the D· is almost surely positive and therefore




Applications of Malliavin and
Parametric Differentiability
In this Chapter, we recover and discuss some standard applications of Malliavin Differentiation
and evaluate some of the problems that occur under our framework. In particular, we study the
conditions required to prove absolue continuity of the law of a stochastic differential equation
(with respect to the Lebesgue measure) (see Theorem 11.1.2) and an integration by parts
formula (see 11.2.1).
The results of this Chapter can be found published in [IdRS19, Section 5].
11.1 Representation formulae
Firstly, we present a way of writing the Malliavin Derivative of Xθ in terms of the Jacobian.
Proposition 11.1.1 (Representation formulae). Let Xx be solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under
Assumption 9.3.1 and with initial condition Xx0 = x ∈ Rd. Let J satisfy the SDE (10.2.1). Consider




















Equation (11.1.1) is the Fundamental Matrix of the Linear Stochastic Differential Equation (9.3.1).
As such, under Assumption 9.3.1 the Malliavin Derivative of X can be expressed for t > s as
DsXt = Js,tA(s, t),
where A(s, t) is defined for t > s as















J−1s,r V (s, r, ω)dWr.
Proof. The proof of this representation formula follows the same ideas as Theorem 9.4.1.
Equation (9.3.1) is an infinite dimensional SDE, so we project from the infinite dimensional
space into a finite dimensional space. We follow the method of [Mao08, Theorem 3.3.1] to solve
the solution explicitly in the projection space then use the Dominated Convergence Theorem to
ensure the passage to the limit.
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11.1.1 Absolute Continuity
In [Nua06, Theorem 2.3.1], it is proved that the solution of a Stochastic Differential Equation
with Lipschitz, deterministic coefficients and elliptic diffusion term has a law which is absolutely
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on Rd. This proof can be easily extended to the
case where the drift term has monotone growth.
Theorem 11.1.2. Let Xx be solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under Assumption 9.3.1 and with initial
condition Xx0 = x ∈ Rd. Suppose additionally that ∀z ∈ Rd that
zTA(s, t)A(s, t)T z > λ(s, t)|z|2 ≥ 0,
∫ t
0
λ(s, t)ds > 0 P-almost surely.
Then the law of Xxt is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on Rd.
Proof. For this proof, recall [Nua06, Corollary 2.1.2] and following that our strategy is to show
that the Malliavin matrix is P-almost surely non zero.













Therefore, for z ∈ Rd we have zTQtz ≥
∫ t
0
λ(s, t)|Ks|2ds · |Jt|2 · |z|2 which is greater than zero
because |J |, |K| > 0.
Remark 11.1.3. Observe that the Ellipticity condition for σ is no longer enough to ensure that
the law is absolutely continuous. When b and σ are deterministic, U and V are uniformly 0 and
Ellipticity is enough.
11.2 Bismut-Elworthy-Li formula
In [Elw92], the author uses Malliavin Differentiability of an SDE Xx to prove differentiability
for functions of the form u(x) = E[φ(Xxt )] where φ is assumed to be a continuous function and
t ∈ [0, T ]. This was later extended in [FLL+99] and [FLLL01] to cover functions φ which are
integrable and even measurable (provided u remains finite).
Define for t ∈ (0, T ] the set Γt =
{






Theorem 11.2.1 (Bismut-Elworthy-Li formula). Let Φ : Rd → Rd be a bounded, measurable
function. Let Xx be solution to the SDE (9.1.1) under Assumption 9.3.1 and with initial condition
Xx0 = x ∈ Rd. Let t ∈ (0, T ]. Suppose additionally that (δ(·) stands for the usual Skorokhod
integral, see [Nua06])
1. ∀s ∈ [0, t] the matrix A(s, t) has a right inverse,













Proof. We give only a sketch of the proof. For a more detailed proof, see [FLL+99] and [FLLL01].















∇Φ(Xxt )DsXxt A(s, t)−1Js
]
.
Multiplying both sides by a ∈ Γt, integrating over [0, t] (using
∫ t
0

































where in the last line we used integration-by-parts formula.
Secondly, let Φ be bounded and measurable. Then using that C1b is dense in the set of
bounded measurable functions, we approximate Φ by a sequence of functions Φn ∈ C1b . Finally,









Before tackling the methods to represent the support of McKean-Vlasov equations we address,
separately and of independent interest, the Quantization problem for the law of a Brownian motion
as a measure over the collection of Hölder continuous rough paths. The quantization problem
for Gaussian measures for Hilbert spaces was first studied in [LP02], but for Banach spaces,
the problem is more challenging with the optimal rate of convergence solved in [GLP03] and
separately [DFMS03]. These methods rely on the small ball probabilities of Brownian motion,
see [BR92], a tool to measure the compactness of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space unit ball
contained in the Banach space.
Using functional analytic methods, we construct a quantization for the law of the Brownian
motion that has a rate of convergence that is asymptotically equivalent to the optimal rate
of convergence. Our quantization is not optimal, indeed such a quantization does not exist
due to the non-weak compactness of the Hölder unit ball. We choose to sacrifice optimality
in order to retain certain key properties that allow us to estimate the law of the quantization
accurately. To do this, we construct a Karhunen Loève expansion that optimally approximates the
Brownian motion with respect to the Hölder norm. Although this representation for Brownian
motion is well documented [HIPP14], it is not so well known that the wavelet representation
comes from the spectral decomposition of the covariance kernel and so it embodies the optimal
approximation by a finite dimensional Gaussian. These quantizations are then enhanced to rough
paths and we prove that the rate of convergence for the enhanced quantization to the enhanced
Brownian motion is asymptotically the same.
Quantization for rough paths has been first studied in [PS11]. The choice of Karhunen Loève
expansion and method of construction used in this work, namely the trigonometric functions,
best suits approximations of Brownian motion in the L2([0, T ];Rd′) norm. Although this is
enough to ensure convergence in the Hölder norm, it is far from efficient and (to the best of our
knowledge) no literature exists for rates of convergence. Our approach is demonstrated to be
arbitrarily close to optimal and we provide upper and lower bounds on the rate of convergence.
The goal of this Chapter is to construct a finite support measure that approximates the law
of an enhanced Brownian motion as a measure over the space of geometric rough paths. The
results of this chapter can be found in the preprint [CRS19, Section 3].
12.1 Truncation of Brownian Motion
Using the Cielsielski representation for Brownian motion from Equation (A.1.3), we can obtain





which approximates Brownian motion. Let us briefly describe some of the properties this random
variable:






where Gpm are the Schauder functions defined in Defini-
tion A.1.1.
• As a finite dimensional Gaussian, the support of WN is just HN . This is equal to the space
of d′-dimensional, piecewise linear paths over the dyadic intervals of size T2−N .
• This is the optimal finite dimensional approximation of Brownian motion with respect to
the Hölder norm (A.1.2).
• The support of the measure LWN is Reflexive, so by Theorem B.1.2 a stationary quantiza-
tion exists.
12.1.1 Optimality of the Truncation
We prove that the truncation chosen in (12.1.1) is the optimal choice with respect to the α-Hölder
norm. This is an application of the results of [BC19].
Proposition 12.1.1. Let LW be the law of Brownian motion over the Banach spaceCα,0([0, T ];Rd′).
Then the d′ · 2N dimensional projection P : Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′)→ Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′) that minimises the
integral
E









Proof. Define the Covariance Kernel S : Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′)∗ → Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′) by




, S = ii∗
where ii∗ is the Spectral representation of S. For a Hilbert space H and a Banach space E, we








where (hk)k∈N is an orthonormal basis of H and ξk are i.i.d normal random variables. It is well
known, see for example [FTJ79], that the closure in the l-topology of the finite rank operators is
the compact operators. We wish to find the finite dimensional operator that best approximates
the Spectral representation i of the Covariance Kernel S of Brownian motion in the l-topology.
We follow the methods of [BC19]. Using Theorem A.1.2, we can equivalently think of LW as








Equivalently, we think of elements of the dual space Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′)∗ as being sequences over ∆
that satisfy












Wpm(s)Hpm(s)ds are independent normally distributed random variables























By a simple convexity argument, the functionals that attain this maximisation problem will be












where f (001) = (f (001)pm )(p,m)∈∆ satisfies f
(001)
00 = e1 and f
(001)
pm = 0 else. We label S[f (001)](t) =
x(001)(t) = G00(t)e1 ∈ Cα,0([0, T ];Rd
′
). We define Sµ001 [f ] := λ(001)f(x(001))x(001) and S001[f ] =
S[f ]− Sµ001 [f ].
By construction, we have that the operator Sµ001 is the Covariance Kernel of the 1-dimensional
Gaussian measure that best approximates LW in mean square. Equivalently, the Spectral repre-
sentation Sµ001 = iµ001 i∗µ001 yields that iµ001 is the 1-dimensional operator that best approximates
i in the l-topology.
By repeating this method, we obtain a sequence of so-called “Rayleigh coefficients” and
“Rayleigh Functionals” parametrised by (q, n, i) ∈ ∆× {1, ..., d′} as
λ(qni) = 2q(2α−1), f (qni) = (f (qni)pm )(p,m)∈∆, f
(qni)
pm = δp,qδm,nei,
and elements Gqn that are orthonormal in H.
For fixed N ∈ N, we obtain the first d′ · 2N elements of these sequences. We construct the
projection operator PN : Cα,0([0, T ],Rd
′







Next, we decompose the law LW = µN ∗ LWN where µN = LW ◦ P
−1
N and LWN = LW ◦ (I −
PN )
−1. µN is a 2N -dimensional multivariate Gaussian distribution. LWN is a Gaussian measure








In particular, for a random variable W with law LW we have that random variable











W − PN [W ]
)2]
= 2(N+1)(2α−1).
12.1.2 Rate of Convergence of the Truncation
We measure the rate of convergence for a truncated Brownian motion with respect to the
α-Hölder norm. We point out that the Banach space Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′) is not K-convex (see
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[Pis89, Definition 2.3]) so consequently the upper and lower bounds of the rate of convergence
cannot be the same.
Proposition 12.1.2. Let W be a Brownian motion as expressed in (A.1.3) and let WN be truncated
Brownian motion (12.1.1). Then for r > 1 we have




≤ C · d′ ·
√
N · 2(α−1/2)N , (12.1.2)
where the constants c and C dependent only on α and r.
Proof. Using Theorem A.1.2 and the methods of [BR92], we have











1/2−α and BW (ε) . BW (2ε).
Then by [LL99, Proposition 4.1], this implies








N · 2(α−1/2)N ,
as N →∞ since WN is a d · 2N+1-dimensional Gaussian random variable.
The Gaussian random variables W −WN can be dominated by W . By using a concentration












Thus the rate of convergence in mean square is equivalent to the rate of convergence for any
choice of r.
12.1.3 Enhanced Truncated Brownian Motion
Finally, we prove that the rate of convergence of the enhanced truncated Brownian motion to the
enhanced Brownian motion is the same when the process is lifted to a rough path and studied
with respect to the inhomogeneous metric.
The rate of convergence for an enhanced piecewise linear approximation of a Brownian
motion has already been studied in [FR11]. Our contribution is a sharper rate of convergence.
Proposition 12.1.3. Let N ∈ N and let M ≥ 2. Let LWN be the law of the truncated Brownian
motion over the Banach space Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′). Then LWN satisfies Assumption C.2.12 hence WN
can be lifted to an enhanced Gaussian rough path WN = SM (WN ) taking values on the Group
GM (Rd′) for M ≥ 2. Further, for the enhanced Brownian motion W taking values in GΩα(Rd
′
),








≤ CN2(2α−1)N |t− s|i, (12.1.3)








〈Ws,r, ej〉 ◦ d〈Wr, ek〉 −
∫ t
s

































Compiling these terms by summing over j and k completes the i = 2 case.




〈Ws,r, e(A,a)〉 ◦ d〈Wr, e(A,a)〉 −
∫ t
s























〈Ws,u, eA〉 · 〈Ws,v, eA〉
]
dR〈WN−W,ea〉(u, v)





which implies the inductive hypothesis.
Theorem 12.1.4. Let N ∈ N and M ≥ 2. Let r > 1. Let WN be the enhanced truncated Brownian









N · 2(α−1/2)N (12.1.4)

























Then, we apply [FV10b][Theorem 15.24] with Proposition 12.1.3 to get Equation (12.1.4) in
the case r = 2.
For (12.1.5), we use the well known fact that the the identity operator is 1M -Hölder continu-
ous from the space of rough paths paired with the Inhomogeneous metric to the space of rough
paths paired with the homogeneous metric and r = 2.
Now for the case r 6= 2. Following [Rie17, Corollary 3.2], we can conclude that the push-
forward of dα(W,WN ) with respect to the measure LW has a Gaussian tail uniformly on N
since the covariance of W −WN can be dominated by the covariance of W . Then we use a













Thus the rate of convergence in mean square is equivalent to the rate of convergence for any
choice of r.
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12.2 Quantization of Brownian Motion
We perform a truncation to obtain a finite dimensional Gaussian that represents an optimal
finite dimensional approximation of the Brownian motion. Here, we study how the choice of
truncation affects the asymptotic rate of convergence of the quantization error.
Remark 12.2.1. LWN is a non-degenerate measure over the (finite dimensional) vector space
(HN , ‖ · ‖α). Therefore by Theorem B.1.2 we know that there exists a codebook Cn = {c1, ..., cn}















‖WN − q̂n(WN )‖2α
]1/2
= En
However, the measure LWN is degenerate over the whole space Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′) so constructing
an optimal quantization becomes analytically problematic.
Definition 12.2.2. Let N ∈ N be fixed for the moment and let n ∈ N. Let L〈W,e1〉 be the law of
Brownian motion over Cα,0([0, T ];R) and let L〈WN ,e1〉 be the law of the 1-dimensional truncated
Brownian motion with RKHS HN,(1). Let C(1)n = {c(1)1 , ..., c
(1)
n } and Ŝ(1)n = {ŝ(1)1 , ..., ŝ
(1)
n } be the






)×d′ and Ŝn := (Ŝ(1)n )×d′ . Thus Cn and Ŝn form a quantization of the truncated
Brownian motion over HN with independent components. Let PN : H → HN be the orthogonal
projection and let us continuously extend PN to H
α
. We define the new partition of Hα to be
si := (PN )
−1[ŝi], Sn := {s1, ..., sn}. (12.2.1)
Pairing the partition Sn with the codebook Cn, we obtain a quantization for the truncated Brownian
motion over Hα−Höl.
It is worth noting that the codebook |Cn| = nd
′
. We should also emphasise that the quanti-
zation constructed in Definition 12.2.2 is not an optimal quantization of the measures LW or
LWN over the whole space. The reason for this approach is that this quantization exists and is
solvable.
Lemma 12.2.3. Let n,N ∈ N. Let LW be the law of a Brownian motion over Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′) with
quantization qn as defined in Definition 12.2.2.
Let i 6= j ∈ {1, ..., d′}. Then 〈qn(W ), ei〉 and 〈qn(W ), ej〉 are independent.
Proof. For any two sets C,D ∈ Cα,0([0, T ];R), we have
P
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12.2.1 Asymptotic rate of convergence for Quantization
Next, we apply Theorem B.2.1 with Proposition 12.1.2 in order to demonstrate the rate of
convergence of the quantization we construct.
Proposition 12.2.4. Let LW be the law of a Brownian on Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′) and let LWN be the








whereW is the Lambert-W function (see [BL16]), the inverse function of y = xex.










Proof. It should be clear that the partition as defined in Equation (12.2.1) is not the collection













We can further improve this lower bound by minimizing over the all possible codebooks C which






W ) ≤ E
[∥∥W − qn(W )∥∥rα]1/r.
For the upper bound, we apply Lemma B.1.6 and Proposition 12.1.2 to get
E








N · 2(α−1/2)N .
By Theorem B.2.1, we have asymptotic upper and lower bounds on the quantization error
for both measures LW and LWN .





























(n) ≤ B−1W (n).
Thus, for any choice of N ∈ N,
E
[








N · 2(α−1/2)N .
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Finally, we note that the asymptotic relation of Equation (12.2.2) is equivalent to
√




which yields the conclusion.
Remark 12.2.5. We know by results such as [DFMS18] that by sampling a Brownian motion in
pathspace, the empirical law will be a good approximation for the law of Brownian motion.
The difference with this method is that sampling produces a convergence in measure type result.
Thus we have proved a deterministic and not probabilistic result.
12.2.2 Quantization for a Gaussian Rough Paths
For this Section, we explore lifting our quantized Brownian motion to a rough path. Quantization
for rough paths was first studied in [PS11]. In their paper, the authors treat the law of Brownian
motion as a measure over the Hilbert space L2([0, T ];Rd′). In particular, as a measure over a
Hilbert space the authors are able to obtain a stationary quantization, see [LP02]. The Karhunen
Loève expansion is obtained using an expansion of trigonometric functions and the authors use
well understood pathspace results to establish pointwise convergence of the paths followed by
convergence in p-variation. The paths of the quantization codebooks are bounded variation,
so they can be lifted to a Signature of a rough path and these converge in the rough path
metric to the Brownian rough path. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only work studying
quantization in a rough path framework so this chapter is new and of independent interest.
We perform quantization for a Brownian rough path with respect to the pathspace Hölder
norm. Due to the nature of the L2 norm with which the quantization is constructed in [PS11],
the approximation with respect to the Hölder norm is far from optimal. By contrast, our
approximation is arbitrarily close to optimal. In this Section, we prove that this remains true
when the study is carried out with respect to the rough path Hölder norm.
As proved in Lemma B.1.4, the sets C ⊂ H also have a canonical Young integral signature
c = SM (c) for each c ∈ C.
Definition 12.2.6. Let M ≥ 2. Let LW be the law of a Brownian motion over Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′)
and let LW be the law of the enhanced Brownian motion over GΩα(Rd
′
). Let qn be the sequence of
quantizations as defined in Definition 12.2.2 for the truncated Brownian motion with N chosen to








h = SM (h) : h ∈ si ∩H
}ρα-Höl
.
These form a partition over the space GΩα(Rd
′
) (up to boundary sets of measure 0). Similarly,
define the codebook
C = {c1, ..., cn}, ci := SM [ci].













The next result is an extension of Proposition 12.2.4 to the rough path setting. We follow the
same methods as in Section 12.1.3.
Proposition 12.2.7. Let M ≥ 2. Fix N,n ∈ N. Let LW be the law of the enhanced Brownian







)2] ≤ C( log(n))2α−1|t− s|i. (12.2.5)
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Proof. The case i = 1 is already proved in Proposition 12.2.4. i > 2 can be addressed via an
induction argument as in Proposition 12.1.3. Therefore, we only prove the case i = 2. Thus for




〈WNs,r, ei〉d〈WNr , ej〉 −
∫ t
s


















































using Lemma 12.2.3 and the same Young Estimates as in Proposition 12.1.3.
≤ (t− s)2E












Theorem 12.2.8. Let r > 1. Let LW be the law of Brownian motion on GΩα(Rd
′
) and let LW
be the law of the of the enhanced Brownian motion over GΩα(Rd
′
). Let qn be the sequence of













Proof. The lower bound of Equation (12.2.6) is actually immediate from Equation (12.2.3). The









‖W − qn(W )‖2α
]
.













where N is the dimension of the linear span of the codebook Cn and the choice of Equation












We can then apply [FV10b][Theorem A.13] with Proposition 12.2.7. We remark that although
this method has been used to prove the regularity of enhanced Gaussian rough paths before,
there is no part of this method that requires the Gaussian structures, only regularity properties

















McKean-Vlasov Equations have also been studied in the context of rough paths, the first study
being [CL15]. There, the authors treat the measure dependency as a bounded variation Banach
valued operator in the drift term. Thus the measure dependency can be calculated using Banach
valued Young integrals and there is no need to exploit the rough path structures beyond what
is already necessary to incorporate the noise. The authors prove Existence, Uniqueness and a
Propagation of Chaos result for McKean-Vlasov Rough Differential Equations of the form
dXt = σ(Xt)dWt + b(Xt)dγ
µ
t , µ = LX , X0 = ξ, t ∈ [0, T ], (13.0.1)
where the path γµt =
∫ t
0
µsds represents the measure dependency in the drift term. [CL15]
includes an explanation as to why the authors were unable to include a measure dependency in
the diffusion terms.
Later, in [BCD18] and more recent preprints [BCD20] and [BCD19], the authors develop
the new framework of Probabilistic Rough Paths. This insightful development encodes the law
of the noise into the rough path, allowing the noise to interact with the measure dependencies
and opening up the collection of possible diffusion terms to include adequately regular mea-
sure dependencies. Other works that study McKean-Vlasov Equations via rough paths include
[DFMS18], [CDFM18] and [CN19].
In this Chapter, we address the approach of [CL15] to solve McKean-Vlasov Rough Differential
Equations driven by a Brownian rough path. We choose to present this work in the framework of
[CL15] to reduce the complexity and avoid obfuscated algebraic argument.
The results of this chapter can be found in the preprint [CRS19, Section 4].
13.1 Controls and the Accumulated p-Variation
In this first Section, we establish a key condition for the integrability of our quantization. For
notational simplicity, we denote p = 1α .
Definition 13.1.1. Let β > 0 and suppose that ω : ∆T → R+ is a control (recall Definition C.2.5).







The Accumulated β-local controls were first introduced in [CLL13]. We are interested in the
specific case where the control is induced by a geometric rough path.
Definition 13.1.2. Let β > 0. Let p > 2 and let W ∈ GΩα(Rd
′
). We define the Accumulated
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β-local p-variation of a geometric rough path to a non-negative function defined by
Mβ,p(W) := Mβ(ωW,p).
We define the nondecreasing sequence (τi(β, p,W))i∈N by
τ0(β) = 0, τi+1(β) = inf{t > τi(β); ‖W‖pp−var;[τi(β),t] ≥ β} ∧ T. (13.1.1)
This is sometimes referred to as the Greedy sequence. Finally, we define the function Nβ,p,[0,T ] :
GΩα(Rd
′
)→ N ∪ {∞} given by
Nβ,p,[0,T ](W) := sup{n ∈ N ∪ {0} : τn(β) < T}.
While stopping time arguments become problematic for McKean-Vlasov Equations due to
the presence of the measure dependency, we emphasise that the greedy sequence (13.1.1) is
dependent only on the driving noise and not the solution.
It is immediate from the definition that Mβ,p(W) ≤ ‖W‖pp−var;[0,T ]. However, when W
is a Gaussian rough path and p > 2, we have |W0,T |p ≤ ‖W0,T ‖pcc ≤ ‖W‖
p
p−var;[0,T ] and








Remark 13.1.3. The Accumulated p-variation is a way of restricting the size of the p-variation in
the event that the p-variation becomes large. When the p-variation of a Gaussian is large, by far the
most probable event is that there is a single large increment of the process. While the p-variation
will increase proportionally to this steep increment, the Accumulated β-local p-variation is restricted
to partitions where the increments cannot be larger than β so the one increment does not make a
proportional contribution.
The following Proposition is key to the construction of McKean-Vlasov Rough Differential
Equations driven by Gaussian processes.
Proposition 13.1.4. Let W be a continuous, centred Gaussian rough path that satisfies Assumption
C.2.12. Then ∀β > 0, the random variable Mβ,p(W) has well defined Moment Generating Function





Proof. See [CLL13, Theorem 6.3] for tail estimates of the law of the Accumulated p-variation.
The existence of a moment generating function for the Accumulated p-variation of the driving
noise for the McKean-Vlasov Rough Differential Equation is a key Assumption of [CL15], see
below. In order to prove propagation of chaos of a sequence of measures, the authors prove
that the sequence of empirical measures each has a moment generating function and that the
empirical laws converge weakly to the law of the driving noise. We verify the quantization also
satisfies this condition:
Lemma 13.1.5 ([FV10a]). Let LW be the law of a Brownian motion over Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′). Let
h1, ..., hn be a collection of orthonormal elements ofH. Let Wn be a finite Karhunen Loève expansion





where Fn is the σ-algebra generated by the functionals fj = (i∗)−1[hj ] for each j = 1, ..., n.




∣∣∣Fn] = log(Wns,t), (13.1.2)
where Wns,t = S2(W
n)s,t.
The martingale formula yields a very brief proof that the quantized Gaussians are adequately
integrable. This first Lemma recasts the well known result mentioned earlier in Equation (B.1.1).
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Lemma 13.1.6. Let LW be the law of Brownian motion over Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′). Let F be a sub-σ
algebra of the Borel sigma algebra over Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′) that is component-wise conditionally
independent. Define W̃ = E[W |F ]. Let W be the Gaussian rough path of LW and W̃ be the lift of
the random variable W̃ to a rough path.
Then, for a constant C1 = C1(d′, p) dependent only on d′ and p, we have




Proof. Firstly, we work with the homogeneous norm (C.1.1) for G2(Rd′) rather than the Carnot
Caratheodory norm in order to evaluate the increments explicitly.






















































where we use a finite dimensional norm equivalence for the first inequality. There is a further
multiplicative constant that appears from translating this result back to the Carnot Caratheodory
norm which is dependent only on d′.
This result does not follow immediately via the same convexity argument used in Equation
(B.1.1) because the Expectation of a Group element may not be a Group element itself.
Proposition 13.1.7. Let n,N ∈ N. Let LW be the law of a Brownian motion on Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′)
and let WN be the truncated Brownian motion. From Definition 13.1.2, let τi(β) be the greedy
sequence of the Brownian rough path W, let τ i(β) be the greedy sequence of the enhanced truncated
Brownian motion WN = S2(WN ) and let τ̃i(β̃) be the greedy sequence of the enhanced quantization
qn(W) as introduced in Definition 12.2.6. Let β = C1β and β̃ = C1β where C1 is the constant
introduced in Lemma 13.1.6.
Let Nβ,p,[0,T ](W), Nβ,p,[0,T ](W
N ) and Ñβ̃,p,[0,T ](qn(W)) be the number of elements of each
of the respective greedy sequences over the interval [0, T ]. Then
Ñβ̃,p,[0,T ](qn(W)) ≤ Nβ,p,[0,T ](W
N ) ≤ Nβ,p,[0,T ](W).
Proof. This proof relies on the choice of quantization, and we choose q(WN ) to be the optimal
quantization of the finite dimensional Gaussian random variable WN as a measure over the set
HN with independent spatial components, see Lemma 12.2.3. Let F̃ be the σ-algebra generated
by the partition of the quantization F̃ = σ(S) and let F be the cylindrical sigma algebra
generated by the functionals (i∗)−1[HN ]. Then we have q(WN ) = E[WN |F̃ ] and WN = E[W |F ].




∣∣∣F̃], ‖WN‖pp−var;[s,t] ≤ C1E[‖W‖pp−var;[s,t]∣∣∣F].
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so we conclude that 0 < τ̃1(β̃) ≤ τ1(β) ≤ τ1(β).
























= β and ‖qn(W)‖pp−var;[τ̃k(β̃),τ̃k+1(β̃)] = β̃ so we conclude
τ̃k+1(β̃) ≤ τk+1(β) ≤ τk+1(β).
Next, suppose that Nβ,p,[0,T ](W) = k for some k ∈ N. Then T < τk+1(β) ≥ τk+1(β) ≥
τ̃k+1(β̃). Thus k is an upper bound for Nβ,p,[0,T ](W
N ) and Ñβ̃,p,[0,T ](qn(W)).
Finally, we establish the uniform integrability of the quantizations.
Proposition 13.1.8. Let LW be the law of an enhanced Brownian motion and let LW ◦ q−1n be
the law of the quantized Brownian motion.
Then the Moment Generating function of the Accumulated p-variation of qn(W) is well defined
and bounded by the Moment Generating function of the Accumulated p-variation of W.
Proof. From [CLL13, Proposition 4.11], we have
βNβ,[0,T ](ω) ≤Mβ(ω) ≤ β
(
2Nβ,[0,T ](ω) + 1
)
,
for any control ω so the existence of a Moment Generating Function for N is equivalent to the
existence of a Moment Generating Function for M.




















We take expectations to conclude.
13.2 Existence, Uniqueness and the Occupation Measure Path
In this Subsection, we overview some of the key details of [CL15] to establish the link between
particle systems and McKean-Vlasov Equations and the existence and uniqueness of the solution
law of McKean-Vlasov Equations.
The space of measures µ over the metric space (E, d) is not a Banach space. However, a
measure can be thought of as a functional over the space of Lipschitz functions on E.
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Definition 13.2.1. For µ ∈ P2(E), we define γµ ∈ Lip1∗(E)∗ to be the linear functional such that





Similarly, for a collection of measures (µt)t∈[0,T ], we define the Occupation measure path γ
µ
t .
First introduced in [CL15], it is further proved that for the law of an SDE µt, the Occupation
measure path γµ is bounded variation in the Banach norm and so has a canonical Young
Signature. The existence and uniqueness of a solution to equation (13.2.1) comes immediately
from [FV10b, Chapter 12].
























)→ GΩα(Rd) maps (µ, ξ,W) to the
rough path that is the solution of the Rough Differential Equation
dXt = b(Xt)dγ
µ
t + σ(Xt)dWt, X0 = ξ, (13.2.1)
(µ, ξ,W) 7→ Θ(µ, ξ,W) = X.
13.2.1 Particle Approximations and Finite Support Laws
Firstly, we address the existence and uniqueness of a solution to the system of interacting
particles that the McKean-Vlasov Equation models. Let C be a codebook for a quantization of the
law of the Brownian motion LW as a measure over the Banach space Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′) containing
n elements hj . Each hj is a RKHS path. Associated to each path is a component of the probability
vector p = (pj) such that pj = LW (sj) where sj ∈ S is the element of the partition associated to
hj .
By the nature of H, we know that each path hj is a 1-variation path. Hence one can construct
a canonical lift from hj to a rough path hj using Young Integration over the interval [0, T ]. Thus
for t ∈ [0, T ] where M is the largest integer such that Mα < 1 we have
hjt = SM (h
j)0,t.
We know that n is a finite integer, so we can denote the single path h := ×nj=1hj which
takes values in Rd′×n. This path is still 1-variation with respect to the canonical norm on Rd′×n.











and it is not
the same as ⊕nj=1hj = ⊕nj=1SM (hj) which takes values in TM (Rd
′
)⊕n.
When working on the tensor algebra TM (V ). We refer to the Alphabet A, which in the case





we have the Alphabet A containing all the pairs
{
(i, j); i ∈ {1, ..., d′}, j ∈ {1, ..., n}
}
. We will
also refer to Aj , the Subalphabet containing all pairs
{
(i, j); i ∈ {1, ..., d′}
}
. Key to the following
result is that the Subalphabets Aj form a partition of the Alphabet A.
Lemma 13.2.4. Let V be a vector space with finite Alphabet A and suppose that A can be
partitioned into a finite number of Subalphabets denoted by Aj . Define
IM (V ) :=
{




Then IM (V ) is a closed ideal of the Lie Algebra PM (V ).
Proof. We verify that for h1 ∈ IM (V ) and h2 ∈ PM (V ) that [h1, h2] ∈ IM (V ).





using “Sweedler” notation and I1I2 as being word concatenation. If I is a word with letters in
Aj then any subword of I is also a word with letters in Aj .
Therefore, for h1 ∈ IM (V ) and h2 ∈ PM (V )
〈h1  h2, eI〉 = 〈h1 ⊗ h2,∆eI〉 =
∑
I1I2=I
〈h1, eI1〉 · 〈h2, eI2〉 =
∑
I1I2=I
0 · 〈h2, eI2〉 = 0.




Given an Ideal of a Lie Algebra, one can obtain a normal subgroup of the associated Lie
Group by taking exponentials. Thus define





and consider the quotient group GM (V )/KM (V ). There is a canonical isomorphism that maps
this quotient group to ⊕jGM (V j) where V j is the vector space with Alphabet Aj .
In order to study the system of interacting particle equations for (13.0.1), we consider the
following drift and diffusion terms. Before that, we introduce a notational convenience in order
to distinguish between elements of Rd and Rd×n. Recall that for i ∈ A, ei is the unit vector in
the vector space with Alphabet A. We denote Y ∈ Rd×n and 〈Y, e(·,m)〉 ∈ Rd to be the canonical
projection of Y where m ∈ {1, ..., n}.
Definition 13.2.5. Let b and σ satisfy Assumption 13.2.2. Let p = (pk)k=1,...n ∈ P. Let B :
























Let W̃kt ∈ GΩα(Rd
′
) for each k ∈ {1, ..., n}. Let W̃ =
⊕n
k=1 W̃
k be the rough path taking








. Let Xt be the controlled rough that
solves the Rough Differential Equation
dXt = B(Xt)dt+ Σ(Xt)dW̃t, X0 = ξ
×n, (13.2.3)











. Therefore, the existence of a solution to
Equation (13.2.3) is standard.
Next we introduce a product on the space of vector fields from U into TM (V,U) designed to
simplify the representation of a controlled rough path.
Definition 13.2.6. Let V and U be vector spaces. Let i, j ∈ N. For differentiable Vector fields
F : U → L(V ×i, U) and G : U → L(V ×j , U), we define the operation ? such that F ? G : U →
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L(V ×(i+j), U) by
F ? G(u)
[



















G(u)[v1, ..., vj ]
)
[vj+1, ..., vj+i] (13.2.4)
It is a natural observation to make that the controlled rough path X that represents the
solution to Equation (13.2.3) is equal to
Xs =
(
Xs,Σ(Xs),Σ ? Σ(Xs), ...,Σ
?(M−1)(Xs)
)
, s ∈ [0, T ]. (13.2.5)
Lemma 13.2.7. Let V , U be vector spaces with alphabets A and Â. Suppose that V = ⊕nj=1V j
and U = ⊕nj=1U j so that A and Â can be partitioned into a collection of n subalphabets Aj and
Âj for j = 1, ..., n.
For k, l ∈ N, let F : U → L(V ⊕k, U) and G : U → L(V ⊕l, U), suppose that there exist
f j : U j → L
(
(V j)⊕k, U j
)
and gj : U j → L
(
(V j)⊕k, U j
)
such that we have the representation









Suppose that F is differentiable. Then F ? G has the representation
F ? G(u) = Diagj=1,...,n
(
Df(PUj [u])× g(PUj [u])
)
. (13.2.6)
Proof. For fixed m ∈ {1, ..., n}, let um ∈ Um and let I be a word of the subalphabet Am such
that I = (I1, I2) where |I1| = k and |I2| = l.
Outside of this scenario, all derivatives will be 0 by construction.
We know that by Theorem C.3.3, the controlled rough path X can be lifted to a rough path.
Our next result, the main result of this Section and similar to one found in [CL15], ensures the
choice of lift does not affect the final solution to our equations.
Theorem 13.2.8. For j = 1, ..., n, let Wj ∈ GΩα(Rd
′
) and define W = ⊕nj=1Wj . Let W̃ be the




. Let B and Σ be as defined in Definition 13.2.5 and let X be the
unique controlled rough path that solves the Rough Differential Equation (13.2.3).




be the lift of X as constructed in Equation (C.3.2). Then X is dependent
on W but not W̃.
Proof. Let V = Rd′×n and U = Rd×n with alphabets A and Â both with n subalphabets
Aj =
{




(i, j) : i ∈ {1, ..., d}
}
.
where j ∈ {1, ..., n}. Thus all the vector spaces V j are isomorphic to Rd′ and U j are isomorphic
to Rd but each V j and U j is distinct and identifyable. As with the normal subgroup constructed





































)[W̃s,t] = W̃s,t KM(Rd′×n) = Ws,t.
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By Theorem C.3.3, we know this is equal to
















and X is defined as in Equation (13.2.5). It is important to realise that the drift term, the only
coefficient that is dependent on the law of the solution, is only included in the first level of
the signature. Measure dependencies are generally smoother than path dependencies and their





Next for ti ∈ D, we have
(Xti −Xti)⊗k =
(










Using Definition 13.2.5 and Lemma 13.2.7 we have that there exists fj : U j → L
(








Similarly, there exist functions gj : U j → L
(










which is an operator restricted to the subgroup ⊕j = 1nGM (V j). Thus Equation (13.2.7) is
dependent on the tensor of rough paths W and not on the Extension W̃.
13.2.2 Existence and Uniqueness
For this section, we focus on the approach of [CL15]. Firstly, we introduce some of the notation
and operators used in this paper to construct different elements for solving our McKean-Vlasov
equation. The methods and results of [BCD18] which are further explored in [BCD20] and
[BCD19] are not used here.


















ΨL(µ) = L ◦Θb,σ(µ, ξ, ·)−1. (13.2.8)
The fixed point of the operator ΨL will be the law of the solution to the McKean-Vlasov
Equation (13.0.1) where the law of the driving noise W is given by L.
Assumption 13.2.10. Let ς > 1α > 1 and γ > 1. Suppose that
1. The measure LW ∈ P2(GΩα(Rd
′







2. The functions b and σ satisfy Assumption 13.2.2.
Theorem 13.2.11 ([CL15]). Suppose Assumption 13.2.10 holds. Then the operator ΨLW is a
contraction operator with fixed point equal to the law of the solution to the McKean-Vlasov Equation
(13.0.1).
Hence there exists a unique solution to the Rough Differential Equation (13.0.1).
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13.3 Propagation of Chaos and Quantization
The final result of [CL15] is to prove continuity of the map from the law of the driving noise
to the law of the McKean-Vlasov Equation. This is framed within the narrative of “Propagation
of Chaos”. We exploit this result to show that the law of the associated particle systems of our
quantizations converge to the true law of the McKean-Vlasov Equation.
Definition 13.3.1. Let K : (0,∞)→ (0,∞) be a monotone increasing real valued function. Define
























paired with the topology of weak convergence generated by the rough path Hölder norm.
A natural way to think about this collection of measures is the law of all rough paths such that
the moment generating function of the Accumulated 1α -variation is dominated by the function
K.
Proposition 13.3.2. Suppose Assumption 13.2.10 is satisfied. Suppose additionally that there
exists a monotone increasing function K : (0,∞) → (0,∞) that dominates Equation (13.2.9).
















where LX is the unique measure that is a fixed point of Equation (13.2.8) so that ΨLW(LX) = LX
.












with a constant C = C(α,K, T, d, d′).
Previously, this result was used to show that the empirical measure obtained by sampling
paths of a Brownian motion could be used to obtain a particle system that would converge as the
number of particles increased to the solution of a McKean-Vlasov Equation. In the remarkable
work [DFMS18], the authors study the rate of convergence of these empirical measures to the
true law in probability.
Proof. Same as proof [CL15, Lemma 4.11].
13.4 Continuity with respect to the Occupation Measure path
In [CL15, Theorem 4.9], the goal was to establish the existence of a contraction operator whose
fixed point would be the law of the McKean-Vlasov Equation. In fact, computing the specific
contraction operator is not simple. Here, we provide a more tangible operator that is (Lipschitz)
continuous but not a contraction.
Proposition 13.4.1. Let b and σ satisfy Assumption 13.2.2 and let Θb,σ be the operator from
Definition 13.2.3.








and ∀ξ ∈ Rd and ∀W ∈ GΩα(Rd
′










Proof. Let p = 1α and M = b
1














Indeed, we also have





By assumption, the Wasserstein distance must be finite across the interval [0, T ], so we know the













Next, we note that while the constant C is uniform over the choice of µ and ν, the control ω
is dependent on them and so the Accumulated β-local p-variation is also dependent on their
second moments.
With only Proposition 13.4.1, one can establish the distance between two paths driven by
different occupation measure paths. Next we prove uniform continuity.
Theorem 13.4.2. Let b and σ satisfy Assumption 13.2.2 and let Θb,σ be the operator defined in


















Proof. Let ξ, χ ∈ Rd and p = 1α . For W1,W2 ∈ GΩα(R
























Proposition 13.4.1 shows continuity in measure pointwise for each geometric rough path
W. Therefore, to prove joint continuity via Moore-Osgood we verify the uniform continuity
condition.




and W(2)ρα−Höl;[0,T ](µk, µ)→ 0. Then we also have
lim
k→∞
‖γµk − γµ‖1−var;[0,T ] = 0.
Hence there must exist an C ′ ∈ N such that
sup
k>C′
‖γµk‖1−var;[0,T ] ≤ ‖γµ‖1−var;[0,T ] + 1.
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≤C|ξ − χ| · exp
((




















‖γµ‖1−var;[0,T ] + ‖γν‖1−var;[0,T ]
)




We state and prove representations of the support of McKean-Vlasov Equations in terms of the
particle systems associated to the quantizations that we constructed in Chapter 12. We introduce
a collection of sets of paths that to the best of our knowledge have not previously been described
in another work. These sets are all subsets of Cα,0([0, T ];Rd) and are defined solely with respect
to the RKHS H, the Hölder norm ‖ · ‖α and the coefficients of the Rough Differential Equation
(13.0.1).
In order to provide a clear exposition of the construction of the support, we briefly sum-
marise the upcoming subsections: from the previous chapter we have obtained a sequence of
quantizations qn for the the law of the enhanced Brownian motion with codebooks Cn.
• For each quantization, we solve the system of interacting ODEs in Section 14.1.1 (see
Equation (14.1.2)) by replacing the path of Brownian motion by the associated codebook
path and replacing the law of the Brownian motion by the quantization
• By associating to each of these ODEs the probability weight associated to the codebook
element driving the equation, we obtain a finite support measure in Section 14.1.2 (see
Equation (14.1.3)). We call this the quantization of the McKean-Vlasov Equation. This
sequence of finite support measures converges to the law of the McKean-Vlasov Equation.
• In Section 14.2.1, for fixed n, we replace the law of the McKean-Vlasov Equation inside
the canonical skeleton process by the quantization of the McKean-Vlasov Equation (see
Definition 14.2.2). These paths will not generally be contained in the support of the
McKean-Vlasov Equation. However, a ball of large enough radius will have positive measure
(see Lemma 14.2.3 ).
• In Section 14.2.2, we show that for n chosen large enough, an ε ball around this collection
of paths will be a closed set of measure 1. By taking an intersection of these sets, we show
the set of limit points has measure 1 (see Theorem 14.2.4).
• Finally in Section 14.3, we extend our work to the case where the McKean-Vlasov Equation
has a random initial condition (see Theorem 14.3.6).
• An example is presented in Section 14.4.
The results of this chapter can be found in the preprint [CRS19, Section 5].
14.1 The Skeleton Process for a McKean-Vlasov Equations
The law of a McKean-Vlasov equation is deterministic; it is not dependent on the choice of
driving noise. The Occupation Measure path is of bounded variation and does not interact with
the noise. Thus when the Occupation Measure path is known, McKean-Vlasov Equations can be
thought of as classical Rough Differential Equations with a drift term. Thus, we can define a
skeleton process in the following classical sense:
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Definition 14.1.1. Let LW be the law of an enhanced Brownian motion. Let b and σ satisfy
Assumption 13.2.2. Let ξ ∈ Rd. Let LX be the unique fixed point of the operator ΨLW . Then we
define the True Skeleton Operator Φ′ : H × Rd → GΩα(Rd) to be the operator that maps the
element of the RKHS to the solution of the ODE




′(h, ξ)t)dht, Φ(h, ξ)0 = ξ. (14.1.1)
It is important to emphasise that the true skeleton operator (14.1.1) is dependent on the
measure LX and as such it cannot be solved without knowing the law exogenously. The main
contribution of this Section is how one navigates around this issue.
14.1.1 Interacting Particle system derived from Quantization
We introduce a system of interacting Ordinary Differential Equations that model the dynamics of
the McKean-Vlasov Equation.
Definition 14.1.2. Let ξ ∈ Rd. Let L ∈ Pc(GΩα(Rd
′
)) be a finitely supported measure over the
space of geometric rough paths with the form L =
∑n
j=1 pjδWj where (pj)j=1,...,n is a probability





where M is the largest integer such that Mα < 1. Let b and σ satisfy Assumption
13.2.2. Let B and Σ be as in Definition 13.2.5.










dW̃t, Φ(L)0 = ⊕nj=1ξ ∈ Rd×n (14.1.2)





An important detail about this object is that this is a finite dimensional system of Rough
Differential Equations. This system of interacting equations can be solved without having to
consider any measures.
The existence and uniqueness of the ODE (14.1.2) is standard. In particular, by Theorem
13.2.8 the solution to Equation (14.1.2) is independent of the choice of W̃ and only on W.
14.1.2 Quantization of the McKean-Vlasov Equation
We use the interacting particle system (14.1.2) to obtain a law that approximates the law of the
McKean-Vlasov Equation (13.0.1).
Definition 14.1.3. Let L ∈ Pc(GΩα(Rd
′
)) be a finite support measure over the space of geometric
rough paths with the form L =
∑n
m=1 pmδWm where (pm)m=1,...,n is a probability vector. Let b and
σ satisfy Assumption 13.2.2.
Let Φ(L) be the solution to Equation (14.1.2). Let π(m) : GΩα(Rd×n) → GΩα(Rd) be the
quotient operator obtained by extending the projection 〈·, e(·,m)〉. Then we define the Law of the





Substituting a quantization of the Brownian motion into an Interacting Particle System and
taking its law, we obtain a quantization for the McKean-Vlasov Equation.
Proposition 14.1.4. Let LW be the law of enhanced Brownian motion. Let LW ◦ q−1n be the
sequence of quantizations of the enhanced Brownian motion from Definition 12.2.6.
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Let LΦ(LW◦q−1n ) be the sequence of quantizations for the McKean-Vlasov obtained from the




































LW ◦ q−1n ,LW
)
.
Apply Theorem 12.2.8 for the rate of convergence.
14.2 The Support of the McKean-Vlasov Equation
The following result immediately holds from the methods laid out in [FV10b, Chapter 19].
Theorem 14.2.1. Let LW be the law of an enhanced Brownian motion. Let ξ ∈ Rd. Let b and σ
satisfy Assumption 13.2.2. Let LX be the law of the McKean-Vlasov Equation (13.0.1). Then the
support of LX can be characterised with respect to the rough path Hölder metric by
supp(LX) =
{
Φ′(h, ξ) : h ∈ H
}ρα−Höl;[0,T ]
(14.2.1)
where Φ′ is the true skeleton operator from Definition 14.1.1.
This is not a meaningful result as the true skeleton operator includes a priori knowledge of
the law of the McKean-Vlasov Equation. This measure can be proved to exist, but constructing it
is another matter. We overcome this issue via functional quantization.
14.2.1 Quantized Skeleton of McKean-Vlasov Equation
We use the quantized McKean-Vlasov Equation to construct a skeleton process that approximates
the true skeleton process.
Definition 14.2.2. Let LW be the law of an enhanced Brownian Motion. Let qn be the sequence
of quantizations of LW constructed in Definition 12.2.6. Let ξ ∈ Rd and let h ∈ H and denote
h = S2[h]. Let b and σ satisfy Assumption 13.2.2.




W◦q−1n ), ξ,h),Θb,σ(LX, ξ,h)
)
≤ ε, (14.2.2)
and we define the sets Aε(h) as
Aε(h) :=
{








We emphasise that the choice of n will not be uniform over all choices of h ∈ H. Also note
that Φ′(h, ξ) = Θb,σ(LX, ξ,h). The first goal is to show that each of these sets contains an
element of the supp(LW), regardless of ε.
Lemma 14.2.3. Let h ∈ H and h = S2[h]. Then ∀ε > 0, the open sets Aε(h) of Definition 14.2.2






Proof. The condition for Aε(h) in Equation (14.2.2) is the key. It ensures that for any choice of
ε > 0, we have Φ′(h, ξ) ∈ Aε(h). By Theorem 14.2.1, we have that any open set B ⊆ GΩα(Rd)
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containing a path Φ′(h, ξ) and for any choice of h ∈ H, we have
LX[B] > 0.
14.2.2 The Support of McKean-Vlasov Equations
We now formulate our statement of the support theorem of McKean-Vlasov Equations:
Theorem 14.2.4. Let LW be the law of an enhanced Brownian motion. Let qn be the sequence of
quantizations obtained in Definition 12.2.6. Let LΦ(LW◦q−1n ) be the law of the Interacting Particle
System driven by the quantization constructed in Definition 14.1.3. Let ξ ∈ Rd. Suppose that b and










n ), ξ,h) : h ∈ H,h = S2(h)
}ρα−Höl;[0,T ]
. (14.2.4)
We emphasise that this expression of the support is only dependent on:
• The RKHS of Brownian motion H and the initial condition ξ ∈ Rd
• The coefficients b and σ
• The sequence of Systems of Interacting Particles Φ(LW ◦ q−1n ) which is in turn dependent
on
– The coefficients b and σ
– The sequence of quantizations qn which are only dependent on H and ‖ · ‖α.
We have not solved the law of the McKean-Vlasov Equation or the Occupation measure path
at any point of this approach.
Proof. For the simplicity of the proof, we rely on Theorem 14.2.1 for an expression of supp(LX).
By Proposition 14.1.4, we have that the law of the Interacting Particle System converges to the
law of the McKean-Vlasov Equation as n→∞. Fix h ∈ H and m ∈ N. Then ∀l ≥ m
Θb,σ(LΦ(L






n ), ξ,h) : h ∈ H,h = S2(h)
}ρα−Höl;[0,T ]
.
Since this is closed, we have that the limit of these paths is also contained so










Finally, Equation (14.2.5) holds for any choice of m ∈ N, so it must be contained in the
intersection over all m. This was true for any choice of h ∈ H, so it is also true for all h ∈ H.
Thus {










n ), ξ,h) : h ∈ H
}ρα−Höl;[0,T ]
.
Finally, as the right hand side is closed, we can take a closure on the left hand side to achieve
the first implication.






















Further, we know the sequence satisfies limk→∞ nk = ∞, since Y is in the intersect over all
m ∈ N. Thus the weak limit of LΦ(L
W◦q−1nk ) must just be LX as k →∞.
By Theorem 13.4.2, we have joint continuity of Θb,σ. Therefore, taking the limit in the














which just means that Y ∈ {Φ′(h, ξ) : h ∈ H}
ρα−Höl;[0,T ] .
14.3 Random Initial Conditions
An apparent limitation of the previous Section is that we restrict ourselves to McKean-Vlasov
Equations with constant initial conditions. However, there is an easy extension to the case where
the initial condition is random.
We introduce a Theorem first proved in [CFN97] that allows for the consideration of random
initial conditions.
Theorem 14.3.1 ([CFN97]). Let F : Ω×Rd → E be a random variable taking values in a Banach
space E such that x 7→ F (ω, x) is continuous for each ω. Suppose that G : H × Rd → E is a
uniform skeleton of F . Suppose that ζ is an d-dimensional random variable with skeleton φ. Then
G̃(h) := G(h, φ(h)) is a skeleton of F̃ (ω) := F (ω, ζ(ω)).
We now turn to the McKean-Vlasov Equation
dXt = σ(Xt)dWt + b(Xt)dγ
LXt , X0 ∼ ξ ∈ Pr(Rd) (14.3.1)
where r > 1.
Following in the footsteps of Definition 12.2.6, we construct a quantization for the law
ξ × LW over Rd ×GΩα(Rd
′
).
Definition 14.3.2. Let r > 1. Let LW be the law of a Brownian motion over Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′). Let
ξ ∈ Pr(Rd). Let m,n ∈ N.
1. By Theorem B.1.2, there exists a codebook C(1)m ⊂ Rd that is an m-stationary set with Voronoi
partition S(1)m . Let C
(2)
n be the n element codebook constructed in Definition 12.2.6 with
partition S(2)n .
2. Let Cm,n := C
(1)
m ×C(2)n be a sequence of codebooks over Rd × GΩα(Rd
′
) and let Sm,n :=
S
(1)
m × S(2)n be a partition of Rd ×GΩα(Rd
′
). Let qm,n be the Quantization with codebook
Cm,n and partition Sm,n. Then |Cm,n| = m · n.












































where, as in Proposition 12.2.4,W is the Lambert W function.
Next, following Definition 14.1.3, we define a new interacting particle system.
Definition 14.3.3. Let L ∈ Pc(Rd × GΩα(Rd
′
)) be a finite support measure of the form L =∑n
j=1 pjδ(xj ,Wj) where (pj)j=1,...,n is a probability vector. For codebook C := {(xj ,Wj) : j =
1, ..., n}, let W := ⊕nj=1Wj and X = ⊕nj=1xj ∈ Rd×n. Let W̃ be the lift of the path W to a rough
path. Let b and σ satisfy Assumption 13.2.2. Let B and Σ be as in Definition 13.2.5.
Then we define the L-Interacting Particle System with random initial condition to be the









dW̃t, Φ(L)0 = X. (14.3.4)









As with Theorem 13.2.8, the paths of this law are dependent only on W and not of the lift
of W̃. In this definition we do not limit ourselves to the case where many of the xj values are
repeated. We use the quantization of the measure ξ×LW constructed in Definition 14.3.2 to solve
the law of an Interacting Particle system that approximates the true law of the McKean-Vlasov
Equation
Proposition 14.3.4. Let LW be the law of the enhanced Brownian motion. Let [ξ × LW] ◦ q−1n be
the sequence of quantizations of the enhanced Brownian motion from Definition 14.3.2.
Let LΦ([ξ×LW]◦q−1n ) be the sequence of quantizations for the McKean-Vlasov obtained from the
sequence of finite support measures [ξ × LW] ◦ q−1n .
Then Ξ
[
[ξ × LW] ◦ q−1n
]























Proof. Same method as Proposition 14.1.4 with Equation (14.3.3).
14.3.1 Statement for the Support
Using classical tools, we combine the results of Theorem 14.2.1 with [CFN97] for this next
Theorem:
Theorem 14.3.5. Let r > 1. Let ξ ∈ Pr(Re). Let LW be the law on an enhanced Brownian motion.
Let b and σ be defined in Definition 13.2.9. Suppose that Assumption 13.2.10 is satisfied. Let LX be
the law of the McKean-Vlasov Equation (14.3.1). Then the support of LX can be characterised with
respect to the Rough Path Hölder metric by
supp(LX) =
{
Φ′(h, x) : h ∈ H, x ∈ supp(ξ)
}ρα−Höl;[0,T ]
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where Φ′ is the true skeleton operator from Definition 14.1.1.
This Theorem is not meaningful and our final Theorem is the culmination of this work:
Theorem 14.3.6. Let r > 1. Let ξ ∈ Pr(Rd). Let LW be the law of an enhanced Brownian motion.
Let qn be the sequence of quantizations obtained in Definition 14.3.2. Let LΦ([ξ×L
W]◦q−1n ) be the
law of the Interacting Particle System driven by the quantization constructed in Definition 14.3.3.










n ), x,h) : h ∈ H, x ∈ supp(ξ)
}ρα−Höl;[0,T ]
. (14.3.5)
Proof. See proof of Theorem 14.2.4 with Proposition 14.3.4 and Theorem 13.4.2.
14.4 Example
Firstly, to illustrate a relevant example in the simplest framework possible, we consider an
SDE where the diffusion is constant. Thus there is no need to consider rough paths and the
enhancement of the rough quantization and we rely only on pathspace quantization.
Example 14.4.1. Let x0 ∈ Rd. Let W be a d-dimensional Brownian motion. Consider the diffusion




where b is adequately regular in spacial and measure derivatives.
For a quantization qn of LW with codebook Cn and partition Sn, we obtain the probability
vector (pi) such that pi = L[si]. For each hi ∈ Cn, we solve the deterministic system of equations















pi · δΦn[hi] → LX
strongly over pathspace.
Thus for any h ∈ H, the dynamics of the ordinary differential equation





Φ[h,LXn ]s, (LXn )s
)
ds+ ht
will converge as n→∞ to the dynamics of the true skeleton process















Φ[h,LXn ], h ∈ H
}α
.
Next, we wish to demonstrate the support of a diffusion where the measure dependency
determines the nature of the support.

























By following [CF10] with addition of a drift term which is accounted for using the methods of
[Nua06, Theorem 2.3.2], we can see that on a small time interval Hörmander’s condition is only
satisfied when we restrict to (X1(t), X2(t)) ∈ R2. It is not satisfied over R3 locally around t = 0.
However, once E[|X(t)| > 1 Hörmander’s condition is satisfied and a density exists. Therefore, the
value t′ > 0 such that E[|X(t′)|] = 1 is key to the support of this McKean-Vlasov Equation.
Given our sequence of quantizations, we obtain a sequence of laws for the associated particle
systems. For these, we compute the first t′n that satisfies
E
[∣∣∣Θ(LW ◦ q−1n ,W)t′n ∣∣∣] = 1
On the interval [0, t′ ∧ t′n] we have that{




Θ(LX, ξ,h) : h ∈ H
}ρα−Höl;[0,t′∧t′n]
.
Similarly, we also have that on the interval [t′ ∨ t′n, T ∨ t′ ∨ t′n]{




Θ(LX, ξ,h) : h ∈ H
}ρα−Höl;[t′∨t′n,T∨t′∨t′n]
.
The sets are not equal outside these intervals. However, as n→∞ we have that the deterministic









In this Chapter, we prove a series of inequalities for Gaussian measures that we will use when
proving the small ball probability results of Chapter 16. These results can be found in the preprint
[Sal20, Section 3].
We denote by Bα(h, ε) := {X ∈ GΩα(Rd) : dα(h,X) < ε} the unit ball in the metric space of
rough paths with respect to the homogeneous α-Hölder norm.
15.1 Translation Inequalities
When working with measures over Euclidean space, one is able to translate results relating to
small ball probabilities using the density of the measure. For Gaussian measures, the density
takes a particular form and so the probability of a small ball centred at a point can be calculated
using only the small ball probabilities centred around 0.
When working on Banach spaces, this property holds with respect to translations of Cameron
Martin space paths as any Cameron Martin translation maps the Gaussian measure to another
Gaussian measure that is absolutely continuous with respect to the original. In this first section,
we extend these results to enhanced Gaussian measures using the rough path translation operator
(see Definition C.2.10).
Lemma 15.1.1 (Anderson’s Inequality for Gaussian rough paths). Let LW be a Gaussian measure










Proof. See for instance [Lif13].
Lemma 15.1.2 (Cameron Martin rough path formula). Let LW be a Gaussian measure and let














Proof. Using that the map Cα,0([0, T ];Rd) 3 W 7→W ∈ GΩα(Rd) is measurable we have that
the measure LW satisfies LW = LW ◦W−1.
Secondly, for Gaussian rough paths X and Y that are α-Hölder continuous and some
Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space rough path h that is β-Hölder continuous for α+ β > 1, we








Finally, we observe that the set {y ∈ Cα,0([0, T ];Rd) : dα(W(y),1) < ε} is symmetric around
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Definition 15.1.3. Let LW be a Gaussian measure and let LW be the law of the lift to the Gaussian




2 , if π1(X) ∈ H
∞, otherwise.
IW(X, ε) := inf
dα;[0,T ](X,Y)<ε
I(Y)
The following Corollary is similar to a result first proved in [LS01] for Gaussian measures.
Corollary 15.1.4. Let LW be a Gaussian measure satisfying Assumption C.2.12 and let LW be the
law of the lift to the Gaussian rough path. Then for Y ∈ S2(H)















Proof. Using the fact that the lift of the RKHS is dense in the support of the Gaussian rough
path, we know that there must exist at least one h ∈ H such that dα(h,Y) < aε for any choice












Now apply Lemma 15.1.2 and take a minimum over all possible choices of h.
Before stating our main result of this section we recall a useful inequality stated in [CLL13].
Lemma 15.1.5 (Borell’s rough path inequality). Let LW be a Gaussian measure and let LW be
the law of the lift to the Gaussian rough path. Let K ⊂ H be the unit ball with respect to ‖ · ‖H and
denote K = {h = S2[h] : h ∈ H}.
Let A be a Borel subset of GΩα(Rd), λ > 0 and define
T [A, δλ(K)] :=
{
Th(X) : X ∈ A,h ∈ δλ(K)
}
.










15.2 Gaussian Correlation Inequalities
A useful trick for proving small ball probabilities is Šidák’s Lemma (see Lemma 15.2.1 below).
It has been widely used to account for possible correlation between collections of normally
distributed random variables. We are unable to use Šidák’s Lemma in our context as we will
be dealing both with the increments of a Gaussian measure and the increments of the iterated
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integrals of the path. Thus, we need to prove a new version of Šidák’s Lemma that allows us to
consider these terms in the higher levels of a Wiener-Itô chaos expansion.
Given an abstract Wiener space (E,H, i), we consider the element h ∈ H as a random
variable on the probability space (E,B(E),L) where B(E) is the cylindrical σ-algebra generated
by the elements of E∗. When E is separable, B(E) is equal to the Borel σ-algebra.
Lemma 15.2.1 (Šidák’s Lemma [Šid68,Kha67]). Let (E,H, i) be an abstract Wiener space with
Gaussian measure L and let I be a countable index. Suppose ∀j ∈ I that hj ∈ H and εj > 0. Then















|hj | < εj
}]
. (15.2.1)


















For an eloquent proof, see [Bog98, Theorem 4.10.3]. In particular, given a Gaussian process























|Wsj ,tj | < εj
}]
.
Thus the probability of a sequence of intervals of a Gaussian process sitting on slices is minimised
when the Gaussian random variables are all independent.


















|Wsj ,tj | < εj
}]
(15.2.3)
where I1 ∪ I2 = I and I1 ∩ I2 = ∅.
Given a pair of abstract Wiener spaces (E1,H1, i1) and (E2,H2, i2), we can define a Gaussian
measure on the Cartesian product E1×E2 which has Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space H1×H2
by taking the product measure L1 × L2 over (E1 × E2,B(E1)⊗ B(E2)).
We define the Tensor space E1 ⊗ε E2 of E1 and E2 to be the closure of the algebraic tensor
E1 ⊗ E2 with respect to the injective tensor norm
ε(x) := sup
{
|(f ⊗ g)(x)| : f ∈ E∗1 , g ∈ E∗2 , ‖f‖E∗1 = ‖g‖E∗2 = 1
}
.
Let f ∈ (E1 ⊗ε E2)∗. Then the map E1 × E2 3 (x, y) 7→ f(x ⊗ y) is measurable and the
pushforward of f with respect to the Gaussian measure is an element of the second Wiener Itô
chaos. In the case where the tensor product is of two Hilbert spaces, there is no question over
the choice of the norm for H1 ⊗H2.
A problem similar to this was first studied in [LQZ02]. We emphasise that our result is more
general.
Lemma 15.2.2. Let (E1,H1, i1) and (E2,H2, i2) be abstract Wiener spaces with Gaussian measures
L1 and L2. Let L1 × L2 be the product measure over the direct sum E1 ⊕ E2. Let I1, I2, I3 be
countable indexes. Suppose that ∀j ∈ I1, hj,1 ∈ H1 and εj,1 > 0, ∀j ∈ I2, hj,2 ∈ H2 and εj,2 > 0,
and ∀j ∈ I3, hj,3 ∈ H1 ⊗ H2 and εj,3 > 0. Additionally, denote ⊗̂ : E1 ⊕ E2 → E1 ⊗ε E2 by
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Proof. It should be clear that when I3 = ∅, Lemma 15.2.2 comes immediately by applying
Lemma 15.2.1. When I3 6= ∅, the bilinear forms fj,3(⊗̂) are not bounded on E1 × E2 and so we
cannot immediately apply Lemma 15.2.1 (they are bounded on the space E1 ⊗ε E2).
However, we do have that for y ∈ E2 fixed, the functional x 7→ h(x⊗ y) is a linear functional
and for x ∈ E1 fixed, the functional y 7→ h(x⊗ y) is a linear functional (not necessarily bounded














































where for each j ∈ I1 ‖h′j,1‖H = ‖hj,1‖H, for each j ∈ I3 and y ∈ E2 fixed ‖h′j,3(· ⊗ y)‖H =
‖hj,3(· ⊗ y)‖H, and the vectors {h′j,1}j∈I1 ∪ {h′j,3(· ⊗ y)}j∈I3 are orthonormal in H. This comes
from applying Equation (15.2.2) from Lemma 15.2.1.





































where for each j ∈ I2 ‖h′j,2‖H = ‖hj,2‖H, for each j ∈ I3 and x ∈ E1 fixed ‖h′j,3(x ⊗ ·)‖H =
‖h′′j,3(x⊗ ·)‖H, and the vectors {h′j,2}j∈I2 ∪ {h′′j,3(x⊗ ·)}j∈I3 are orthonormal in H.
In fact, rather than dividing this intersection of sets into a product of probabilities completely
(as will be necessary later in this chapter), we could have used Equation (15.2.3) to divide the
intersection into the product of any number of two intersections. We do not state this to avoid
writing already challenging notation and because there is no need for such a result in Chapter
16.
Proposition 15.2.3 (Šidák’s Lemma for Higher order Wiener-Itô chaos elements. ). Let m be
a positive integer. Let (E1,H1, i1), ..., (Em,Hm, im) be m Abstract Wiener spaces with Gaussian
measures L1, ..., Lm. Let L1 × ...× Lm be the product measure over the direct sum E1 ⊕ ...⊕ Em.





Hk1 ⊗ ...⊗Hkl , εj,l > 0.
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Next, suppose
⊗̂l : Ek1 ⊕ ...⊕ Ekl → Ek1 ⊗ε ...⊗ε Ekl , ⊗̂(xk1 , ..., xkl) := xk1 ⊗ ...⊗ xkl
Then(


















Proof. Repetitive applications of the methods of Lemma 15.2.2 and Equation (15.2.2).
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Chapter 16
Small Ball Probabilities for
Enhanced Gaussian Processes
The aim of this Chapter is to prove the following two Theorems.
Theorem 16.0.1. Let LW be a Gaussian measure satisfying Assumption C.2.12 for some % ∈ [1, 3/2)
and let W be the lifted Gaussian rough path. Then for 13 < α <
1
2% we have










Assumption 16.0.2. Let LW be a Gaussian measure.

















• ∃c > 0 such that ς(2t) ≤ cς(t) and
•













Theorem 16.0.3. Let LW be a Gaussian measure satisfying Assumption C.2.12 for some % ∈
[1, 3/2). Additionally, suppose that Assumption 16.0.2 holds. Then











These results can be found in the preprint [Sal20, Section 4].
16.1 Norm Discretisation
Firstly, we address a method for discretising the rough path Hölder norm. To the best of the
authors knowledge, this result has not previously been stated in the framework of rough paths.
The proof is an adaption of the tools used in [KLS95, Theorem 2.2].
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Firstly, writing s ∈ [0, T ] as a sum of dyadics and exploiting the sub-additivity of the Carnot-




















































































Combining Equation (16.1.1) with Equation (16.1.3) and Equation (16.1.4) yields the result.
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16.2 Proofs of Main Results
Proof of Theorem 16.0.1. Let n0 be a positive integer such that ε−1 ≤ 2n0 ≤ 2ε−1 and denote





































































Next, using the equivalence of the Homogeneous norm from Equation C.1.1, we have that
there exists a constant dependent only on d such that
‖Ws,t‖cc ≤ c(d) · sup
A∈A2
∣∣∣〈log(Ws,t), eA〉∣∣∣1/|A|.
Using the Philip-Hall Lie basis for the Lie Algebra log(G















































[∣∣∣〈Wε(m−1)2−l+εi2−j ,εm2−l+εi2−j , e(p,q)〉∣∣∣ ≤ ( ε(2)j,l ·εα2−α(j+1)c(d) )2] (16.2.3)
For the terms associated to words of length 1, the computation of this probability under
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)) for s > 0, t ∈ [1,∞). (16.2.7)
We now consider the terms from Equation 16.2.3 with the product over (j, l, i,m). By
Assumption C.2.12, the expression (16.2.1) and Equation 16.2.4 we have
P









By similarly applying Equation 16.2.5
P










Next, we denote s = (1−2
−β/2))
3Mc(d) , apply the lower bound (16.2.7) and multiply all the terms


































Secondly, we consider the terms from Equation 16.2.3 with the product over (l, i) and restrict
ourselves to the case where l > n0. By applying the definition of n0, ε
(1)
l and using Assumption
C.2.12
P














Similarly, by using Equations (16.2.5),
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Finally, we come to the terms from Equation 16.2.3 with the product over (l, i) where we
consider the remaining terms for l = 0, ..., n0. Using the definition of ε and Assumption C.2.12
P














Similarly, by using Equations (16.2.5),
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Metric Entropy and Applications
This Chapter aims to demonstrate some of the applications of the Small Ball Probability results
proved in Chapter 16. For the most part, the results of this Chapter are adaptions of previously
known results to the rough path framework and demonstrate that the compactness properties
of Gaussian processes are retained by taking the signature of the path. This is not immediately
obvious and somewhat remarkable given that the map from a path to its signature is not even
continuous. These results can be found in the preprint [Sal20, Section 5].
17.1 Metric Entropy of Cameron Martin Balls
This problem was first studied in [KL93a] for Gaussian measures. While the law of a Gaussian
rough path has many of the properties that Gaussian measures are known for, it is not itself a
Gaussian so this result is not immediate.
Definition 17.1.1. Let (E, d) be a metric space and let K be a compact subset of E. We define the
d-metric Entropy of K to be H(ε,K) := log(N(ε,K)) where
N(ε,K) := min
n ≥ 1 : ∃e1, ..., en ∈ E,
n⋃
j=1
B(ej , ε) ⊇ K

and B(ei, ε) := {e ∈ E : d(e, ei) < ε}.
Given a Gaussian measure LW with Reproducing Kernel Hilbert space H and unit ball K, let
us consider the set of rough paths
K :=
{
h = S2[h] : h ∈ K
}
⊂ GΩα(Rd). (17.1.1)
We can easily show that this set is Equicontinuous as a path on G2(Rd) so by the Arzelà–Ascoli
theorem, see for example [FV10b, Theorem 1.4], it must be compact in the metric space
GΩα(Rd). Hence Ndα(ε,K) is finite.
Theorem 17.1.2. Let LW be a Gaussian measure satisfying Assumption C.2.12 with Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert space H and unit ball K.







Further, suppose that LW satisfies Assumption 16.0.2. Then the Metric Entropy of the set K with








17.1.1 Auxilliary compactness results
In order to prove this, we first prove the following auxiliary Proposition:
Proposition 17.1.3. Let LW be a Gaussian measure satisfying Assumption C.2.12 with Reproducing




































Proof. Firstly, for some ε > 0 consider the quantity
Mdα(ε, δη(K)) = max
{
n ≥ 1 : ∃h1, ...,hn ∈ δη(K), dα(hi,hj) ≥ 2ε ∀i 6= j
}
,
and a set F such that |F| = Mδα(ε, δη(K)) and for any two distinct h1,h2 ∈ F that dα(h1,h2) ≥

























































T ηh(X) : X ∈ Bα(1, ε), h ∈ K
}
.










Hence applying Lemma 15.1.5 gives



























and taking Logarithms yields (17.1.3).
17.1.2 Proof of Theorem 17.1.2
For this proof, we apply Proposition 17.1.3 with specific choices of ε and η.




By the properties of the Dilation operator it follows that Hdα(ε, δη(K)) = Hdα(ε/η,K). Making
the substitution η =
√








Finally, relabeling ε′ = 2ε√
2B(ε)


















Now additionally suppose that LW satisfies Assumption 16.0.2 so that B(ε) & ε
−1
β . For













) ,K) ≥ B(2ε) + log(1/2).


































We conclude by making the substitution ε′ = ε√
2B(ε)
.
17.2 Optimal Quantization and Empirical Distributions
In this section, we prove the link between Metric Entropy and Optimal Quantization and solve
the asymptotic rate of convergence for the quantization problem of a Gaussian rough path.
17.2.1 Optimal Quantization
This section follows the ideals of [GLP03], although a similar result proved using a different
method can be found in [DFMS03].
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Theorem 17.2.1. Let LW be a Gaussian measure satisfying Assumption C.2.12 and let LW be the






where B is the Small Ball Probability of the measure LW.






































by applying Lemma 15.1.1.
17.2.2 Convergence of Empirical Measure
We now turn our attention to the problem of sampling and the rate of convergence of Empirical
measures. In general, the quantization problem is only theoretical as obtaining the codebook
and partition that attain the minimal quantization error is computationally more complex than
beneficial. An Empirical distribution removes this challenge at the sacrifice of optimality and the
low probability event that the approximation will be far in the Wasserstein distance from the
true distribution.
Definition 17.2.2. For enhanced Gaussian measure LW, let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space
containing n independent, identically distributed enhanced Gaussian random variables (Wi)i=1,...,n.
Let si be the Voronoi partition of GΩα(Rd)
si :=
{














Note that the quantities LW(si) are random and
∑n
i=1 LW(si) = 1. The weights are in
general NOT uniform. We think ofMn as a (random) approximation of the measure LW and in
this section we study the random variable W(2)(Mn,LW) and its mean square convergence to 0
as n→∞.
This next Theorem is an adaption of the method found in [DFMS03].
Theorem 17.2.3. Let LW be a Gaussian measure satisfying Assumption C.2.12 and let LW be the
law of the lift to the Gaussian rough path. Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space containing a sequence
of independent, identically distributed Gaussian rough paths with law LW. LetMn be the Empirical












where B is the Small Ball Probability of the measure LW.
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For n and ε fixed, we label the set
Aε,n :=
X ∈ GΩα(R












This can equivalently be written as
Aε,n :=
{










K, X ∈ Bα(1, ε)
}



































































∫ B−1( log(n)8 )r
0
dε+ 2r




































































































































to account for the integral over (c,∞). Next, we partition this integral over Ac,n and Acc,n.























































































18.1 Malliavin Differentiability Integration by parts for McKean-
Vlasov Equations
Malliavin differentiability of McKean-Vlasov equations is a simple extension of Theorem 9.3.2.
See for example [CM18] and the upcoming work
Conjecture 18.1.1. Let b : [0, T ]×Ω×Rd×P2(Rd)→ Rd and σ : [0, T ]×Ω×Rd×P2(Rd)→ Rd×d
′
satisfy Assumption 9.3.1 with additional regularity conditions on the measure. Then the stochastic
differential equation







is Malliavin differentiable with Malliavin derivative
DsXt(ω) =σ(s, ω,Xs(ω),LXs ) +
∫ t
s
U(s, r, ω)dr +
∫ t
s

















However, parametric differentiability is more involved due to the dependency of the initial
condition in the law.
18.2 Support Theorem for Gaussian rough paths and
probabilistic rough paths
There are a number of questions relating to support theorems that are not addressed in this
thesis or in [CRS19]. These include supports for McKean-Vlasov Equations driven by a Gaussian
noise other than Brownian motion and the introduction of measure dependencies in the diffusion
terms.
The first problem to overcome is to construct quantizations for these Gaussian measures. In
practice, this is not a lot more involved although the projective subspace needs to be constructed
for each noise. In the case of Fractional Brownian motion, we obtained fractional wavelets. Next,
we need to construct a partition for the quantization. One of the details that needs establishing
is whether the Voronoi boundaries have 0 measure or not. Many of the methods used in Chapter
12 will work for a general noise.
Next, we need to verify that the alegbraic properties of systems of interacting equations
driven by probabilistic rough paths are equivalent to those demonstrated in Chapter 13. My
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aspiration is to address these problems in the future.
This leads us to the expected result:
Conjecture 18.2.1. Let ξ ∈ Pr(Rd). Let W be the probabilistic rough path of a Gaussian process
satisfying Assumption C.2.12 with law LW. Let qn be the sequence of quantizations that approximate
ξ × LW.
Let LΦ([ξ×LW]◦q−1n ) be the law of the Interacting Particle System driven by the quantization.
Suppose that b : Rd × P2(Rd)→ Rd and σ : Rd × P2(Rd)→ Rd×d
′
be adequately differentiable in









n ), x,h) : h ∈ H, x ∈ supp(ξ)
}ρα−Höl;[0,T ]
. (18.2.1)
18.3 Convergence of Empirical Measure (non-weighted)
We could study the Empirical Measure with uniform weights. In general, this is the form that
the Empirical distribution takes, although we belive that the proof rate of convergence for the
Weighted Empirical distribution is easier.
Definition 18.3.1. For enhanced Gaussian measure LW, let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space
containing n independent, identically ditributed enhanced Gaussian random variables (Wi)i=1,...,n.










Conjecture 18.3.2. Let LW be a Gaussian measure satisfying Assumption C.2.12 and let LW be
the law of the lift to the Gaussian rough path. Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space containing a
sequence of independent, identically distributed Gaussian rough paths with law LW. Let En be the














Proof. Following the methods of [BLG14] and [Boi11], this should be unremarkable. The








Let C0([0, T ];Rd) be the space of continuous functions over the interval [0, T ] taking values in







Let Cα([0, T ];Rd) be the subset of C0([0, T ];Rd) such that ‖ · ‖α is finite. For α < β < 1, β-
Hölder continuous paths are compactly embedded in the space of α-Hölder continuous paths e.g.
the spaces Cβ([0, T ];Rd′) b Cα([0, T ];Rd′). Although the space Cα([0, T ];Rd′) is not separable,
the subset Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′) := Cβ([0, T ];Rd′)
α−Hölder
is separable.
Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space carrying a d′-dimensional Brownian Motion on the interval
[0, T ] where throughout T > 0. The Filtration on this space satisfies the usual assumptions. We
denote by E and E[·|Ft] the usual expectation and conditional expectation operator (with respect
to P) respectively. For a random variable X we denote its probability distribution (or Law) by
LX ; the law of a process (Yt)t∈[0,T ] at time t is denoted by LYt .
For µ, a probability measure on (E,B), we define the support of µ, denoted supp(µ), to be the
set of points x ∈ E such that every open neighbourhood of x has positive measure. Equivalently,
it is the smallest closed set of full measure.
Let E be a separable Banach space. Then it is well known that the Borel σ-algebra and the
cylindrical σ-algebra are the same (see for example [Bog98]). Let H be the Reproducing Kernel
Hilbert Space (RKHS) of the Gaussian measure. We denote the unit ball in the RKHS norm as K.
It is well known that the set K is compact in the Banach space topology of E and H is dense in
the support of L.
We consider the law of a Gaussian process as a measure on pathspace, that is a measure over
the space of continuous paths starting at 0 ∈ Rd′ . We are interested in the space of α-Hölder
continuous paths for α < 12% and the topology induced by this norm where % ∈ [1, 3/2). For
any choice of α < 12% , we can find α < α
′ < 12% for which the Gaussian process will be α
′-
Hölder continuous. Therefore, we will always have that the Gaussian process takes values in
Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′) and we do not concern ourselves with separability further.
Definition A.1.1 (Haar Functions). Let t ∈ [0, T ]. For p ∈ N0 and m ∈ {1, ..., 2p}, define the






























These are called the Haar functions, a orthonormal collection of functions in L2([0, T ];R).





The Haar functions form an orthonormal basis on the space L2([0, T ];R) with the canonical
inner product. Therefore, we define the Fourier coefficients ψpm =
∫ T
0
Hpm(s)ψ(s)ds and the set
Λ :=
{







We do not include the pair (p,m) = (−1, 0) as throughout we will be dealing with Gaussian
processes which are 0 at t = 0.
Next, for some continuous path ψ taking values in Rd′ , we define the Schauder Fourier
coefficients to be









, for (p,m) ∈ Λ; (A.1.1)
additionally ψ00 := 〈H00,dψ〉 = ψ(1) − ψ(0). Let us denote ΛN = {(p,m) ∈ Λ : p ≤ N} as a
truncation of Λ.
The following Theorem, often referred to as the Cielsielski Isomorphism, provides the link
between wavelet theory and rough paths.
Theorem A.1.2 ([HIPP14]). For α > 0, let ‖ · ‖α be the α-Hölder norm. Let ψ ∈ C0([0, T ];Rd
′
).










we say that ψ ∈ Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′). This space is a separable subset of Cα([0, T ];Rd′).
Example A.1.3 (Cielsielski Representation of Brownian motion). Due to the orthogonality of the




WpmGpm(t) t ∈ [0, T ] (A.1.3)






We briefly summarise some standard results relating to Gaussian processes and Gaussian mea-
sures.
Definition A.2.1. A centred Gaussian measure L on a real separable Banach space E equipped with
its Borel σ-algebra B is a Borel probability measure on (E,B) such that the law of each continuous
linear functional on E is Gaussian with mean 0.
A.2.1 Chaos expansions and Malliavin Calculus
Lemma A.2.2. Let θ be F0-measurable. Then Dsθ = 0 for any s ∈ (0, T ].
Proof. We have that θ is F0-measurable, so it must also be Ft-measurable for any t ≥ 0. This
means it will have an Itô-Wiener Chaos expansion and we denote this by
θ = θ0 +
∞∑
n=1
In[θn] where θn ∈ L2([0, T ]n).
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Next, using that for any choice of f ∈ L2([0, T ]n)
E
[
θ · In[f ]
∣∣∣F0] = θ · E[In[f ]∣∣∣F0] = 0,
we conclude that θn = 0 for n ≥ 1. Finally, using the formula from [Nua06] for the chaos
expansion of the Malliavin derivative, we conclude that Dsθ = 0
A.2.2 Classical results on the Cameron Martin transforms
We recall two useful results from [ÜZ00]. First we introduce the notation for a Doléans-Dade
exponential over [0, T ] of some sufficient integrable Rd′ -valued process, (Mt)t∈[0,T ], namely, we












Proposition A.2.3 (The Cameron-Martin Formula – [ÜZ00]). Let F be an FT -measurable random
variable. For h ∈ H let E(ḣ) be the associated Doléans-Dade exponential.
Then, when both sides are well defined,
E
[


















Moreover, ∀h ∈ H and ∀p ≥ 1 that E(ḣ) ∈ Sp([0, T ]).
Proposition A.2.4 (Continuity of the Cameron Martin Transform – [ÜZ00]). The map τh :
[0, 1]→ L0(Ω) defined by t 7→ f(ω + th) is continuous map from a compact interval of the real line
to a measurable function with respect to the topology of convergence in probability.
A.2.3 Malliavin Calculus for SDEs
The following result is an adaption of the proof from [Nua06, Theorem 2.2.1]
Theorem A.2.5. Let θ : Ω → Rd, let b : [0, T ] × Rd → Rd and σ : [0, T ] × ×Rd → Rd×d′ be
progressively measurable maps, and L > 0 such that
1. θ ∈ Lp(F0,P;Rd),





|σ(t, ω, 0)|2dt <∞,
3. ∃L > 0 such that for almost all s ∈ [0, T ] and ∀x, y ∈ Rd we have
|b(s, x)− b(s, y)|, |σ(s, x)− σ(s, y)| < L|x− y|,
Then there exists a unique solution to the SDE







in the space S∞([0, T ]) and the solution is Malliavin differentiable. Further, there exist processes
















Quantization is the problem of finding a finite support measure that approximates a given
measure. We provide a brief introduction to the field of quantization. For further details, see
[GL00].
Definition B.0.1. Let L be a measure on a separable Banach space E endowed with the Borel
σ-algebra such that L ∈ P2(E) and all sets of codimension 1 have null L-measure.
Let I be a countable index, let S := {si, i ∈ I} be a partition of E and let C := {ci ∈ E, i ∈ I}
be a codebook. For any partition S and codebook C, we define a quantization q : E → E by
q(x) = ci for x ∈ si, q(E) = C
so that




The collection of all quantizations is denoted Q.
Definition B.0.2. Let P ⊂ [0, 1]N be the set of probability vectors e.g. for every p = (pi)i∈N, we
have pi ∈ [0, 1] and
∑
i∈N pi = 1.
Given a partition S of a space E, we have that the sequence (L(si))si∈S is a probability
vector.
Definition B.0.3 (Optimal Quantizers). Let n ∈ N and r ∈ [1,∞). The minimal nth quantization









: C ⊂ E, 1 ≤ |C| ≤ n
}
.










Given a finite collection of elements (ci)i=1,...,n, the optimal way to choose the partition of E









provided the boundary of the Voronoi sets has measure 0. Sets of the form (B.0.1) are called
Voronoi sets. Similarly, given a finite partition (si)i=1,...,n of E, the optimal choice of codebook
is the centres of mass for the sets si with respect to the measure L. For brevity of notation, we
write En := En,2.
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B.1 Stationary Quantization
A Stationary set is a codebook with a special property: the Voronoi sets generated by codebook
have barycentres equal to the codebook.
Definition B.1.1. Let E be a separable Banach space with borel σ-algebra B, let n ∈ N and let L
be a measure on (E,B) such that and all subsets of codimension 1 have null L-measure. Let C ⊂ E
satisfy |C| = n
Suppose that the Voronoi partition S of E generated by the elements of C, containing the






Then we call the codebook C an n-stationary set of the law L.
Theorem B.1.2 ([Lal10, Theorem 2.1]). Let E be a reflexive, separable Banach space and let L be
a measure on (E,B). For ci ∈ E, define A : En → R by






e.g. A(c1, ..., cn) is the mean square error between the measure L and the quantization with codebook
{c1, ..., cn} and partition equal to the Voronoi sets of the codebook.
Then A admits at least one minimum, and so an n-stationary set exists.
Remark B.1.3. The proof of the above result relies on the Assumption that the Banach space E is
reflexive. In particular, for a non-reflexive space the unit ball will be weak-∗ compact but not weak
compact (see [FHH+01, Theorem 3.31]). By contrast, the functional A can be shown to be weak
lower semicontinuous but the proof does not extend to weak-∗ lower semicontinuity.
In particular, we are interested in Gaussian measures over the Banach space Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′),
which is not reflexive and so Theorem B.1.2 does not apply.
Lastly, it is not clear whether a stationary quantization exists in general.
Lemma B.1.4. Let L be a centred Gaussian measure taking values on the Banach space E and
suppose that an n-stationary set exists. Let C be an n-stationary set. Then C ⊂ H.
Proof. This proof is based on a similar argument first presented in [LP02] which focuses solely










Next, we use that 1sL(s) is a square integrable function with respect to L on E and use Definition
of the RKHS to conclude that the right hand side of this equation must be an element of H.
Therefore c ∈ H
Remark B.1.5. In particular, if qn(W ) denotes the quantized random variable W , then the Sta-
tionary quantization has the property that
qn(W ) = E[W |Fn],
where Fn is the σ-algebra generated by the partition of qn. This is a particularly useful property
when it comes to establishing uniform integrability of quantizations due to the following simple
argument:





























Lemma B.1.6. Let L be a non-degenerate Gaussian measure over E with RKHS H. Let U be a
finite dimensional subspace of H and let PU be the orthogonal projection operator from H to U
extended to E = HE . Then ∀r > 1
En,r(L) . En,r
(








In particular, when the measure L is in some sense “concentrated" on a finite dimensional
linear subspace of the Banach space E, then the quantization problem can be simplified to a
finite dimensional problem.




























∥∥(I − PU )[x]∥∥rEdL(x)
)1/r
,
since by the assumption that PU is a projection on H (rather than E), the two laws L ◦ (PU )−1




En,r(L ◦ (PU )−1)rdL
(



















B.2 Rate of Convergence for Quantization
In the finite dimensional setting, the minimal quantization error is well understood (see [GL00]).
Let L be a measure over a d-dimensional vector space. Then
En,r(L) ≈ n1/d. (B.2.1)
However, for a Gaussian measure over a Banach space E, the limit d → ∞ is no longer
meaningful. In both [DFMS03] and [GLP03], the authors investigate the relation between the
minimal quantization error and the probabilities of small balls.
Theorem B.2.1 ([DFMS03], [GLP03]). Let LW be a Gaussian measure over a Banach space E.
Let BW be the small ball probability of LW defined by BW (ε) := − logL
[
{x ∈ E : ‖x‖E < ε}
]
.
Then for any choice of r ≥ 1




as n→∞. In particular, let LW be the law of Brownian motion over Cα,0([0, T ];Rd′). Then by the
results of [BR92]








In particular, Equation (B.2.2) provides us with a lower bound that the error of the quantiza-
tion for Brownian motion cannot outstrip. However, as already explained in Remark B.1.3, there
may not exist a stationary quantization that attains En,r(LW ).
A remarkable aspect of [DFMS03] is that the authors additionally prove that the mean square
error between an empirical measure and the true Gaussian measure in the Wasserstein distance




The theory of rough paths, first developed by Lyons in [Lyo98], is a collection of widely used
and powerful tools developed to give analytic and algebraic meaning to ways in which “rough”
noises drive systems of differential equations. There are several comprehensive monographs, see
[FV10b,FH14,LQ02,LCL07], with each providing their own unique approach to the introduction
of core material.
C.1 Algebraic Material
Let H be a locally finite graded connected Hopf algebra with associative product  : H ⊗H →
H , coassociative coproduct ∆ : H → H ⊗H , unit 1 and counit ε ∈ H ∗, and antipode















where H(0) = 1R, the vector spaces H(n) is finite dimensional and




Definition C.1.1. A character on H is a functional g ∈H ∗ such that
〈g, h1  h2〉 = 〈g, h1〉〈g, h2〉
for all h1, h2 ∈H . We call G the set of all characters on H .
A derivation on H is a functional p ∈H ∗ such that
〈l, h1  h2〉 = 〈l, h1〉〈ε, h2〉+ 〈l, h2〉〈ε, h1〉.
We call L the set of all derivations of H .
It is well known that the characters of a Hopf algebra form a group with unit ε and inverse
obtained by composition with the antipode. Similarly, the space of derivations forms a Lie algebra
with Lie brackets defined by
[l1, l2] = l1  l2 − l2  l1
and  is the product on H ∗ dual to the coproduct ∆. Further, there exist bijective diffeo-
morphisms between L and G called the exponential map exp : L → G and logarithm map
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By inductively defining the sequence of subspaces
V1 = H
∗
(1), Vi+1 = [Vi, V1] ⊂H
∗
(k+1)





of the graded Lie algebra V1 ⊕ V2... with respect to the natural filtration induced by the grading.










is a counital, cosubalgebra of (H ,∆, ε) and the canonical projection πM : H → H M is a
coalgebra epimorphism.
Then the corresponding dual algebra
(
(H M )∗,, ε
)
has associated to it the truncated Lie
algebra




which is a step-M nilpotent Lie algebra and its associated Lie group GM .
C.1.1 Carnot-Carathéodory Metric
We define the dilation (δt)r>0 on the Lie algebra LN to be a collection of automorphisms of L
such that δsδt = δst and
δt[l] = δt[l1 + ...+ lM ] = tl1 + ...+ t
M lM
where li ∈ Vi. The dilation can also be extended to the Lie group by
δt[g] := δt[log(g)].
A homogeneous group is any Lie group whose Lie algebra is endowed with a family of dilations.
Definition C.1.2. A homogeneous norm on a homogeneous group G is a continuous function
‖ · ‖ : G → R+ such that ‖g‖ = 0 ⇐⇒ g = 1 and ‖δt[g]‖ = |t| · ‖g‖. A homogeneous norm is
called subadditive if ‖g1  g2‖ ≤ ‖g1‖+ ‖g2‖ and called symmetric if ‖g−1‖ = ‖g‖.
When a homogeneous norm is subadditive and symmetric, it induces a left invariant metric
on G. This is traditionally called the Carnot-Carathéodory metric which we denote by dcc. Finally,
all homogeneous norms on a homogeneous group are equivalent.




|〈log(g), τ〉|1/|τ | and
‖g‖GM = sup
τ∈TM
|〈log(g), τ〉|1/|τ | (C.1.1)
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where TM is a basis of the vector space H M .
Remark C.1.3. The choice of H determines the structure of the rough paths that we study. When
H is the Shuffle Hopf algebra, paths over the characters of H are geometric rough paths. By
contrast, when H is the Butcher-Connes-Kreimer Hopf algebra of decorated non-planar trees, paths
over the charaters of H are branched rough paths, see [Gub10].
C.2 Geometric rough paths
Let H (Rd) be the linear span of the free monoid generated by the alphabet {1, ..., d}. Let
the product on H (Rd) be the Shuffle product (denoted ) and the coproduct on H be the
Deconcatenation coproduct. Let AM be the collection of words of length at most M , a basis for
H M (Rd).
Definition C.2.1. For a path x ∈ C1−var([0, T ];Rd), the iterated integrals of x are canonically
defined using Young integration. The collection of iterated integrals of the path x is called the
truncated Signature of x and is defined as





dxu1 ⊗ ...⊗ dxun ∈H (Rd).
In the same way, the truncated Signature defined by its increments





dxu1 ⊗ ...⊗ dxun ∈H (Rd).
It is well known that SM (x) takes values in GM (V ).
Definition C.2.2. For α ∈ (0, 1) and let M be the largest integer such that Mα < 1. A path
X : [0, T ]→ GM (Rd) is called an α-Hölder continuous geometric rough paths if








Definition C.2.3. Denote p = 1α . We define the α-Hölder rough path metric






By quotienting with respect to X0, one can make this a norm. We use the convention that
‖X‖p−var;[0,T ] = ‖1−1  X‖p−var;[0,T ] and ‖X‖α = ‖1−1  X‖α. We denote the metric space
of α-Hölder continuous geometric rough paths to be GΩα(Rd).
Similarly, we define the homogeneous p-variation metric dp−var by











Remark C.2.4. It is well known that GΩα(Rd) is the closure of the set{
SM (x) : x ∈ C1−var([0, T ];Rd)
}
,
with respect to the α-Hölder rough path metric (C.2.2).
When studying rough paths, one can either work with p-variation or α-Hölder norms. For the
most part, authors choose one and stick with it for the entirety of their work. While p-variation
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is slightly more general, α-Hölder allows for a wavelet representation in the Banach space which
is more favourable for this work.
It is important to understand that for this paper, we work with both norms. The Hölder norm,
being more restrictive, is assumed to be the bound on regularity. However, we are required to
work with the p-variation in order to establish an integrability condition.
Definition C.2.5. Let ∆T = {(s, t) : 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T} denote the two-dimensional simplex. The
map ω : ∆T → R+ is a Control if it is a continuous, non negative, super-additive function which
vanishes on the diagonal.
Example C.2.6. Suppose that X is a geometric rough path with finite p-variation, so that Equation
(C.2.3) is finite. Then ωX,p(s, t) := ‖X‖pp−var;[s,t] is a control.
The Carnot-Carathéodory metric as already described takes its structure from the Group
GM (Rd′) and so is homogeneous with respect to the group dilation δλ. However, there is another
metric that takes its structure from the vector space TM (Rd′).
For two elements g1, g2 ∈ TM (Rd
′






∣∣∣〈g1, eA〉 − 〈g2, eA〉∣∣∣. (C.2.4)
We also have the inhomogeneous Tensor metric
ρ(g1, g2) = max
i=1,...,M
ρi(g1, g2).
Definition C.2.7. Let p = 1α > 2. For a fixed control ω, we define the inhomogeneous ω-modulus
metric to be







When we additionally have that ω(s, t) ≤ C|t− s| where C is a constant independent of s, t, we
also have the inhomogeneous α-Hölder metric to be















by simple manipulation of the standard relation between p-variation and 1p -Hölder regularity,
see [FV10b].
Definition C.2.8. Let E and F be normed spaces. A map f : E → F is called γ-Lipschitz (in the
sense of Stein) if f is bγc continuously differentiable (in the sense of Fréchet) and such that there
exists a constant M <∞ such that the supremum norm of the kth derivative for k = 1, ..., bγc and
the {γ}-Hölder norm of its bγcth derivative are bounded by M . The smallest M ≥ 0 satisfying this
condition is the γ-Lipschitz norm of f , denoted ‖f‖Lipγ . The space of all such functions is denoted
Lipγ(E,F ).
We also emphasise the distinction between Lip1∗(E,F ), the space of functions f : E → F that
are Lipschitz.
Theorem C.2.9 ([LV07]). Let V =
⊕
V j be a vector space.
Let α < 1/2 such that 1α /∈ N and M = b
1
αc. Suppose that X
j
t are α-Hölder continuous paths








M (V j) and there exists an extension Xt taking values in GM (V ) that is α-Hölder
continuous with respect to the Carnot norm on GM (V ).
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C.2.1 Translation of rough paths
We define the map # : GM (Rd ⊕ Rd)→ GM (Rd) to be the unique homomorphism such that for
v1, v2 ∈ Rd, #[exp(v1 ⊕ v2)] = exp(v1 + v2).
Definition C.2.10. Let α, β > 0 such that α + β > 1. Let M be the greatest integer such that
Mα < 1. Let (X, h) ∈ Cα([0, T ];GM (Rd))×Cβ([0, T ];Rd). We define the Translation of the rough





Lemma C.2.11. Let α ∈ ( 14 ,
1
2 ] and let X ∈ GΩα(R





h : [0, T ]→ Rd satisfy that






1. There exists C = C(p, q) > 0 such that
‖Th(X)‖α ≤ C
(
‖X‖α + ‖h‖q,α,[0,T ]
)
(C.2.8)
2. The homogeneous rough path metric dα is Th-invariant.
Proof. A proof of Equation (C.2.8) can be found in [CLL13].



























C.2.2 The lift of a Gaussian Process
Gaussian processes have a natural lift for their signiture. It is shown in [FH14] that one can
solve the iterated integral of a Gaussian process by approximating the process pathwise and
showing that the approximation converges in mean square and almost surely. In particular, the
iterated integral of a Gaussian process is an element on the second Wiener-Itô chaos expansion.
The key to this result is the regularity of the covariance function of the Gaussian process.
Provided the covariance function is adequately continuous, the existence of the lift to the
signiture is assured.
In [FV10a], the authors prove that when the covariance operator of the Gaussian satisfies a
p-variation condition, the path of the Gaussian can be lifted to a rough path with p-variation and
α-Hölder continuity in the rough path sense.
Assumption C.2.12. Let LW be the law of a d-dimensional, continuous centred Gaussian process
with independent components and covariance covariance operator R such that ∃% ∈ [1, 3/2) and
M <∞ with
‖R‖%;[s,t]2 ≤M |t− s|1/%.
C.3 Controlled rough paths
A controlled rough path, first introduced in [Gub04], provides a path that is known to be
adequately regular enough to be integrable with respect to a rough path.
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Let V and U be vector spaces and denote by L(V,U) the space of Linear operators from V to






and use the convention that L
(
(V ∗)⊗0, U) = U .
As earlier, we are interested in the case where V = Rd′ and U = Rd.
Given an element X ∈ T (V ∗) and Y ∈ T (V ∗, U), we naturally obtain YX ∈ U . Also, in














Definition C.3.1. Let α ∈ (0, 1/2), let M be the smallest integer such that Mα < 1 and let
X ∈ GΩα(V ). Let Av be the alphabet of V .
A X-controlled rough path Y : [0, T ] → TM−1(V,U) and a remainder term R : ∆T →
TM−1(V,U) is any path such that for any word A of the alphabet for Av







The space of X-controlled rough paths, denotedDMαX ([0, T ];U) is the vector space of all X-Controlled



























taking values in U .
Definition C.3.2. The Shuffle product over T (V ) can be represented as two Left and Right Half-
shuffle products eA  eB = eA ≺ eB + eA  eB that satisfy the identities
(eA ≺ eB) ≺ eC = eA ≺ (eB  eC),
(eA  eB) ≺ eC = eA  (eB ≺ eC),
(eA  eB)  eC = eA  (eB  eC).
Using the additional identity eA ≺ eB = eB  eA, equivalent to commutivity of , we
observe that the Left and Right Half-shuffles satisfy a Left and Right Zinbiel identity. Thus  and
≺ are sometimes referred to as Paraproducts. For any geometric rough path and any two words
A and B we have∫ t
s
〈Xs,r, eA〉d〈Xs,r, eB〉 = 〈Xs,t, eA  eB〉 = 〈δ[Xs,t], eA ⊗ eB〉. (C.3.1)
where δ is the Right Half-Unshuffle. Using the Right Half-Unshuffle, we are able to “stitch”
two controlled rough paths together to obtain an object that will satisfy the Sewing Lemma,
providing us with a meaningful way to integrate a controlled rough path with respect to another
controlled rough path.
Theorem C.3.3. Let Y and Z be X-controlled rough paths. Then by exploiting Equation (C.3.1)




































Given an X-controlled rough path Y, one can extend it to a rough path Y taking values in















where the iterated coproduct (δ)k : TM (V ∗)→ TM (V ∗)⊗k is defined inductively by
(δ)
2 = ((δ)⊗ I)δ, (δ)k+1 = ((δ)⊗ I⊗k)δk.
Proof of Theorem C.3.3. The ideas behind this proof are well understood, although to the best of
the authors knowledge have not been written using the language of Zinbiel algebras before.
Firstly, ∫ t
s




and from the definition of controlled rough paths we have
Ys ⊗ Zs,t =Ys ⊗ 〈Zs,Xs,t − 1〉+ Ys ⊗ 〈RZs,t, eε〉,








































as |t− s| → 0 where we use the identity from Equation (C.3.1) and the regularity of Definition
C.3.1. Similarly∫ t
s
Yr ⊗ dZr = Ys ⊗ Zs,t +
〈
(Ys − Ys)⊗ (Zs − Zs), δ[Xs,t]
〉
+ o(|t− s|).
Motivated by this, we verify the conditions of the Sewing Lemma (see [FH14, Lemma 4.2]) with
Ξs,t := Ys ⊗ Zs,t +
〈
(Ys − Ys)⊗ (Zs − Zs), δ[Xs,t]
〉
.
Thus for s < t < u ∈ [0, T ],
δΞs,t,u =Ξs,u − Ξs,t − Ξt,u
=− Ys,t ⊗ Zt,u +
〈(









(Ys − Ys)⊗ (Zs − Zs)
)
[eA ⊗ eB ]
〈
Xs,t ⊗Xt,u,∆[eA  eB ]
〉
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where ∆ is the reduced Coproduct. Next, we substitute in for the increments using the identities
〈Yt, eA〉 − 〈Ys,Xs,t  eA〉 = 〈Rs,t, eA〉,
〈Zt, eB〉 − 〈Zs,Xs,t  eB〉 = 〈Rs,t, eB〉.
Next, we use Sweedler notation to represent the identity
















The ideas behind this proof are well understood (see [LCL07, p.74]) where Y is the solution
to a linear rough differential equation, although to the best of the authors’ knowledge they have
not been written before using the language of Zinbiel algebras and for general controlled rough
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